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SUMMARY 

This work investigated two receptors on T lymphocytes that shape immunity, the T 

cell receptor (TCR) and cluster of differentiation 28 (CD28). T cells coordinate adaptive 

immunity, but how signaling via TCR and CD28 interactions with peptide-major 

histocompatibility complex (pMHC) and B7 family ligands on antigen presenting cells 

govern T cell activation, function, and differentiation remains poorly understood.  Towards 

illustrating how TCR and CD28 receptor biophysics influenced receptor-ligand 

interactions this work explored 2D kinetics, receptor-ligand interaction memory, and 

molecular catch bond presence, a counter intuitive phenomenon where force prolongs bond 

lifetime rather than shortening (molecular slip bonds).  In-situ biophysical receptor-ligand 

measurements on live CD8+ T cell surfaces suggested B7 family ligands form monomeric 

bonds with CD28 and exhibit molecular catch bonds.  Although TCR–pMHC catch bonds 

on splenic T cells represent an established TCR mechanosensing mechanism, the same 

interaction on hepatic T cells showed slip bonds that correlated with an activated state 

among liver T cells.  CD28 and TCR memory analyses examined how receptor interactions 

with their ligands impacted future interactions on shorter (seconds) and longer time scales 

(minutes) within binary, discrete-time adhesion sequences.  Moreover, analyzing 

influences on future receptor-ligand interactions revealed spatial and temporal dynamics 

governing future TCR and CD28 interactions.  Memory analyses showed TCR and CD28 

interactions with their ligands increased subsequent test adhesion probability within binary, 

discrete-time sequences.  Memory analyses exploring how adhesion events effected future 

proceeding tests promoted splenic T cell TCR internalization, a consequence of TCR 



 xxi 

triggering and activation.  Differences in bond lifetime under force measurements acquired 

in the first and last 100 bond lifetime tests demonstrated TCR ligation encouraged slip bond 

formation.  This work suggests biophysical instrumentation employed in-situ can reveal 

information about feedback systems regulating immunological receptor signaling.  The 

findings within this work provide insights into mechanistically how TCR and CD28 

biophysics could influence receptor signaling.  Additionally, this work shows similarities 

between TCR and CD28 biophysics that correlated with their overlapping localization and 

function.  These insights provide a foundation for future investigations examining CD28 

and TCR feedback systems and how those systems shape receptor crosstalk.   Employing 

insights within this work in clinical diagnostics and therapies enhance clinical outcomes. 



 1 

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

T cells play important roles in adaptive immunity.  Within immunology, research 

investigations continuously seek a deeper understanding of how T cells function within 

adaptive immunity.  T cells exist in many different subsets distinguished by their 

immunologic functions, but many questions remain about how T cells sense antigens, 

coordinate their immunologic functions, and support future antigen responses.  Processed 

antigens and other immune receptor ligands located at APCs and T cell interfaces shape 

antigen sensing, cell function, and memory development.  Although its well understood 

perturbing immune receptor-ligand interactions and signaling machinery impacts immune 

responses, mechanistically the physical processes mediating receptor signaling remain 

poorly understood. 

Cell-cell interactions play key roles in CD8+ T cell immunity.  This thesis focuses 

on two key T cell surface receptors functioning within adaptive immunity, the T cell 

receptor (TCR) and co-stimulatory receptor CD28.  As immunoglobulins super family 

(IgSF) receptors present on T cell surfaces, TCR and CD28 cooperatively influence T cells 

through co-stimulation, a signal integration occurring within immune synapses (1).  Co-

stimulation signal integration occurs mechanistically because both receptors co-localize on 

cell surfaces and engage overlapping signaling machinery (2).  Early investigations into 

TCR and CD28 signaling highlighted co-stimulation necessity through the two-signal 

model whereby without concurrent CD28 and TCR stimulation T cells would not activate 

and instead became anergic (3).  Moreover, early TCR investigations yielded insights 

demonstrating somatic TCR gene rearrangement could enhance interactions between TCR 
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and presented peptide fragments within major histocompatibility complex (MHC) grooves, 

an essential process influencing T cell development and function through TCR signaling 

(4).  CD28 and TCR signaling shape CD8+ T cell immunity and either increasing or 

decreasing their signaling enables clinical immunosuppression and immunotherapy.  Given 

their immunological and clinical relevance, CD28 and TCR receptor biophysical 

measurements could provide insights elucidating a deeper understanding of their 

contributions to adaptive immunity. 

Given the lack of phosphorylation sites on TCR, TCR signaling occurs through the 

TCR complex, a multimeric structure formed by TCR and CD3 subunits.  TCR ligation by 

peptide major histocompatibility complex (pMHC) induces signaling responses ranging 

from agonism to antagonism.  TCR agonism and antagonism relates with TCR 2D kinetics 

and mechanosensitivity (Figure 1).  Larger 2D affinity and 2D dissociation rates correlate 

with pMHC agonism.  Additionally, molecular catch bond presence and strength associates 

with pMHC agonism.  Inversely, smaller 2D affinity and 2D dissociation rates as well as 

catch bond absence complements pMHC antagonism.  Given correlations between 2D 

kinetics and mechanosensitivity, this thesis work employed in-situ live-cell biophysical 

instrumentation towards studying TCR and CD28 biophysics. 

CD28 signaling involves interactions between its cytoplasmic tail and signaling 

machinery.  Concurrent TCR and CD28 signaling results in T cell activation enabling T 

cell development and differentiation.  CD28 receptors interact with two expressed on APC 

surfaces, CD80 and CD86.  CD80 and CD86 expression on APCs changes after APC 

activation.  CD80 and CD86 demonstrate different interaction kinetics with CD28 and the 

co-inhibitory receptor cytotoxic T-lymphocyte associated protein 4 (CTLA4).  CD28 
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cytosolic domains bind diverse signaling machinery enabling CD28 signaling pathways 

that influence cell activation, development, differentiation, and metabolism (5).  Although 

the CD28 signaling results from signaling machinery interactions with CD28 cytoplasmic 

tails, mechanistically how CD28 ligation drives diverse signaling outcomes remains poorly 

defined.  Researchers examining CD28 mechanosensitivity previously failed to 

demonstrate mechanosensitivity without concurrent TCR signaling (6, 7), a surprising 

finding given CD28’s published impact on cytoskeletal rearrangement (8).  This thesis 

work examined CD28 biophysics using 2D kinetics and mechanosensitivity measurements 

towards showing possible biophysical contributions to CD28 signaling. 

 

Figure 1 - Previous Publication Graphical Abstract Illustrating Mechanosensing 
Differences Between pMHC Agonists and Antagonists.  A previous publication 
explored relationships between mechanosensitivity and pMHC function using 2C 
transgenic TCR mice specific for H2-Kb pMHC.  Publication authors performed 
BFP experiments measuring agonist R4 and antagonist EVSV bond lifetime under 
force.  Strong agonists induced molecular catches (increasing bond lifetime under 
force until moderate force) while antagonist measurements showed a molecular slip 
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bond (decreasing bond lifetime under force).  Reprinted from Molecular Cell, 
Volume 73, Issue 5, Wu P, Zhang T, Liu B, Fei P, Cui L, Qin R, Zhu H, Yao D, 
Martinez RJ, Hu W, An C, Zhang Y, Liu J, Shi J, Fan J, Yin W, Sun J, Zhou C, 
Zeng X, Xu C, Wang J, Evavold BD, Zhu C, Chen W, Lou J., Mechano-regulation 
of Peptide-MHC Class I Conformations Determines TCR Antigen Recognition, 
Pages No. 1015-27, Copyright 2019, with permission from Elsevier. (9) 

Both TCR and CD28 receptors inspire different questions about how receptor 

ligation mediates T cell responses.  Interactions between TCR and CD3 induced by ligation 

trigger downstream signaling events allowing antigen responsiveness, but additional 

insights into how physiologic and pathophysiologic processes shape antigen 

responsiveness could enhance immunologic models relied upon in both research and 

medicine.  Physiologically, T cells must remain inactive, protect against self-reactivity, and 

mount adaptive responses towards eliminating pathogens and cancer.  

Pathophysiologically, T cells can mediate destructive processes that mount inappropriate 

immune responses against non-threatening antigens (allergy) and self-antigens 

(autoimmunity) eventually manifesting as end stage organ disease without clinical 

treatment.  Many research studies suggest T cells respond differently to presented antigens 

depending on their subtype, but generally measuring antigen responsiveness relies upon 

functional studies that capture cytotoxic function or cytokine expression levels.  

Consequently, such experimental methods employed require analyzing large cell 

populations and exaggerating stimuli beyond their natural presence within physiologic and 

pathophysiologic processes limiting their statistical sensitivity and specificity.  This thesis 

work employed biophysical measurements towards distinguishing similarities and 

differences between CD28 and TCR receptors, comparing microenvironmental and T cell 

subset influences on TCR-pMHC interactions, and developing metrics related to receptor 

activation in single T cells.  Collectively, the findings illustrated in-situ biophysical 
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measurement sensitivity and specificity for characterizing single receptor-ligand 

interactions and their consequences not possible within many in-vitro and in-vivo assays. 

The rationale for correlating receptor-ligand biophysical measurements with receptor 

signaling stems from the idea that receptor-ligand interaction induced conformational 

states shape interactions between receptors and other cellular components.  Physically, 

investigating conformational changes proves challenging given structural analysis methods 

lack resolution for large, assembled protein complexes under physiologically relevant 

conditions (10-12).  Moreover, imaging methods involve modifications that can impact 

proteins (13) through altered conformational dynamics (14), function (15), and cell 

localization (16, 17).  Through focusing on TCR and CD28 receptor-ligand interactions 

this thesis contributes biophysical and mechanobiological insights towards understanding 

physical processes shaping T cell activation signals. 

A major concept explored within this thesis work includes microenvironment 

induced impaired TCR mechanosensing.  As previously discussed mechanosensing relates 

with pMHC agonism enabling antigen discrimination towards conducing physiological 

functions.  Several processes contribute to forces between T cells and APCs including 

microenvironment-induced morphological changes (18) as well as movement under fluid 

flow in blood (19) and lymph (20).  Investigating TCR and CD28 receptor-ligand 

interactions using surface bound receptors and ligands without considering force offers 

limited insights into physiological and pathological signaling.  Likewise, investigating 

ligand-receptor interactions outside their natural signaling contexts offers limited insights 

into signaling.  Conformational changes in proteins can shape both biophysical and 

mechanobiological process associated with signal transduction (21-23).  As a result, signal 
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transduction integrates mechanical force waveforms occurring naturally within cell-cell 

interactions (mechanotransduction) (24).  This thesis aims to understand TCR and CD28 

biophysics and mechanobiology in model physiologic contexts as well as adapt those 

findings into developing biophysical metrics and signaling models. 

By focusing on both TCR and CD28, this work contributes biophysical insights that 

could be exploited in immunotherapy and immunosuppression.  Immunotherapy and 

suppression aim to alter natural immune responses towards suppressing or supporting 

immunological function, respectively.  The main modalities currently used in clinical 

immunotherapy focus on controlling signaling by enhancing CD28 co-stimulation 

(immune checkpoint blockade, ICB) (25) as well as genetically modifying CD8+ T 

lymphocytes to express chimeric antigen receptors (CAR-T) featuring domains that 

specifically bind surface antigens and transduce signals through CD28’s transmembrane 

and intracellular domains to CD3 domains present in the TCR complex (26, 27).  Moreover, 

more recent advances in vaccines utilizing expressed mRNA towards supporting both B 

and T cell immunity highlight an appreciation for CD8+ T cell activation and 

differentiation (28).  Providing biophysical insights into CD28 and TCR receptor-ligand 

interactions will yield foundational knowledge for immunology research, immunotherapy, 

and vaccine development. 

This thesis work utilized dynamic force spectroscopy (DFS) using biomembrane 

force probe (BFP) biophysical instrumentation towards characterizing CD28 and TCR on 

CD8+ T cell surfaces.  Specifically, in-situ live-cell measurements described CD28 and 

TCR 2D kinetics and bond lifetime under force.  Within this work, CD28 on CD8+ T cell 

surfaces displayed ligand-specific 2D kinetics and mechanosensitivity.  Additionally, this 
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work explored correlations between CD8+ T cell subsets as well as spleen and liver 

microenvironments demonstrating both subtype and microenvironments shape TCR 

biophysics.  Through in-situ live-cell biophysical characterization, this thesis work shows 

TCR and CD28 ligation can influence biophysical measurements correlating with 

molecular and cellular changes associated with signaling and activation.  Collectively, in-

situ live-cell measurements provide additional perspectives into immune receptor signaling 

models suggesting similar intracellular processes shape CD28 and TCR signaling.  

Possibly, overlapping feedback mechanisms contributed to observed similarities. 

These insights provide evidence that biophysics shape co-stimulation and provide 

the basis for further characterizing co-stimulation and co-inhibition receptor biophysics 

towards a more comprehensive immune signaling model.  Moreover, this work illustrates 

the power for biophysical instrumentation to provide information pertinent to 

understanding receptor signaling, activation, and their consequences at a receptor and 

cellular level.  This work establishes a foundation for utilizing biophysical instrumentation 

to ascertain mechanistic information about T cell immunity.  This work hopefully will 

encourage utilizing biophysical measurements towards understanding T cell immunity and 

immune responses.  Moreover, employing the insights and metrics developed within this 

work could improve clinical outcomes by providing diagnostic information and therapeutic 

strategies for enhancing or inhibiting immunity. 
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 

2.1 The Role of CD8+ T cells in Adaptive Immunity 

2.1.1 T cells in the Context of The Immune System 

The immune system protects the body from dysfunction resulting from neoplasms 

and pathogens.  At the highest level, the immune system responds synergistically through 

conserved processes mediated by recognizing patterns in abnormal cells or foreign 

substances (innate) as well as evolving processes involving maturing sensitivity and 

specificity through differential responses to processed proteins (adaptive).  Within natural 

adaptive immune response, the immune system builds responses by producing proteins that 

neutralize foreign substances (humoral) as well as cell activation dependent processes that 

support pathogen and abnormal cell destruction through cytokine secretion, phagocytosis, 

and cytotoxin release (cell-mediated) (4). 

To accomplish the diverse functions required to protect the body from dysfunction 

by immunosurveillance, a process enabling continuously evaluating self and non-self-

antigens towards mounting immunologic responses against neoplasms and pathogens.  In 

order to accomplish immunologic functions, different immune cells subtypes exist 

distinguished by their developmental lineage from multipotent hematopoietic stem cells 

(HSC) (29) and capacity for professional antigen presentation (30).  Developmentally 

circulating immune cells come from two distinct hematopoietic lineage lines, myeloid and 

lymphoid (31).  Myeloid immune cells include mast cells (32), granulocytes like 

eosinophils (33), basophils (34), and neutrophils (35), as well as monocytes that can 
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develop into macrophages (36) and myeloid dendritic cells (mDC) (37).  Lymphoid cells 

include natural killer cells (38), T and B lymphocytes (39, 40), as well as plasmacytoid 

dendritic cells (pDC) (41).  Functionally, all except basophil myeloid lineage cells can 

professionally present antigens through phagocytosis with neutrophils, macrophages and 

mDCs function driven mainly by phagocytic capacity (30).  In the lymphoid lineage 

professional antigen presenting cells (APC) include B cells (42) and pDCs with B cell 

professional antigen presenting mainly occurring through endocytosis (43).  Non-

phagocytic lymphoid lineage cells function in adaptive immunity by cell-mediated 

processes (44, 45) and supporting humoral immunity (4).  Humoral immunity occurs 

through the antibody production by cells derived from B cell.  Secreted antibodies can 

functionally neutralize pathogens and encourage their phagocytosis.  Cell-mediated 

immunity functions primarily to drive pathogen and abnormal cell clearance.  Cell-

mediated immunity involves cell activation dependent mechanisms driven by antigen 

recognition by surface receptors.  Cell activation in response to antigen recognition 

supports several mechanistic processes that involve phagocytosis, cytokine, and cytotoxin 

release.  Cell-mediated and humoral immunity influence each other during adaptive 

immunity (4). 

Adaptive immunity largely relies upon T cells that display cytotoxic capacity (46) 

and helper T cells that functionally support both humoral and cytotoxic T cell responses 

(47).  CD4 or CD8 cell surface expression distinguish helper T and cytotoxic T cells 

respectively after thymic development (19).  Professional APCs activated after 

phagocytosis can migrate to lymph nodes where they present antigens to developed T and 

B cells (48).  Antigen recognition, cell-cell interactions, and cytokine signaling drive naïve 
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CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in lymph nodes to differentiate into many different T helper 

subtypes that play different roles in immunity (49).  Differentiated T cells migrate into 

other lymph nodes and tissues where they can functionally influence adaptive immunity 

(20).  Differentiated CD4+ T helper cells that migrate into tissues can promote 

inflammation or tolerance (50).  Differentiated CD8+ T cells that migrate into tissues can 

eliminate infected or abnormal cells (51).  Collectively T cell driven immunological 

processes contribute to both health and disease.  Adaptive immunity functionally can 

eliminate pathogens and abnormal cells, but also drive undesirable hypersensitivities like 

allergy and autoimmunity. 

2.1.2 T Cell Development in the Thymus 

Immune cells primarily circulate in the body in both the circulatory and lymphatic 

system.  Immune cells developmentally arise from the bone marrow where multipotent 

HSCs differentiate into myeloid progenitors and lymphoid progenitors (hematopoiesis) 

(52).  Cytotoxic cell-mediated immunity arises from lymphoid progenitors that can 

differentiate into natural killer cells and thymocytes.  Thymocytes exiting the bone marrow 

must undergo maturation into lymphocytes (thymopoiesis) in a specialized lymphatic 

tissue termed the thymus located in the anterior superior mediastinum in front of the heart 

(53-55).  Throughout thymopoeisis in the thymus lymphocytes undergo somatic 

recombination (V(D)J recombination) (56, 57). 

Lymphocyte development in the thymus must delicately balance reactivity to self 

and non-self to enable functional antigen discrimination essential in immunity.  Antigen 

discrimination involves processes by which self and non-self-antigens processed by APCs 
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on special protein complexes called major histocompatibility complex (MHC) (58).  

Physiologically, most cells present antigens through proteolysis where different processes 

exist to both process self-antigens and phagocytosed non-self-antigens.  MHC Class I 

molecules function through presenting processed peptide sequences produced 

endogenously within cells.  MHC Class II molecules function through presenting processed 

peptide sequences produced from phagocytized particles (59).  Within the thymus T cell 

development specialized epithelial and dendritic cells present self-antigens through both 

MHC class I and II molecules (60). 

During thymopoesis thymocytes differentially express CD4 and CD8 which 

functionally relate a TCR’s capacity to discriminate antigens presented through MHC class 

I and class II respectively.  Stages within thymopoesis involve transitioning from lacking 

CD4 and CD8 (double negative) to acquiring CD4 and CD8 (double positive) expression 

and eventually results in mature lymphocytes expressing either CD4 or CD8 (single 

positive) (61).  Double negative cells undergo positive selection whereby developing T 

cells through recombination activating genes 1 and 2 (RAG1 and RAG2) expression 

undergo V(D)J recombination resulting in genetically divergent TCRs that interact with 

different strengths against presented self-antigens (62).  During positive selection T cells 

develop with varying self-reactive strength resulting maturation eventually leading to 

double positive T cells, but unreactive cells become anergic and undergo apoptosis. Double 

positive cells undergo negative selection where cells that interact strongly with self-

antigens can be eliminated or become natural regulatory T cells (nTreg) (61, 63).  The 

transcription factor autoimmune regulator (AIRE) enables thymic APCs to express proteins 

from many different tissues (64).  Double positive cells that successfully undergo negative 
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selection become either naïve CD4+ or CD8+ T cells.  Naïve T cells express functional 

TCRs that can react specifically with presented antigens (19).   

2.1.3 T cell Subsets and their Functions 

CD4+ and CD8+ T cells developed in the thymus can differentiate into several 

different subtypes that shape immunity.  Experimentally, differences in surface expression, 

transcription factors, and cytokine production distinguish T cell subtypes.  Differences 

between T cell subtypes enable them to play different immunological roles, but T cells 

collectively help shape immune system responses (65).   

CD4+ T cells diverge into T helper cells and regulatory T cells.  CD4+ T regulatory 

cells called induced regulatory T cells (iTreg) can also develop within lymph nodes (66).  

CD4+ T regulatory cells protect against host autoreactivity by releasing anti-inflammatory 

cytokines after activation (67).  CD4+ T regulatory cells are distinguished by forkhead box 

P3 (FOXP3) transcription factor expression (68).  CD4+ T helper cells subtypes include T 

helper (Th) 1, Th2, Th17, and T follicular helper (Tfh).  CD4+ T helper subtypes support 

humoral and cell-mediated immunity by secreting different cytokines and providing 

specific cell-cell ligands.  Certain T helper cells like Th1 and Th17 enhance cell-mediated 

immunity by secreting interferon-γ (IFNγ) and interleukin (IL) 17, respectively.  The Th2 

subtype enhance parasitic immunity by stimulating and recruiting basophils and 

eosinophils as well as encouraging immunoglobulin (Ig) H production in B cells.  T helper 

cells encourage B cell-based humoral immunity through antibody class-switching 

mediated by CD40-CD40L co-stimulation and cytokine signaling.  Tfh cells promote 

antibody production by creating anatomic structures within lymph nodes called germinal 
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centers (69).  In lymph nodes, germinal centers feature mature B cells that proliferate, 

differentiate, and shape antibody affinity through somatic hypermutation (70). 

CD8+ T cells play key roles in cell-mediated immunity by destroying infected and 

genetically abnormal cells through antigen-specific mechanisms.  Naïve CD8+ T cells can 

differentiate into regulatory, follicular, and effector subsets (71).  Regulatory CD8+ T cells 

suppress immunity and enhance tolerogenic responses by cytokine secretion, supporting 

tolerogenic APC formation, and cytotoxic activity against CD4+ T cells (72).  CD8+ T 

follicular cells regulate B cells within germinal centers and suppress auto-antibody 

production (73, 74).  Effector CD8+ T cells exist in several subtypes distinguished by their 

effector function and cytotoxic potential.  Effector CD8+ T cell subsets include T cytotoxic 

(Tc) 1, Tc2, Tc9, Tc17, and Tc22 (71).  Tc cell subsets largely resemble cytokine profiles 

within the T helper subsets previous described.  Tc1 fits the most classical T effector cell 

definition by secreting IFNγ and TNFα and cytotoxic function (75, 76).  The Tc2, Tc9, 

Tc17 and Tc22 diverge from the classical T effector cell definition by expressing different 

effector cytokines.  Only Tc2 and Tc22 cells retaining cytotoxic function (71). 

CD4+ and CD8+ T cells also diverge into different subsets within a spectrum defined 

by memory and effector function.  Self-renewal capacity and in-vivo longevity define 

memory T cell subsets (77).  Cytokine production and cytotoxic activity define effector 

functionality in CD4+ and CD8+ T cells (78).  Naïve CD8+ and CD4+ T cells differentiate 

into different cells within the memory and effector spectrum, but mechanistically the 

differentiation process remains poorly understood.  Several models exist attempting to 

explain memory and effector cell lineages that focus on T cell antigen specific activation 

and differentiation state.  In the on-off-on model activation through TCR result in a large 
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clonal effector cell population that after antigen clearance can become memory cells 

randomly or by superior specificity.  Moreover, memory cells resemble naïve CD8+ T cells 

more and through antigen specific activation again form a larger effector clonal T cell 

population (79).  In the developmental differentiation model naïve T cells become 

differentially activated with more highly activated cells undergoing apoptosis after antigen 

clearance (80, 81).  In this model, memory T cells form from less activated cells with lower 

TCR affinity (82).  Analyzing cell division by telomere length supports the developmental 

differentiation model given effector cells that presumably became more activated exhibited 

shorter telomeres compared to memory cells (83). 

Research on CD8+ T cell subsets focuses on the memory and effector spectrum in 

the conventional Tc1 cells.   CD8+ T cells within the memory and effector spectrum shape 

future cell-mediated immune responses and cytotoxic activity against infected and 

abnormal cells.  Surface marker expression distinguishes CD8+ T cell memory and effector 

subsets.    CD8+ T stem cell memory (TSCM) cells can self-renew and differentiate into 

other CD8+ memory and effector subsets (84).  CD8+ central memory T (TCM) cells also 

retain self-renewal capacity and can differentiate into other CD8+ memory and effector 

subsets (85).  CD8+ TSCM and TCM occupy different microenvironments with TSCM 

identified within diseased tissues like tumors (84) and TCM cells residing in lymph nodes 

(86).  CD8+ T effector memory (TEM) retain more cytotoxic activity and less self-renewal 

capacity than CD8+ TSCM and TCM, but exist primarily within the peripheral circulation and 

tissues (86).  CD8+ T effector cells produced by naïve or memory CD8+ T cell 

differentiation exist primarily within the peripheral circulation and tissues and undergo 

robust contraction (87).  The CD8+ memory and effector T cell spectrum plays an 
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important role in immune surveillance by retaining cytotoxic cell-mediated immunity after 

immune mediated pathogen or abnormal cell clearance (88). 

2.2 T cell Signalling 

2.2.1 The Immunological Synapse 

The immunological synapse (immune synapse) refers to an interface that forms 

between lymphocytes and APCs (Figure 2).  The supramolecular activation cluster 

(SMAC) refers to concentric rings formed structurally at immune synapses.  The SMAC 

can be further divided into concentric rings forming the central (cSMAC), peripheral 

(pSMAC), and distal SMAC (dSMAC) on lymphocytes.  In a T cell context, TCR, protein 

kinase C θ (PKCθ), CD2, CD4, CD8, CD28, and lymphocyte-specific protein tyrosine 

kinase (Lck), and proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase (Fyn) localize within cSMAC.  

Lymphocyte function-associated antigen 1 (LFA-1) and talin localize within pSMAC.  

CD43 and CD45 exist within the dSMAC.  Localization within the SMAC influences 

lymphocyte activation, pMHC transfer from APCs to lymphocytes (trogocytosis), as well 

as cytokine and cytotoxin secretion (89). 
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Figure 2 - Graphical Depiction of Immune Synapse Organization. Previous 
publications using various microscopy techniques captured an organization structure 
that developed between T cells and APCs termed the immunological synapse.  The 
immunological synapse contained multiple regions defined by cell membrane protein 
organization.  Immune synapse organizational structures included central, 
peripheral, and distal SMAC (cSMAC, pSMAC, and dSMAC respectively).  
Reprinted from Cancer Immunology Research, Volume 2, Issue 11, Dustin ML, The 
immunological synapse, Pages No. 1023-33, Copyright 2014, with permission from 
Elsevier. (89). 

Immune synapses form between cells by dynamic surface protein segregation. In the 

kinetic segregation model, CD45 phosphatase must segregate away from the TCR complex 

otherwise its phosphatase activity would prevent TCR phosphorylation.  Moreover, 

receptors on T cell surfaces segregate in a size-dependent fashion between T cell and APC. 

In a close-contact zone formed between T cells and APCs the smaller T cell receptors 

mediating T cell activation aggregate together excluding larger surface receptors such as 

CD45 (90). Physically, the kinetic segregation model’s focus on molecular interaction 
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kinetics between surface proteins on T cells and APCs provides a robust model for how 

randomly distributed signaling machinery could form complex and regulated signaling 

complexes shaping T cell activation (91).  Kinetics strongly influence immunological 

synapse characteristics with pMHC-TCR interaction strength and density strongly 

correlating with TCR segregation from ICAM-1 (92). 

Since demonstrating these important considerations driving immune synapse 

structure arising from molecular interactions, cytoskeletal changes shape immune synpase 

receptor and signaling machinery segregation.  Mechanistically, the SMAC formation 

involves a stepwise morphological change within T cells driven by actin cytoskeleton 

dynamics that segregate receptors into domains that favor T cell activation signaling (93).  

Initially, TCR triggering causes sub-micron clusters (microclusters) driving F-actin 

nucleation through downstream adaptors (94). Synapse formation occurs at the micro scale 

involving organizational receptor structures.  Initially, T cell spreading encourages actin 

enrichment within the dSMAC (95), actomyosin enrichment in the pSMAC , and actin 

depletion within the cSMAC (96).  After spreading, actin retrograde flow towards the 

cSMAC and pSMAC actomyosin contraction.  During contraction, actomyosin dynamics 

drive microcluster movement towards the cSMAC (97). 

2.2.2 The T Cell Receptor Complex 

The TCR complex forms on T cells through interactions between TCR and CD3 

chains.  The TCR exists as a heterodimer formed from either α and β chains (TCRαβ) (98) 

as well as γ and δ chains (TCRγδ) (99).  Thymopoesis refers to T cell development 

occurring within the thymus.  Thymopoesis results in naïve T cells expressing either 
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TCRαβ and TCRγδ which respectively get referred to as either αβ or γδ T cells, respectively 

(100).  TCRαβ interacts antigen with class I or class II pMHC (101).  TCRαβ antigen 

recognition results in signalling through CD3 chains (91).  CD3δ, CD3ε, CD3γ, and CD3ζ 

chains form CD3γε, CD3δε, and CD3ζζ heterodimers enclosing transmembrane TCR in an 

open barrel (Figure 3).  TCR chains contain a transmembrane region with a short cytosolic 

tail (22).  CD3 chains contain immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation (ITAM) motifs 

that function in intracellular signalling (102).  This thesis work focuses on TCRαβ and 

abbreviates TCRαβ as TCR. 
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Figure 3 - Structural Diagram of TCRαβ Complex.  Previous structural 
characterization of TCRαβ and CD3 subunits (PDB 6JXR) enabled constructing a 
ribbon representation for the TCRαβ complex.  TCRαβ complex composition 
includes CD3δ, CD3ε, CD3γ, and CD3ζ chains that interact to form CD3γε, CD3δε, 
and CD3ζζ heterodimers.  Reprinted from Journal of Biological Chemistry Reviews, 
Volume 295, Issue 4, Mariuzza RA, Agnihotri P, Orban J, The structural basis of T-
cell receptor (TCR) activation: An enduring enigma, Pages No. 973-988, Copyright 
2019, distributed under the Creative Commons CC-BY license. (103). 

TCR gene V(D)J recombination enables the formation genetically diverse TCR 

heterodimers that can differentially interact with pMHC.  V(D)J recombination, a form of 

somatic recombination, occurs within developing T and B cells shaping TCR and B cell 

receptor (BCR) by combining variable V, D, and J genetic elements (104).  TCRαβ 

expressing thymocyte development results in first D-to-J β-chain recombination, 
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subsequently V-to-DJ rearrangement, and finally VDJ rearrangement with the constant 

domain resulting in full length TCR β-chain.  Full length TCR α-chain results from just V-

J recombination alone (105).  The main enzymes enabling V(D)J recombination include 

recombination activating genes (RAG) 1 and 2, terminal deoxynucleotide transferase 

(TdT), and artemis nuclease.  Recombination enzymes mediate DNA breaks, DNA repairs, 

template-independent polymerization, exonuclease enabled stochastic degradation and 

joining, as well as ligation towards additional recombined domains interfacial diversity 

(106). 

2.2.3 T cell Co-stimulation and Co-inhibition Receptors 

Lymphocyte co-stimulation and co-inhibition receptors exist within immune 

synapses where they enhance or inhibit immune responses, respectively.  A prominent 

signalling model involves acquiring two stimuli for a fully active immune response within 

T and B lymphocytes (107).  In the two-signal model for T cells, APCs provide the first 

signal through TCR interacting with selective pMHCs and a second non-specific co-

stimulatory signal (108).  Co-inhibitory receptors work by either competitively preventing 

ligand binding or producing co-stimulatory antagonistic signals (109).   Co-stimulatory and 

co-inhibitor receptors on T cells exist in two families: tumor necrosis factor receptor 

superfamily (TNFRSF) and immunoglobulin superfamily (IgSF).  T cell co-stimulation 

and co-inhibition in the IgSF superfamily occur through CD28 family receptors and B7 

family ligand interactions.  CD28 family members include co-stimulatory receptors CD28 

and ICOS as well as co-inhibitor receptors b-and-t-lymphocyte attenuator (BTLA), 

cytotoxic-T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA-4), and programmed cell death 

protein 1 (PD-1) (110).  TNFRSF superfamily members include co-stimulatory receptors 
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OX40, 4-1BB, CD30, glucocorticoid-induced TNFR-related-protein (GITR), tumor 

necrosis factor receptor 2, death receptor 3 (DR3) as well as a receptor with both co-

stimulatory and co-inhibitory signalling herpesvirus entry mediator (HVEM) (111). 

2.2.4 CD28 Receptor and Ligand Structure 

The human CD28 receptor gene features four exons encoding for 220 amino acids 

that form a glycosylated, 44 kDa disulfide-linked homodimer (112).  In addition to 

expression on developing thymocytes and T cells, bone marrow stromal cells (113), plasma 

cells (114), eosinophils (115), and neutrophils (116).  CD28 expression on human T cells 

varies throughout life.  Almost all T cells express CD28 early in life while at age 80 around 

10-15% CD4+ T cells and 50-60% CD8+ T cells lack CD28 (117).  Human and mouse 

CD28 amino acid sequences overlap with a 277 max basic local alignment search tool 

(BLAST) score (68.90% identical).  In thymopoesis, CD28 expression differs during 

thymocyte developmental stages with its highest on double negative and lowest on double 

positive thymocytes.  Cell activation on both thymocytes and T cells upregulates CD28 

expression (118).  Like other IgSF superfamily proteins, CD28 monomers feature a ligand 

binding domain and Ig-like V-type extracellular domains.  A disulfide linkage connects 

two Ig-like V-type extracellular domains with CD28 homodimers.  CD28 monomers also 

contain transmembrane and cytosolic tail components containing signalling motifs (119). 

CD28 receptor ligands include B7 family members B7-1 (CD80) and B7-2 (CD86).  

The human CD80 and CD86 features 7 and 8 exons respectively.  Human CD80 and CD86 

exons encode for 288 and 309 amino acids respectively.  Human and mouse CD80 and 

CD86 sequences overlap with max BLAST scores 220 (46.30% identical) and 280 (58.9% 
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identical).  CD80 and CD86 can also interact with the co-inhibitory receptor CTLA4 where 

competition with CD28 drives co-inhibition.  CD80 interacts much more strongly with 

CTLA4 than CD86 (120).  CD86 interacts more with CD28 that CD80 (121).  As IgSF 

family members, CD80 and CD86 contain Ig-like V-type and Ig-like C2-type extracellular 

domains.  CD80 and CD86 mutagenesis of the GFCC’C”β-sheet in the Ig-like V-type 

domain and ABED β-sheet face in the Ig-like-C2-type domain impacts CD28-Ig and 

CTLA-Ig binding (122).  Both CD80 and CD86 contain transmembrane and cytosolic 

domains.  Cytoplasmic CD80 and CD86 tails associate with cytoskeletal and signalling 

proteins.  Cytoplasmic signalling in CD86 occurs through prohibitin-1 (Phb1) and 

prohibitin-2 (Phb2) adaptor binding resulting in PLCγ2 and PKCα/β2 phosphorylation 

mediated NF-κB nuclear translocation (123).  Cytoskeletal interactions occur through a 

conserved motif on CD86 cytoplasmic tails called K4 that plays a role in CD86 polarization 

in the immune synapse (124).  Analogously, the CD80 cytoplasmic tail shapes localization 

on cell surfaces.  CD80 cytoplasmic tail truncation results in CD80 immune synapse 

accumulation with decreased co-stimulation capacity (125).  Non-specific to either CD80 

or CD86, CD80/CD86 ligation using CD28-Ig induces NF-κB signalling in an PI3K and 

AKT dependent way (126).  CD80 and CD86 expression occurs on APCs, but CD80 can 

also be found on FoxP3+ T regulatory cells (127).  CD80 on APCs exists primarily as a 

homodimer, but also in a monomeric form.  CD86 constitutively expressed on APC 

surfaces occurs as a monomer (128).  Upon stimulation APCs upregulate both CD80 and 

CD86 expression (129).  CD86 upregulation occurs earlier than CD80 upregulation (130).  

The CD28 work within this thesis focuses on CD28 expressing murine T cells and their 

ligands. 
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2.2.5 Antigen Processing and Presentation 

Antigen presentation refers to cellular processes that result in presenting molecules 

on cell surfaces that can be discriminated against using an antigen sensing receptor.  

Processed presented antigens can include peptide fragments on MHC class I and class II 

(pMHC) (59).  MHC class I molecules exist on all nucleated cell surfaces enabling peptide 

fragment presentation from intracellular proteins (131).  Only APCs express MHC class II 

molecules on their surface that present peptide fragments from phagocytized protein (132). 

Antigen sensing refers to the process by which interactions between a surface 

receptor and antigens trigger intracellular signalling processes that encourage cell 

activation.  Antigen sensing through the TCR and BCR involves somatic recombination.  

TCRs recognize antigens presented on both CD1 and pMHC (133, 134).  BCR complexes 

form from membrane-bound immunoglobulin of any isotype with a membrane domain and 

a signal transduction heterodimer called Ig-α and Ig-β.  Somatic hypermutation enables 

increased immunoglobulin affinity maturation and class switching in B cells (135).  BCR 

recognizes antigens without processing that exist extracellularly and secreted 

immunoglobulins (antibodies) functionally neutralize antigens and aid in APC 

phagocytosis and cell activation through Fc receptors (136).  This thesis focuses on antigen 

sensing by interactions between TCRαβ and MHC class I molecules. 

Antigen presentation involves processing steps.  APCs load antigen presenting 

molecules with their antigen payloads within the cell prior to external presentation.  

Antigen presentation with MHC molecules occurs through proteolytic processing within 

cells.  Proteolytic processing results in peptide loaded MHC molecules with peptides in a 
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specialized groove.  MHC class I molecules on nucleated cells form cytosolic proteolytic 

degradation resulting in peptides that get translocated into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), 

become associated with folded MHC class I molecules, subsequently shuttled through the 

Golgi apparatus, and finally integrated into the plasma membrane for antigen presentation 

(131).  Given presentation results from proteolytic degradation in the cytosol, MHC class 

I molecules display many self-antigens as well as intracellular pathogens.  MHC class II 

molecules on APCs fold within the ER with an invariant chain, traffic within the Golgi 

apparatus to the plasma membrane, undergo clathrin mediated endocytosis, get transported 

within early endosomes into intraluminal vesicles or multivesicular bodies where 

sequential invariant chain proteolysis causes class II-associated invariant chain peptide 

(CLIP) formation in the MHC class II molecule grove, CLIP removal by HLA-DM 

enzyme, and peptide incorporation into MHC class II molecules that get subsequently 

trafficked back to the plasma membrane by transport vesicles from antigen processing 

compartments (132).   MHC class II antigen presentation mediates CD4+ T cell responses 

against self-antigens and extracellular pathogens. Additionally cross-presentation enables 

APCs to present phagocytized proteins in MHC class I molecules with dendritic cells 

having the highest efficiency.  Cross-presentation involves phagosome proteolytic 

degradation and antigen export into the cytosol from phagosomes for proteasomal 

degradation and subsequent MHC class I molecule loading in phagosomes.  Antigen cross-

presentation can occur during infections, cancer, allogenic immune responses, and 

homeostatic tolerance maintenance (137).  Within this thesis work, we explore antigen 

recognition using murine MHC class I molecule featuring peptides generated in-vitro. 

2.2.6 TCR Complex Signalling 
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The TCR complex contains the TCR as well CD3 heterodimers that enable signalling.  

ITAMs located within CD3 intracellular domains enable signalling with CD3δ, CD3ε, and 

CD3γ containing one ITAM and each CD3ζ chain containing three ITAMs resulting in 10 

total TCR complex ITAMs.  TCR signalling occurs when the TCR heterodimer engages a 

presented antigen.  In the context of TCRαβ signalling, TCR engages processed peptide 

fragments within MHC class I and class II molecules.  TCR engagement with cognate 

pMHC triggers Lck recruitment to the TCR complex by CD4 or CD8 co-engagement with 

pMHC and co-localization enabling Lck to phosphorylate ITAM signalling motifs within 

the TCR complex.  ITAM phosphorylation enables SH2 domain mediated Zeta-chain-

associated protein kinase 70 (Zap70) binding preventing Zap70 autoinhibitory mechanisms 

by localization near the plasma membrane.  Zap70 recruitment and activation drive TCR 

complex signalling events through linker for activation of T cells (LAT) phosphorylation 

mediating SH2 domain-based docking for downstream signalling.  Downstream signalling 

through LAT involves PLCγ1, GRB2 and GADS, as well as SOS and SLP-76 adaptors that 

trigger Ras, Rac, and Rho GTPase activation (91). 

2.2.7 CD28 Signalling: Integration and Independent 

The human CD28 intracellular tail contains distinct signaling motifs that enable 

diverse, multifunctional signaling both independently and concurrently with TCR.  

Without intrinsic enzymatic activity, CD28 relies upon adaptor proteins and kinases during 

intracellular signaling.  Human CD28’s cytoplasmic tail contains motifs that associate 

adaptors and kinases featuring SH2 and SH3 domains (138).  Human CD28 contains two 

main motifs, YMNM (139) and PYAP (140). YMNM, CD28’s most cross-species 

conserved motif, mediates interactions with PI3K (139, 141), GRB2, and GADS (142-
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144), signaling proteins involved in cell growth, proliferation, differentiation, and survival.  

CD28 shares the PI3K interaction enabling YXXM motif with CTLA-4 and ICOS.  CTLA-

4 and ICOS do not retain GRB2 and GADS interactions potentially accounting for 

signaling differences between CD28 family receptors (145).  The PYAP motif enables 

PDK1 and PKCθ activation through Lck (140).  PKCθ signaling mediates cytokine 

production and survival through NF-κB (146), AP-1 (147), and NFAT transcription factors 

(148).  NFAT transcription factor activation shapes cytokine production and survival (149).  

CD28 can independently invoke actin cytoskeletal rearrangement without TCR signaling 

through the small Rho GTPase cell division control 42 homolog cdc42 (150).  GRB2 

binding recruits Vav1 for Rho GTPases activation mediated changes in actin cytoskeleton 

(151).  Vav1 binding to talin and vinculin can mediate actin cytoskeletal changes to the 

cell membrane (152).  Phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphatase-5-kinase α (PIP5α) can 

influence CD28-mediated actin polymerization (153).  PIP5α kinase generates the PLCγ1 

substrate phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) secondary messenger (154).  Actin 

cytoskeletal forming lipid microdomains and signalling recruitment also can also be 

mediated by PxxPP motif and filamin-A interactions (155).  
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Figure 4 - CD28 Cytosolic Tail Signaling Machinery Interactions.  Human CD28 
contains multiple intracellular signalling machinery binding domains that bind 
different signalling proteins depending on phosphorylation state.  Interactions 
between CD28 cytosolic tails and signalling machinery enable diverse signalling 
outcomes.  Reprinted from Immunity, Volume 44, Issue 5, Esensten JH, Helou YA, 
Chopra G, Weiss A, Bluestone JA, CD28 Costimulation: From Mechanism to 
Therapy, Pages No. 973-988, Copyright 2016, with permission from Elsevier. (5). 

CD28 signalling potentiates T cell activation as a co-stimulatory receptor during TCR 

dependent signalling (156).  CD28 signalling at the immunological synapse contributes to 

CD28’s co-stimulatory function (157).  CD28’s location at the cSMAC place it proximal 

to the TCR receptor, co-receptor (CD4 or CD8), PKCθ, Lck, and capping protein regulator 

and myosin 1 linker 2 (CARMIL2) (96).  Without localization in the immune synapse, 
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CD28 does not retain co-stimulatory capacity given the signaling overlap existing between 

the CD28 and TCR complex (158).  Co-stimulation requires the mechanosensitive actin 

filament cross-linker filamin-A for cytoskeletal rearrangement and PKCθ signaling (159).  

Additionally, within thymocytes Csk kinase signaling potentiates full TCR signaling 

through actin cytoskeletal remodeling (160). 

2.2.8 TCR Sensitivity, Specificity, and Antagonism Within Immunity 

On T cells, the TCR-pMHC interactions enable T cells to mount antigen specific 

responses.  TCR-pMHC interactions must be both sensitive and specific for T cells to 

effectively coordinate immunity.  TCR triggering refers to mechanistic processes 

mediating sensitive and specific TCR dependent activation through biochemical changes 

to CD3 cytoplasmic domains (161).  Specific pMHC scarcity on APCs and target cell 

surfaces requires TCR sensitivity (162).  Both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells can respond to 

between 1-10 pMHCs among 105-106 irrelevant pMHCs (162, 163).  The need for TCR 

specificity stems from the same MHC molecule used during T cell development potentially 

presenting different peptides that must be reacted against specifically while supressing 

undesirable activation (164).  A TCR should distinguish between peptides with single 

amino acid substitutions presented by MHCs (162), but also demonstrate cross-reactivity 

through recognizing more than one pMHC (165).  Moreover, TCR antagonists exist that 

although specific for ligands fail to mediate T cell proliferation in-vivo and activation 

despite reaching steady-state internalization (166, 167). 

Specificity and cross-reactivity shapes TCR reactivity towards supressing 

autoimmunity during molecular mimicry and neoplasm specific responses.  During 
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molecular mimicry, conserved structural features between pathogens and humans can 

potentially drive immune self-reactivity (168).  Neoplasms by their nature present antigens 

resulting from genetic modifications within cells (169) favouring cell proliferation, 

survival, and metastasis (170).  Antigens presented during pathogen and neoplasm immune 

responses must be specific enough to supress off-target autologous immunity (171).  Cross-

reactivity also plays an important role within immunity whereby immunological responses 

mounted against antigens must be robust against potential variants (172, 173).  In viral 

illnesses, viruses stochastically change genetically during error prone nucleotide sequence 

replication, a process enabling viruses to evade immune responses (174).  Cross-reactivity 

between TCR and pMHC featuring peptides from different viral genetic variants enhances 

anti-viral immunity (175). 

Antigen specificity and sensitivity can occur at many different levels including TCR 

itself, cell, and immune cell population (162).  TCR kinetics shape specificity and 

sensitivity.  TCR-pMHC interactions display decreased affinity and faster dissociation 

kinetics compared to affinity-matured antibodies (176, 177).  The CD8 co-receptor can also 

stabilize TCR-pMHC interactions by decreasing dissociation rate (178).  The serial 

engagement model describes how a single agonist pMHC can occupy TCRs on T cells.  

Specifically, the model describes how single pMHC can trigger ~200 TCRs by looking at 

TCR complex downregulation after peptide pulsed APC specific TCR stimulation (179, 

180).  Serial engagement explains sensitivity given TCR lower affinity and faster 

dissociation.  Disagreement in the field resides over whether or not affinity or dissociation 

contributes to specificity (162) although this author believes both shape sensitivity and 

specificity under force. 
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The kinetic proofreading model focuses on how interactions trigger downstream 

signalling.  The TCR complex itself does not signal without interactions between the TCR 

and other signalling proteins such as Lck and Zap70.  Within the kinetic proofreading 

model, TCR-pMHC interactions must exist for a time before mediating T cell activation 

otherwise upon dissociation the TCR would revert to an inactivated state (91).  The kinetic 

proofreading model does not explain TCR antagonism given that antagonistic pMHCs fail 

to mediate ZAP70 activation requiring a modification for an incomplete signal (181).  

Kinetic proofreading does not describe potential ITAM phosphorylation diversity (162), a 

process important for optimal T cell receptor signalling and thymocyte development (182).  

Kinetic proofreading explains TCR specificity in that downstream signalling regulation at 

the TCR complex would shape TCR-dependent activation and integrates other signalling 

mediators.   TCR complex activation mediated by pMHC interactions also involves 

feedback mechanisms impacting T cell activation temporally (162).  Lck regulation occurs 

through feedback pathways such a trans-autophosphorylation (positive) and CD45 and 

SHP-1 phosphatases (negative) with Lck also activating SHP-1 (162, 183).  Spatial 

reorganization during TCR signalling changes local Lck concentrations in an activated Lck 

threshold dependent mechanism (184, 185).   

2.3 Immune Receptor Mechanosensing and Mechanotransduction 

2.3.1 Cell Receptors and Forces 

Cells retain the capacity to differentially respond to environmental stimuli.  

Environmental stimuli interpretation involves cell surface receptors.  Cell surface receptors 

can mediate signal transduction through conformational changes that open ion channels or 
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cause internal enzymatic changes.  Receptor conformational changes can promote or 

inhibit interactions between receptors and other molecules.  Conformational changes 

enable interactions between receptors and internal kinases and adaptors that propagate 

signalling (186).  Any physical process involving a physical body’s change in momentum 

over time relates to a directly proportional force (Newton’s second law).  Receptors and 

ligands undergo physical processes like diffusion and advection (187).  Diffusion refers to 

a physical process whereby particles disperse along a concentration gradient.   Advection 

results from mass transport along a fluid’s bulk motion.  In the context of the body, 

diffusion occurs within body fluids, along cell surfaces, and inside cellular fluids.  Fluid 

flow within cells (188-191) and externally drive advection (187).  Advection resulting from 

blood and lymph flow contribute physically to many physiologically important cell-cell 

interactions.  Constrained diffusion, lateral diffusion constrained within cell membranes, 

influences surface embedded receptors and ligands (192).  Given receptors and ligands 

have mass, interactions between the two resulting in a momentum change corresponds with 

force with force magnitudes shaped by ligand mass and presentation.  This thesis work 

focuses on forces on a piconewton (pN) level forces influencing singular immunological 

cell surface embedded receptor and ligand interactions. 

In addition to advection and diffusion, receptors and ligands embedded within cell 

surfaces can also undergo motion resulting from morphological changes.  Cell-cell 

interactions occur under forces generated simultaneously by cells propelled along fluid 

flow, traversing through tissue microenvironments, and resulting from morphological 

changes.  Cytoskeleton refers to structural proteins within cells.  Cytoskeleton components 

include actin microfilaments, intermediate filaments, and tubulin microtubules.  Actin 
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microfilaments provide structural support for cells enabling cells to bear tension.  Actin 

generates force on cell membranes through dynamic polymerization that pushes against the 

cell membrane.  Specialized protein motors called myosin attach to actin polymers and can 

walk along actin.  Actin polymerization drives formation and maintenance of cell 

membrane structures such as the cortex, filopodia, and lamellipodia (186).  Collectively 

actin and myosin can work towards enabling muscle contraction (193), cell movement, 

intracellular trafficking, cell shape maintenance, cytokinesis (186), and cytoplasmic 

streaming (intracellular cytoplasm advection) (194).  The deformable coiled-coil lamin 

intermediate filaments provide structural support for the nuclear envelope.  Lamin plays a 

role in signalling, transcription, and chromatin organization (195).  Hollow microtubule 

cylinders dynamically aid in intracellular transport (196), cilia and flagella movement 

(197), and mitotic spindle function (198). 

Cell surface receptors can interact with actin cytoskeleton.  Cell surface proteins such 

as integrins link to actin cytoskeleton through many different mechanisms.  The most well 

studied receptor actin interactions occur within the integrin family.  Integrin ligand 

interactions drive actin filament clustering and recruitment at integrin cytoplasmic 

domains.  Given their linkage to actin cytoskeleton, integrin signalling shapes cell 

polarization, directed-migration, growth, and survival.  Integrins can shape actin-based cell 

structures like stress fibres, lamellipodia, and filopodia.  Other receptors can also interact 

with actin cytoskeleton through adaptor proteins and signal through actin cytoskeleton.  

Connections between receptors and actin cytoskeleton involve adaptor proteins like 

integrin-linked kinases (ILK), α-actinin, talin, and filamin.  Adaptor proteins facilitate 
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signal transduction through receptors giving linked receptors the capacity to influence actin 

cytoskeleton-based cellular processes (199). 

2.3.2 Dynamic Force Spectroscopy 

Dynamic force spectroscopy (DFS) refers to biophysical methods employed towards 

measuring biomolecular interaction force-induced changes.  DFS applies different physical 

principles towards measuring force transduction generally by resolving optical signals.  

Optical signals can involve determining bead or cylinder displacement by computer vision 

or laser deflection by photosensitive diodes.  The atomic force microscope (AFM) involves 

a reflective cantilever acting as a spring whereby force bends cantilevers changing a 

cantilever’s laser reflection position resolvable by photosensitive diode or resistor (200).  

An optical tweezer or optical trap (OT) involves trapping a bead within a focussed laser 

beam resulting in a spring where measured bead displacement provides a force readout 

(201).  Magnetic tweezers (MT) operate by a similar principle whereby a magnetic field 

operated on superparamagnetic beads or ferromagnetic nanowires generate forces 

measurable by bead displacement (202).  The biomembrane force probe (BFP) utilizes an 

assembled force transduction probe resulting from a micropipette aspirated red blood cell 

(RBC) with an apex affixed glass bead (203).   

Given their different physical principles, these DFS biophysical instrumentation 

setups retain different strengths and weaknesses for studying various molecular 

interactions.  Strengths and weaknesses result from differences in experiment preparation, 

procedures, force transducer physical constraints, and resolved force signal features.  OT, 

MT, and AFM excel at precise force transducer for molecular interaction measurements 
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mediating anywhere between femtonewton (fN) (204) to nanonewton (nN) resolution 

(205).  OTs can detect the smallest displacements (0.1-2 nm), operate with 10 KHz 

temporal resolution, achieves stiffnesses ranging from 0.005-1 pN/nm, generally involves 

0.25-3 µm probes, and measures probe displacements between 0.1-105 nm.  MTs can 

achieve similar temporal resolution as OTs (10 KHz), provides less spatial resolution than 

OTs (2-10 nm), operates at stiffnesses ranging from 10-3-10-6 pN/nm, involves probes 

ranging from 0.5-5 µm, and involves displacement measurements between 5-105
 nms.  

AFMs achieve lower temporal resolution (1 KHz), demonstrates spatial resolution ranging 

from 0.5-1 nm, operates in stiffnesses ranging from 10-105
 pN/nm, involves 100-250 µm 

probes (cantilevers), and measures displacement from 0.5-104 nm.  Therefore, for DFS 

measurements AFMs best handle high force interactions while OTs and MTs excel in lower 

force measurements with MTs being the most versatile force-wise.  OT operation involves 

strong concentrated electromagnetic radiation risking molecule photodamage and heating 

that could adversely impact molecular measurements (205). 

Investigating single receptor-ligand interactions involve forces between 1 pN to 1 nM 

(206).  Single molecule resolution protein-protein interaction experiments involve 

immobilized proteins.  In single molecule interaction experiments, DFS probes featuring 

immobilized receptors or ligands pull on complementary proteins immobilized on another 

surface.  In single molecule interaction experiments immobilized ligands on DFS probes 

interact with complementary receptors on cell surfaces.  DFS instrument signals generate 

force measurements during contact cycles between surfaces.  Protein immobilization 

occurs through covalent binding, physical adsorption, as well as strong non-covalent 

interactions such as streptavidin-biotin.  To favour single molecule interactions during 
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instrument contact cycles, experimentally controlling protein surface densities increase 

single protein-protein interaction probability.  Practically, at around 20% adhesion 

probability contact cycles produce an overall 18% single-molecule adhesion event 

probability.  Moreover, such conditions leave an overall 2% multiple bond adhesion event 

probability (207). 

Given these important experimental constraints, BFP instrumentation enables 

resolving single molecule resolution protein-protein interactions with measurable forces 

ranging between 0.1 pN to 1 nN and force loading rates ranging between 1-106 pN (208).  

BFP experiments involve DFS probes generated by using micropipettes to precisely control 

probe positions during both probe assembly and DFS force measurements.  BFP 

experiments utilize a minimum of two pipettes whereby one pipette holds an RBC-based 

probe coated with immobilized receptors or ligands and another pipette featuring 

complementary immobilized proteins on a bead or cell.  Resolving forces from probe 

displacement in the BFP employs a mathematical model describing probe stiffness as a 

function of micropipette radius, aspirated RBC radius, contact disk radius between the 

RBC and bead, bead radius, and aspiration pressure (203).  Experimentally, assembling a 

targeted probe stiffness between 0.1-0.3 pN/nm requires RBC aspiration, measuring probe 

component radii, and subsequently readjusting pipette aspiration towards achieving a 

targeted probe stiffness.  Probe quality influences measurement quality and accuracy with 

the most accurate measurements involving precisely placed apical beads and 1 µm sized 

radii pipettes with aspirated RBC tails ≈ pipette radius (209).  DFS data within this thesis 

employed BFP instrumentation exclusively.  BFP instrumentation provided an ideal DFS 
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setup for measuring single molecule live-cell receptor-ligand interaction biophysics and 

biomechanics under physiologically relevant forces. 

2.3.3 Receptor Mechanotransduction and Mechanosennsing 

Cells must respond to external physical influences while mediating physiological 

processes.  Mechanotransduction refers to the process by which a mechanical (mechano-) 

energy gets transduced into another energy (-transduction).  In the context of cell receptors, 

mechanotransduction refers to a physical external cue being transduced into biochemical 

signals within the cell (210).  During mechanotransduction, a receptor must be presented 

with a ligand to enable tension on a molecular bond between a ligand and the receptor 

(mechano-presentation).  During the process of mechanoreception, conformational 

changes induced by force can stabilize molecular bonds between receptors and their ligands 

aiding in applying tension along the molecular bond.  Following mechanoreception, force 

propagates from the molecular bond towards the receptor’s transmembrane domain and 

eventually the receptor’s cytosolic tail (mechano-transmission).  Finally, at the cytosolic 

tail force propagated along the receptor can support biochemical signal generation within 

the cell (mechanotransduction).  Force propagating through receptors can also apply 

tension to other proteins within the cell such as kinases and adaptor proteins (211).  In 

integrins, adaptor proteins like previously mentioned can mediate tension to cytoskeletal 

structures within cells.   

Force transmission occurring during receptor mechanotransduction involves receptor 

mechanosensitive changes.  Mechanosensitive mechanisms include deformation, relative 

displacement, hinge movement, unfolding/unmasking, translocation/rotation, and cluster 
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rearrangement (211).  Deformation causes receptor global shape changes in response to 

mechanical force and/or hydrophobic effects (211, 212).  Pore-forming membrane ion 

channels and transient receptor potential (TRP) channels can open and close in response to 

membrane tension.  Such processes within TRP channels mediate pain responses within 

lightly and unmyelinated peripheral nervous system neurons (213). 

Relative displacement resulting from mechanical forces can destabilize interactions 

between external structures to mediate channel opening and closing (211).  Relative 

displacement in mechanoelectrical transducer (MET) mediated by displaced tip link 

connections within hair cells results in MET channel opening (214). MET channel opening 

mediates the electrochemical signal translating auditory information into propagated 

electrochemical signals within the central nervous system during channel opening (213).    

Hinge movement manifests within integrins where globular domains connected by 

a hinge can undergo force-induced conformational changes mediating transition from a 

bent to extended conformation during hinge opening (211, 215).  Integrin hinge opening 

plays an important role in increasing integrin affinity for ligands, a process that can enhance 

cell adhesion (216).  Cell adhesion plays a role in many essential physiologic processes 

including platelet aggregation and cell transmigration (217, 218).   

Unfolding and unmasking occurring from mechanical force transmitted along a 

receptor can expose through conformational change domains for cleaving, binding, or 

enzymatic modification.  An example of unfolding occurs in GPIbα and von Willebrand 

factor (VWF) interactions where unfolding generated by a pulling on VWF causes domains 

within GPIbα to unfold during signal transduction (219).   
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Translocation occurs within molecular motors such as myosin and kinesin.  Myosin 

and kinesin ATP hydrolysis mediates unbinding within a subunit and binding within 

another subunit generating forces that facilitate movement along actin filaments (211, 220).  

Myosin-related actin cytoskeletal changes shape receptor localization within immune 

synapses as previously described (97).  Rotation motion occurs within ATP synthase where 

rotation within the F1 gamma subunit mediated by H+ protons moving from the FO region 

causes ADP conversion into ATP (221, 222).  Without this mechanical rotation within 

gamma subunit supporting ATP synthesis within mammalian mitochondria the energy 

required for many fundamental physiological processes would be substantially limited. 

Cluster rearrangement occurs when forces applied on receptors located within 

organized cell surface units called clusters can mediate interactions between receptors and 

lateral components within the plasma membrane (211).  Integrin cluster rearrangement 

plays a role in integrin function where high affinity integrin interactions can encourage 

focal integrin localization within cells (223).  Focal integrin localization can distribute cell 

adhesion forces and promote specific integrin-mediated signalling processes (224-226). 

2.3.4 Catch and Slip Bonds 

Understanding receptor-ligand interactions occurring at cell-cell interfaces requires 

both biophysical and biological measurements to develop physiologically relevant models 

for receptor-ligand engagement and signal transduction.  Describing receptor-ligand 

interactions under force provides biophysical information relevant to understanding 

physiological receptor function.  Relationships between applied force on molecular bonds 

and bond lifetime can be resolved by DFS to describe force-dependent dissociation rates, 
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also known as an off-rate.  Force and off-rate receptor-ligand interaction relationships 

generally involve two conserved trends termed molecular catches and slips.  During 

molecular catches increasing tension on bonds causes measurably longer bond lifetimes, 

associated with a slower off-rate, until force researches an intermediate value.  Molecular 

slips involve the opposite trend demonstrating increasing off-rate under increasing force 

measured through shorter bond lifetimes (227).  Experimentally, DFS measurements under 

controlled force enable bond lifetime measurements that resolve molecular catches and 

slips.  The resulting bond lifetimes interpreted using survival analysis enable resolving 

dissociation rates through exponential decay fitting (228).  Catch bonds exist within many 

immunologically relevant receptor-ligand interactions including ICAM-1 (229), TCR (9, 

230-232), and macrophage-1 antigen (Mac-1) (233).  Catch bonds form the molecular basis 

for mechanosensing enabling biomechanical transduction into biochemical signals (228). 

2.3.5 Immunoreceptor Mechanotransduction and Mechanosensing 

Immunoreceptors refers to cell surface receptors that function within an immune 

system context driving important signalling events that drive key immunological cell 

functions.  In the context of many immunoreceptors within the immune synapse, many 

immunoreceptors interact with ligands presented on cell surfaces potentially mediating 

signal translation upon receptor engagement. Forces on T cells occur during circulatory 

and lymphatic T cell trafficking, migration (234), triggering (235), as well as 

immunological synapse and kinapse formation and stabilization (236-238).  Specifically, 

this thesis focuses on receptor interactions that occur within the cSMAC.   
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Several physical processes occur during immune synapse formation and stabilization 

within secondary lymphoid organs that exert forces on interactions between T cells and 

APCs including lymph flow as well as cytoskeletal rearrangements within both T and APCs 

(236).  Cytoskeletal changes in both T cells and APCs control receptor localization and 

morphological cell changes impacting receptor engagement.  Mechanosensitive 

mechanisms shape many cell-cell contacts between T cells and APCs including integrins 

like LFA-1 and CD2 (LFA-2) and the TCR complex mediating interactions with ICAM-1 

and CD58 (LFA-3) respectively (236, 238, 239).  Mechanosensitive mechanisms for 

integrins such as LFA-1 and CD2 resemble other integrins like previously described (229, 

240, 241) with segregation within the immune synapse shaped by integrin molecular sizes 

(242, 243). 

2.3.6 TCR Mechanosensing and Mechanotransduction 

Findings surrounding TCR mechanosensing and mechanotransduction provide 

essential information for understanding TCR signalling within immune synapses and 

illustrates biomechanical cues can mediate TCR triggering.  The earliest models attempting 

to mechanistically describe TCR sensitivity and specificity integrate TCR-pMHC 

interaction kinetics as well as signal transduction processes and molecular segregation 

occurring within immune synapses as described previously.  TCRs form catch bonds with 

strong agonists and slip bonds with weak agonist and antagonists.  CD8 co-receptor binding 

can facilitate trimolecular catch bonds with implications shaping thymic negative and 

positive selection (232).  In trimolecular catch bonds CD8 co-receptor interactions mediate 

Lck-dependent dynamic catches by facilitating catch bonds in what would otherwise be 

slip bonds when involving biomolecular interactions between TCR and pMHC (232, 238).  
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Mechanistically, tension applied along a TCR-pMHC results in complex length increases 

that enhance interactions formed between TCR and pMHC (9).  Collectively these findings 

suggest molecular catches and slips formed between TCR and pMHC contribute 

mechanistically to TCR sensitivity and specificity (238). 

DFS-based measurements provided experimental techniques that could resolve 

mechanosensitivity and molecular catches formed between TCR and pMHC.  Initially, OT 

measurements applying sinusoidal force tangentially along bead-cell interactions featuring 

pMHC or anti-CD3 resulted in calcium flux (244).  Separately BFP experiments 

demonstrated tension along TCR-pMHC directed normally could induce calcium flux in a 

catch bond dependent manner (235).  Furthermore, OT experiments involving stepwise 

probe movements both tangentially and normally could both generate calcium flux (245).  

DFS measurements conducted with OT and BFP instrumentation demonstrate TCR 

mechanosensing through visualizing downstream signalling through calcium flux.  

Moreover, mechanistically forces applied on TCR-pMHC bonds could facilitate 

mechanical waveforms interpreted within T cells potentially mediating more complex, 

distinct downstream signalling events (238). 

CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 Biophysical Instrumentation and Data Analysis Software 

BFP instrumentation within Dr Cheng Zhu’s laboratory enabled biophysical 

experiments.  BFP instrumentation involves utilizing computer vision techniques to 

determine RBC-bead edge position in subpixel resolution from images recorded by 
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machine vision cameras at high framerates (>1000 frames per second (FPS)) to achieve 

high spatial and temporal precision.  BFP experiments involved a program written in the 

Labview programming language that interfaced with a 1D piezoelectric actuator through a 

universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter (UART) serial communications bus to control 

pT cell positions while simultaneously interpreting bead displacement.  The resulting 

subpixel resolution signal output reflects an instrument cycle interpreted by another 

Labview or Python analysis program.  Analysis programs enable event annotation and 

specifying key positions within the instrument cycle reflecting impingement relaxation, 

forces associated with bond lifetime or rupture events, and bond lifetime durations.  

Analysis programs output created comma separated value (CSV) or hierarchical data 

format (HDF) 5 files that could be interpreted through python scripts or Graph Pad Prism. 

3.2 Protein Engineering and Biochemistry for DFS Experiments 

3.2.1 Custom Protein Engineering Software 

We developed a software library written in python using the BioPython library to 

access NCBI sequences for murine CD80 and CD86 and produce chimeric protein 

sequences in-silico (GitHub @amrosado, Artic Vault Contribution).  The UniProtKB 

enabled determining amino acid sequences corresponding to CD80 and CD86 extracellular 

domains and genetic sequence translation validation.  NCBI sequences for AJ278965.1 

(Mus Musculus CD80) and AK079513.1 (Mus Musculus CD86) provided genetic 

sequences searchable for translational elements.  Appending N-terminal secretion sequence 

and C-terminal biotin acceptor peptide (BAP/AviTag), tobacco envelope virus (TEV) 

cleavable sequence, and 6x poly-histidine (HIS) sequence elements permitted secreted 
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translated protein purifiable by nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) modifiable by enzyme 

chemistry for optimal streptavidin (SA) immobilization.  Appended restriction enzyme 

sequences for NheI and EcoRI at the 5’ and 3’ sequence ends respectively allowed 

restriction enzyme-based plasmid subcloning. GenScript subcloned DNA sequences into 

pCDNA3.1+ (Invitrogen) multiple cloning site (MCS).  GenScript produced plasmids used 

during transient mammalian protein expression. 

3.2.2 Plasmid Preparation for Protein Expression 

DH10B-T1 phage resistant Escherichia coli (E. coli) purchased from ThermoFisher 

Scientifc enabled plasmid production as directed by the manufacturer. To prepare sufficient 

plasmid DNA for transient transfections, 200 mL scale E. coli fermentations at 37 Celsius 

(C) using 100 µg/mL ampicillin in Luria Bertani (LB) broth produced bacterial optimal for 

plasmid purification (246).  After fermentation culture, PureLink HiPure Maxiprep plasmid 

purification kits purchased from ThermoFisher Scientific and used as directed by the 

manufacturer produced transfection grade plasmid DNA. 

3.2.3 Bacterial Protein Expression 

BL21 (DE3) competent E. coli bacteria purchased from New England Biolabs (NEB) 

enabled bacteria protein expression.  BL21 (DE3) component E. coli transformed with 

pET21a-BirA from Addgene (#20857) deposited by Dr. Alice Ting (247) allowed 

isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) induced protein production.  Plasmid 

transformations as specified by NEB provided inducible protein expression bacteria 

containing our expression pET21a-BirA plasmid.  A 500 mL scale fermentation at 37C 

with 100 µg/mL ampicillin facilitated plasmid selection and maintenance.  Bacterial 
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protein expression involved adding 400 µM IPTG after achieving an optimal bacterial 

growth rate resolved by 600 nm optical density (OD) 0.4-0.8. 

3.2.4 Mammalian Protein Expression 

Transient mammalian protein expression using embryonal kidney (HEK) 293T clone 

17 cells from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) produced murine CD80 and 

CD86 with physiologically relevant glycosylation.  HEK293T/17 cells expressing SV40 

large T antigen, an oncogene involved in viral genome replication, facilitated plasmid 

replication within cells upon transfection.  Linear polyethylenimine (PEI) transfection of 

plasmid DNA into HEK293T/17 cells generated cells transiently secreting protein into 

culture supernatant.  The performed PEI transfections largely resembled previously 

published methods (248) with histone deacetylation inhibitors addition (249).  For all 

transfections, Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (DMEM) with 4.5 g/L glucose, L-

glutamine, and sodium pyruvate supplemented with additional non-essential amino acids 

(NEAA) and L-glutamine provided culture conditions necessary for 4-5 day secreted 

protein expression. 

3.2.5 Bacterial Protein Purification 

Lysing IPTG induced BL21 (DE3) E. coli for protein purification began by 

centrifuging cultures for 10 minutes at 4000 relative centrifugal force (RCF) to extract cell 

pellets.  Cell pellets frozen at -20C overnight provided optimal pellets for enzymatic lysing.  

To lyse cell pellets enzymatically, treatment with 1 mg/mL lysozyme, 20 µg/mL 

deoxyribonuclease (DNase) I, and Pierce protease inhibitor tablets (as directed by 

manufacturer) dissolved into 1x phosphate buffered saline (PBS) buffer at pH 6.8 yielded 
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a lysed solution for native condition affinity protein purification.  Ni-NTA polyhistadine 

affinity tag purification resin purchased from Cube Biotech and used as directed by the 

manufacturer generated protein bound resin that could be eluted by imidazole gradients.  

Imidazole gradients ranging from 20-1000 millimolar (mM) in 1x PBS buffer at pH 6.8 

eluted resin bound proteins loaded into disposable affinity chromatography columns 

purchased from Bio-Rad Laboratories.   sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) with Coomassie blue staining visualized eluted proteins 

towards selecting fractions for further processing.  A Macrosep advanced centrifugal 

device with a 10 kDa molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) operated as directed by Pall 

Corporation at 3000 RCF simultaneously exchanged and concentrated samples into 1x PBS 

at pH 7.0 (necessary for protein stability). 

3.2.6 Mammalian Protein Purification 

Protein purification from harvested transfection cell culture media employed 

polyhistidine affinity chromatography. Centrifugation at 150 RCF for 15 minutes and 

subsequent supernatant filtering with 0.45 µm pore size polyethersulfone (PES) 

membranes yielded clarified supernatants. After clarification, dissolved Pierce protease 

inhibitor tablets purchased from ThermoFisher Scientific prevented proteolytic 

degradation.  Clarified supernatants dialyzed with a 1x PBS dialysate supplemented with 

150 mM sodium chloride (NaCl) and 10 mM imidazole at pH 7.6 overnight at 4C using 

12-14 kilodalton (kDa) molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) regenerated cellulose purchased 

from Carolina Biological Supply Company enabled native condition affinity purification.  

Supernatants incubated with Ni-NTA resin purchased from Cube Biotech overnight at 4C 

produced protein bound resin.  Solutions containing 20-1000 mM imidazole in 1x PBS 
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supplemented with 150 mM eluted protein from resin loaded into disposable affinity 

chromatography columns purchased from Bio-Rad Laboratories.  SDS-PAGE with 

Coomassie blue staining identified protein elution fractions containing the target protein.  

Macrosep advanced centrifugal devices with 10 kDa MWCO membranes purchased from 

Pall Corporation allowed simultaneous buffer exchanging and concentration into 1x PBS 

at pH 7.4 before subsequent post-purification processing. 

3.2.7 Post-Purification Mammalian Protein Processing Steps 

Enzymatic modifications produced protein suitable for BFP biophysical experiments.  

Prior to enzymatic modification, 280 nm absorbance measurements using a NanoDrop 

spectrophotometer enabled quantifying protein yield and concentration.  Concentration 

estimation involved applying the Beer-Lambert law using protein excitation coefficients 

obtained online from the Expasy ProtParam tool.  Enzymatic post-processing utilized TEV 

protease purchased from MilliporeSigma and BirA provided recombinantly in bacteria as 

previously described.  TEV protease-based affinity tag cleavage involved adding 200 units 

TEV protease and incubating the enzymatic reaction overnight at 4C with gentle agitation.  

Subsequently, BirA ligated the purified protein’s BAP tag by adding concentrated BirA 

enzyme at a 1:15 molar ratio based on initial purified protein concentration, 20 uL 200 mM 

adenosine triphosphate (ATP), 20 uL 10 mM D-biotin, 10 uL 1M magnesium chloride 

(MgCl), and 1x PBS at pH 7.0 to achieve a 1 mL final enzymatic reaction volume (250).  

After incubating BirA containing enzymatic reactions at 4C with gentle agitation for 6 

hours, adding BirA using the same amount previously determined by molar ratio into the 

enzymatic reaction and overnight incubation at 4C with gentle agitation ensured complete 

biotin ligation.  A final overnight incubation at 4C with Ni-NTA resin in excess captured 
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cleaved His tags, non-enzymatically processed protein, as well as BirA and TEV protease 

enzymes.  Centrifugation of resin and enzymatic reaction solution in a centrifugation 

affinity chromatography column separated the remaining protein in solution from the resin.  

Macrosep advanced centrifugal devices with a 10 kDa MWCO used as directed by the Pall 

Corporation concurrently concentrated and dialyzed enzymatically processed proteins 

separated from the resin.  Macrosep processing removed residual biotin and buffer 

exchanged target protein into 1x PBS at pH 7.4.  Finally, SDS PAGE gel electrophoresis 

and 280 nm absorption quantified enzymatic processing steps for determining final product 

quality. 

3.3 Bead Preparation 

BFP probes required surface silanizating glass standard beads around 2.0 µm ± 0.4 

µm purchased from ThermoFisher to functionalize glass surfaces with thiol groups for 

subsequent covalent maleimide (MAL) labelled SA linking.  A 30-minute incubation in 

Piranha solution cleaned and hydroxylated purchased glass standard beads.  After Piranha 

solution cleaning, washing three times with filtered deionized water removed residual 

Piranha solution and subsequent washing three times with 100% ethanol dehydrated 

hydroxylated beads. Incubating hydroxylated glass beads with 3% (3-

Mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTMS) in ethyl alcohol for 2 hours produced glass 

surfaces uniformly coated with MPTMS.  Washing with 100% ethanol three times to 

remove residual MPTMS and baking beads in glass vials at 100C for 2 hours covalently 

linked MPTMS onto hydroxylated surfaces.  Incubating MPTMS coated beads with an 

excess of MAL labelled streptavidin in phosphate buffer at pH 6.8 overnight at room 

temperature with gentle incubation generated covalently immobilized SA surfaces.  To 
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store beads for prolonged periods, washing beads with phosphate buffer and later with 1x 

PBS with 2% bovine serum albumin (BSA) formed a SA bead stable for a month. 

Protein immobilization on SA beads involved incubating beads with biotinylated 

receptor ligands at varying concentrations.  Experiments involving studying TCR 

interactions utilized the murine P14 TCR system cognate pMHC (gp33) and the murine 

OT-1 TCR system cognate pMHC (OVA) acquired from the NIH Tetramer Core Facility 

(TCF) located at Emory University.  All pMHCs acquired from the featured human beta-2 

microglobulin for additional stability.  For P14 TCR experiments, a mutation ablating CD8 

pMHC interactions limited observed interactions to those formed only by TCR and pMHC.    

All murine CD28 experiments used recombinantly expressed murine CD28 ligands 

(murine CD80 or CD86) as documented previously.  Biotinylated ligand incubations at 

room temperature for 2 hours with gentle agitation in 1x PBS + 2% BSA produced ligand 

coated beads.  After incubations, washing beads with 1x PBS + 2% BSA and storing ligand 

immobilized beads in the same buffer on ice removed residual ligands and prepared beads 

for experimental use. 

3.4 Cell Isolation 

3.4.1 Murine CD8+ T Cell Isolation and Culture 

Experiments utilized negative purification to acquire CD8+ T cells from mouse 

spleens and livers.  EasySep CD8+ T cell negative selection kits purchased from StemCell 

Technologies enabled isolating CD8+ T cells mechanically digested by forcing tissue 

through 70 µm pore size mesh filters.  Purifying CD8+ T cells from spleens involved 

following the protocol supplied by StemCell Technologies.  To minimize the influence of 
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having cells outside their host, only CD8+ T cells isolated the same day within 6 hours post 

isolation provided immobilized cell surface receptors investigated experimentally.  Flow 

cytometry and microscopy ensured cell quality post isolation. 

3.4.1.1 CD28 Experiment Isolations 

  BFP experiments investigating CD28 receptor-ligand binding biophysics used 

C57BL/6 mice.  Given CD28 expression varies during organism lifespan, we preferably 

used younger mice (~3 months old) for CD28 experiments.  Procuring CD8+ T cells from 

mouse spleens utilized the Easy Sep CD8+ T cell isolation kit specified previously. 

3.4.1.2 P14 TCR Experiment Isolations 

P14 TCR receptor-ligand biophysical measurements involved both BFP and 

micropipette adhesion frequency assay experiments.  Experiments utilized RAG knockout 

transgenic mice that express P14 TCR specific for lymphocytic choriomeningitis (LCMV) 

gp33 antigen .  Humanely sacrificed P14 mice provided spleen and liver tissues for CD8+ 

T cell isolation.  Portal vein perfusion before tissue surgical excision ensured the isolation 

of tissue resident cells.  After surgical excision we mechanically digested spleens and livers 

using the same methodology specified in the EasySep product documentation.  

Subsequently after mechanical digestion, Percoll (GE Healthcare) density-based separation 

selected for non-parenchymal cells.  Negative selection using an EasySep Murine CD8+ T 

cell isolation kit (memory and effector memory cells) or EasySep Murine naïve CD8+ T 

cell isolation (antigen inexperienced cells) sepearted CD8+ T cells as specified by the 

manufacturer’s (StemCell Technologies) protocol. 
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3.4.1.3 Flow Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) for CD8+ T cell Memory Subsets 

Two-dimensional effective affinity measurements for different murine CD8+ T cell 

memory subsets required flow activated cell sorting (FACS) CD8+ cells from LCMV-

armstrong (Arm) resolved infection mice.  Adoptively transferred P14 TCR transgenic T 

cells (Thy1.1+ or CD45.1+) into C57BL/6 (Thy1.2+
 or CD45.2+) mice 1 day before LCMV-

Arm infection enabled an acute LCMV infection with cells that could be subsequently 

separated using FACS at least 30 days after a resolved acute infection.  FACS separation 

involved antibodies against Thy1.1 or CD45.1, CD8, KLRG-1, and CD127.  Resolving 

effector memory from central memory CD8+ T cells involved gating for adoptively 

transferred CD8+ T cells expressing CD127hi
 KRLG-1lo (central memory) and CD127lo

 

KLRG-1hi
 (effector memory) based on their relative expressions as determined by 

fluorescence.  Purity FACS sorting ensured maximum specificity for effector and central 

memory CD8+ T cells. 

3.5 Surface Density Measurements 

Calculating molecular surface densities involved flow cytometry with phycoerythrin 

(PE) calibration beads manufactured by BD Biosciences.  Incubating beads and cells with 

10 µg/mL PE conjugated antibodies ensured saturating epitope binding sites for correlating 

PE fluorescence with molecular surface densities.  Monoclonal antibodies conjugated with 

PE specific for ligand and receptor epitopes enabled determining molecular surface 

densities.  Subtracting non-specific antibody binding signal from cells utilized a similar 

incubation with an isotype control PE conjugated antibody.  Subtracting non-specific 

antibody binding signal from beads featuring immobilized ligands involved using the same 
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PE conjugated antibody specific for the ligand incubated with an SA bead without ligand.  

To ensure a comparable signal between SA beads incubated with the same antibody and 

ligand coated beads incubated with an isotype, we initially investigated the staining 

florescence between several ligand coated beads with the appropriate isotype to 

demonstrate a negligible difference in florescence. 

3.5.1 Specific Monoclonal Staining Procedures for Cells and Beads 

On T cells, receptor surface density measurement utilized monoclonal antibodies 

H57-597 and E18 against TCR and CD28, respectively.  On ligand coated cells and beads 

CD80, CD86, and gp33mt ligands quantification involved clones 16-10A1, GL-1, and 

KH95, respectively.  For background subtraction, samples with isotype controls for TCR 

and CD28 (mouse IgG2bκ and clone MPC-11 respectively) provided non-specific binding 

signals.  For background subtraction for beads, incubating SA beads with the same 

antibody used for ligand staining as previously discussed provided non-specific binding 

signals.  Incubating beads and cells at 4° Celsius (C) for 30 minutes using 10 µg/mL (well 

beyond saturation) with 105
 cells or prepared beads in 100 uL volumes ensured each 

antibody bound a single epitope with minimal surface density changes during staining.  A 

PBS + 2% FBS cell staining buffer minimized non-specific stating in cell samples.  A PBS 

+ 2% BSA antibody bead staining buffer minimized non-specific staining in cell samples 

and prevented biotinylated ligand dissociation given FBS would feature physiologic biotin 

concentrations.  Washing beads and cells twice with 200 uL of their respective staining 

buffers before resuspending beads or cells in 100 uL of staining buffer removed residual 

antibody unbound to surface epitopes.  Fixating cells by adding 200 uL of PBS + 0.7% 

paraformaldehyde (PFA) ensured sample stability before flow cytometry quantification. 
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3.5.2 Flow Cytometry Instrument Data Acquisition and Surface Density Extrapolation 

from Flow Cytometry Fluorescence Data 

Flow cytometry measurements using BD Accuri C6 and LSR II instruments 

maintained at the Georgia Institute of Technology Cellular Analysis and Cytometry Core 

(CD28 experiments) and Yerkes National Primate Research Center at Emory University 

(P14 experiments) supplied flow cytometry standard (FCS) data analysed in Flow Jo 

version 10.5 software (BD Biosciences).  Standard curve generated from log base 10 

transformed geometric means versus log base 10 PE molecular density enabled 

extrapolating molecular densities in Office 365 Microsoft Excel. The determined 

molecular amount for the whole cell or bead surface enabled us to calculate surface 

densities by then dividing by bead or cells surface area.  For beads and cells, assuming a 

spherical shape provided a surface area estimate provided cell and bead radii (equation for 

surface area = 4πR2).  Bright field microscopy enabled measuring mean radii for beads, 

murine CD8+ T cells, and human RBCs: 2 µm, 6 µm, and 7 µm respectively. 

3.6 Micropipette Adhesion Frequency Assay (MAFA) 

3.6.1 RBC Biotinylation and Ligand Immobilization 

The micropipette adhesion frequency assay (MAFA) enabled determining 2D 

receptor-ligand interaction kinetics.  Biotinylated RBCs using an NHS-based linker 

chemistry from Sigma Millipore (Biotin-X-NHS) at varying molar concentrations ranging 

from 0.1-500 micromolar (µM) in EAS45 buffer provided RBCs for SA based biotinylated 

ligand immobilization as previously described (251).  To validate surface biotinylation 

quality prior to ligand coating, SA-PE staining with saturating amounts provided surface  
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biotinylation density estimates as previously discussed in Section 3.5.2.  On the day of 

experiments, coating RBCs with 1mg/mL SA in EAS45 buffer at room temperature for 20 

minutes provided SA immobilized surfaces.  After SA coating, washing RBCs twice with 

200 uL EAS45 and subsequently incubated SA coated RBCs with 20 µg/mL biotinylated 

gp33mt (gp33 H2-Db with ablated CD8 binding) acquired from the tetramer core facility 

(TCF) at Emory University produced gp33mt coated surfaces with appropriate biophysical 

characterization orientation.  Washing RBCs again twice with 200 uL of EAS45 buffer 

before resuspending RBCs in 10 uL EAS45 buffer ensured only ligands immobilized by 

surface SA could produce measurable interactions between bead and cell pairs. 

3.6.2 MAFA Chamber Assembly 

Acquiring MAFA data required assembling a thermodynamically stable chamber not 

reliant upon carbon dioxide gas exchange for buffering.  MAFA chambers assembled using 

a modified microscope stage with magnetic strip featuring aluminium L brackets for 

supporting a 5 mm thick channels created an experimental setup that could pair liver and 

spleen cells with the same gp33mt coated RBC.  Chamber assembly involved cutting 60 

mm long by 24 mm wide rectangular 1 oz coverslips in half lengthwise and using vacuum 

grease to hold coverslips in place.  Carefully assembling a L15 chamber media (L15 culture 

media + 2% BSA + 5 mm HEPES) channel along both L brackets provided the 

experimental environment used in MAFA experiments.  Mineral oil chamber sealing 

ensured thermodynamic stability during experiments. 

Pairing between anatomic compartments required carefully assembling the 

experiment within the chamber.  After chamber assembly, gently adding cells into the 
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chamber and placing cells spaced out from each other prevented sample mixing and 

ensured chosen cells represented the appropriate experimental groups.  Chamber cell 

placement involved putting the RBCs in the center and CD8+ T cells from spleen or liver 

above and below the RBCs.  MAFA experiments also utilized micropipettes forged from 

borosilicate glass tubes at < 1.6 µm for RBCs and between 2-3 µm for CD8+ T cells.  

Pressure control columns with filtered DI water controlled fluid pressure within pipettes to 

gently aspirate RBCs and CD8+ T cells.  During experiments we aspirated RBCs and CD8+ 

T cells by carefully controlling pipette pressure.  CD8+ T cells from the liver required very 

low negative pressures and optimal pipette sizes to prevent shear mediated cell death.  

Holding CD8+ T cells from the spleen with the same rigorous aspiration technique 

provided comparable measurements between anatomic compartments. 

3.6.3 MAFA Anatomic Compartmentalization Experimental Procedure 

Pairing CD8+ T cells from anatomic compartments increased statistical power and 

reduced cofounder effects.   Pairing CD8+ T cells from different anatomic compartments 

involved using the same ligand coated RBC when conducting contact cyles.  Alternating 

between assessing spleen or liver CD8+ T cells prevented a contact cycle mediated RBC 

effect.  Replacing RBCs after finishing both spleen and liver CD8+ T cell contact cycles 

provided unique paired anatomic compartment data.  Contact cycles involved piezoelectric 

actuation to control RBC position relative to the tested CD8+ T cell.  During contact cycles, 

targeting a 2 µm contact diameter between cell-cell pairs provided a sufficient impinged 

RBC surface area with minimal variability contact cycle variability.  Contact cycles also 

required a uniform 14 µm/s piezo velocity for impingement and retraction based upon prior 

anatomic compartment experiments.  A 2s contact duration between cell pairs enabled 
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measurements that reflect binding equilibrium between gp33mt and P14 TCR.  Only using 

an assembled chamber for 2 hours ensured measurements reflected the cells as close to 

their physiologic state after isolation. 

3.6.4 Mathematical Modelling Bernoulli Process Towards Deriving 2D Effective Affinity 

MAFA adhesion frequency measurements involved 50 contact cycles between cell-

cell pairs.  Adhesions between cell-cell bead pairs during contact cycles required 

visualizing RBC deformation resulting from clear focal adhesions along the RBC surface 

during retraction.  Non-adhesion events lacked RBC deformation during retraction.  

Contact cycles resulted in binary discrete-time sequences assumed to reflect a Bernoulli 

process.  Interpreting 2D effective adhesion frequency utilized a mathematical model 

interpreting an adhesion event as a contact cycle involving any number of bonds.  Adhesion 

frequency calculations reflected the number of adhesion events over non adhesion and 

adhesion events summed (Equation 1).  A probabilistic adhesion kinetics model (Equation 

2) transformed adhesion frequency into the average number of bonds.  The kinetic model 

assumed a single-step reversible kinetic process involving a first-order reverse interaction 

and second order forward interaction (Equation 3).  Experimentally controlled contact time 

(tc), receptor (mr) and ligand (ml) surface densities enabled resolving kinetic parameters 

using non-linear least squares fitting.  Simplifying our 2D affinity model by assuming 

binding equilibrium occurred at tc = 2s generated a 2D effective affinity (Equation 4). 

Equation 1 - Adhesion Frequency 

 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 =
𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎

𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 + 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎
 (1) 
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Equation 2 - Relationship Between Average Bond Number and Adhesion Frequency 

 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 = 1 − exp (−〈𝑛𝑛〉) (2) 

 

Equation 3 - Kinetic Model Relating Average Bond Number to Kinetic Parameters 

 〈𝑛𝑛〉 = 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎�1 − 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒�−𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐�� (3) 

 

  

Equation 4 - 2D Effective Affinity from Simplified Kinetic Model 

 
𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 =

〈𝑛𝑛〉
𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙

  (4) 

 

3.7 Biomembrane Force Probe (BFP) 

3.7.1 BFP Instrumentation 

Biomembrane force probe (BFP) instrumentation required a specialized bright field 

microscopy instrumentation setup with a magnification reflecting a high spatial and 

temporal resolution to provide measurements characterizing a single bond’s duration.  BFP 

experiments utilized a calibrated force transducer assembled from an RBC and silica bead 
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pair for measuring interactions between receptors and ligands.  BFP instrumentation 

involved utilizing a high-speed CCD camera (Prosilica GE680) connected to a computer 

by a GigE camera connection to determine bead displacement at subpixel resolution.  The 

BFP instrumentation software recorded bead displacement over time during contact cycles 

that involved controlled cell placement relative to the BFP probe.  BFP probes assembled 

from biotinylated red blood cells (RBC) treated with nystatin enabled displacement 

measurements that reflected probe spring constants between 0.1-0.3 pN/nm.   

3.7.2 BFP RBC Preparation 

Generating BFP probes required biotinylated RBCs with stiffnesses that reflected the 

mathematical model employed within our instrumentation setup.  RBC biotinylation 

involved N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) chemistry using 3500 Da biotin polyethylene 

glycol (PEG) succinimidyl glutaramide (SGA) linkers purchased from JemKem 

Technology USA.  NHS chemistry on RBC surfaces using isosmotic carbonate bicarbonate 

buffer at pH 8.5 for 30 minutes at room temperate with gentle agitation provided 

biotinylated RBC surfaces for bead immobilization.  Washing biotinylated RBCs with 5% 

N2 buffer and subsequently treating with varying nystatin concentrations produced RBCs 

with variable, temporally dependent stiffnesses that lasted between 1-4 weeks.  Storing 

RBCs at 4C in N2 5% buffer ensured RBC stability by reducing metabolic demand and 

providing the minimal metabolic resources required for maintaining RBC membrane 

stability. 

3.7.3 BFP Chamber Preparation 
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Assessing in-situ interactions between cell surface receptors and immobilized ligands 

required a thermodynamically stable chamber supplying metabolic resources essential for 

CD8+ T cell homeostasis.  BFP chambers employed aluminium L brackets held together 

by a metallic arm.  Cutting 22 mm x 40 mm glass coverslips into two rectangular portions 

along the long end provided a translucent surface compatible with bright-field microscopy.  

Placing coverslips on L brackets with 2 mm thickness L-brackets using vacuum grease held 

the coverslips stationary.  Adding L15 chamber media with 2% BSA between the 

coverslips created channels subsequently sealed from the environment using mineral oil to 

ensure thermodynamic stability.  After chamber sealing placing BFP RBCs and beads to 

assembled chambers and waiting at least 5 minutes for particles fall to glass surfaces 

ensured chambers mounted onto the microscope stage maintained locations within the 

chamber for experimental components selection.  Inserting micropipettes for BFP probes, 

T cells, and beads into the chambers at angles conducive for touching the chamber bottom 

enabled assembling both probes and probe-cell pairs for instrument contact cycles. 

3.7.4 BFP Probe Assembly 

BFP probe assembly required a careful calibrated instrument whereby RBC 

aspiration for the probe would reflect a configurable negative pressure to generate BFP 

probes with stiffnesses ranging from 0.1-0.3 pN/nm.  Initially, determining probe pipette 

zero pressure involved altering water pressure column height until fluid flow from the 

pipette would not change RBC position within the BFP chamber.  Column height 

adjustments occurred in larger increments until finally providing a 0.1 mm resolution zero 

pressure.  BFP probe assembly comprised aspirating prepared RBCs using a micropipette 

between 1.8-2.2 µm diameter and then used a small pipette (0.8-1.4 µm diameter) to 
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position 2.0 µm diameter beads on aspirated RBC apexes.  Selected RBCs within a proper 

stiffness range demonstrated a RBC tail within the pipette between 1-2 µm in length.  A 

mathematical model developed by Evans et. al. (203) provided the optimal aspiration 

pressure for RBC stiffnesses from 0.1-0.3 pN/nm for subsequent water column height 

adjustment for pressure control.  Mathematical model parameters used for determining 

aspiration pressure included pipette, RBC, contact disc, and bead radius. 

3.7.5 Micropipette Adhesion Frequency Assay Using BFP 

Producing 2D kinetics with high temporal off-rate resolution employed utilizing BFP 

instrument data with the same mathematical model previously described for the MAFA 

(Equation 3).  BFP instrumentation for 2D kinetics involved using the BFP in a bond 

rupture mode.  MAFA BFP measurements utilized a 0.3 pN/nm probe stiffness.  BFP in a 

bond rupture mode employed a controlled probe impingement and retraction to a force 

well-beyond possible single molecular bond strength.  Specific BFP instrument parameters 

included a 20 pN activation force, 15 pN impingement force, 1000 pN clamp force, and a 

1000 pN/s (3333.33 nm/s) piezo velocity for all piezo movements.  Varying contact times 

provided multiple conditions essential for non-linear fitting the 2D kinetic model.  Each 

probe-cell pair generated at least 75 contact cycles.  Specialized software interpreting 

instrument raw data enabled resolving if contact cycles involved a molecular interaction 

between probe-cell pairs. 

Determining specific contributions to interpreted adhesion events performed using 

the BFP instrument involved isolating receptor-ligand interactions from non-specific 

contributions.  Determining non-specific binding contributions involved conducting 
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similar instrument contact cycles with SA coated beads without any ligands.  Conducting 

contact cycles with varying contact times ranging from 0.1 to 5s generated data 

representing non-specific adhesion contributions with the same contact time range as the 

investigated ligand.  Utilizing the non-specific adhesion frequency model specified in 

Equation 6 with our non-specific contribution data enabled non-linear fitting to define 

parameters a and b.   Defining the contact time dependent non-specific adhesion 

contribution enabled subtracting non-specific signal from ligand-specific adhesion 

frequency measurements (Equation 7).  Assuming the adhesion frequency measurements 

corresponded to one molecular interaction between receptor and ligand simplified our 

model for use in non-linear fitting 2D kinetic parameters (Equation 8). 

Equation 5 - Specific Adhesion Frequency

  𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠 =
𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 − 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 

1 − 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁
 (5) 

 

Equation 6 - Model for Non-Specific Adhesion Frequency

  𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 = 1 − 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(−𝑎𝑎(1 − 𝑒𝑒−𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏)) (6) 

 

Equation 7 - Model for Specific Molecular Interaction Contributions To Total 
Adhesion Frequency

 
 𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 = 1 − 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �−𝑎𝑎(1 − 𝑒𝑒−𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏) −�〈𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖〉

𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1

� (7) 
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Equation 8 - Simplified Specific Molecular Interaction Equation For One Molecular 
Interaction

  𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 = 1 − 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(−𝑎𝑎(1 − 𝑒𝑒−𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏) − 〈𝑛𝑛〉) (8) 

 

3.7.6 Force Clamp Bond Lifetime Measurements 

Generating bond lifetime under force measurements required using the BFP 

instrumentation setup utilizing an assembled BFP force transducer for measuring force 

placed on a molecular bond and bond dissociation.  BFP bond lifetime measurements 

utilized the BFP in a force clamp mode where retracting the probe a certain distance 

produces a tensile force on a molecular bond related to probe stiffness.  Assembling 0.3 

pN/nm probes and subsequently performing contact cycles generated raw instrument data 

quantifying bond tensile force and lifetime.  Specific instrument settings for BFP force 

clamp experiment contact cycles included a 20 pN activation force, 15 pN impingement 

force, varying clamp forces (5-50 pN), and a 1000 pN/s (3333.33 nm/s) piezo velocity.    

Minimizing non-specific bond lifetime measurements required optimal ligand surface 

densities targeting 20% with a 0.1 s contact duration.  Evaluating cell-bead pairs involved 

200 instrument contact cycles before assembling a new cell-bead pair.  Careful attention to 

probe stability ensured force measurement accuracy.  Analysing signals involved 

interpreting bead displacement with specialized software after experiments. 

3.7.7 BFP Signal Interpretation 

Post experimental signal analysis involved interpreting raw BFP instrument bead 

displacement data.  Raw displacement data corresponded to different phases based on piezo 
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position throughout a contact cycle.  Evaluating raw signal for bond tensile force and a 

clear bond dissociation enabled resolving adhesion from non-adhesion events.  

Characterizing bond dissociations required a rapid release of force (force clamp assay) or 

a shift in signal standard deviation back to baseline (thermal fluctuation).  Bond lifetime 

measurements only included instrument cycles with a clear singular dissociation.  

Recording within the signal where impingement relaxation starts, impingement relaxation 

reaches 0 pN, and resulting tensile forces generated during a bond lifetime or rupture 

ensured force clamp raw signal interpretation quality.  Using mean tensile force signal 

during a bond lifetime event ensured comparable measurements during potential actin 

mediated membrane changes.  Bond lifetime duration corresponded to tensile force period 

before bond dissociation.  Thermal fluctuation bond lifetimes demonstrated a significantly 

decreased signal standard deviation within a defined measurement window. 

3.7.8 Molecular Stiffness Analysis 

Molecular stiffness analysis enabled resolving different bond interaction states 

relating to receptor valency and multimeric bond formation.  Interpreting instrument 

signals generated during BFP clamp force contact cycles produced temporal changes in 

force corresponding with probe, cell, and molecular bond stiffnesses.  Determining raw 

signal loading rates during impingement relaxation (below 0 pN, ksystem below) and tensile 

force generation (above 0 pN, ksystem above) generated force versus time signals used for 

calculating stiffnesses.  A robust Huber linear regression quantified loading rates (�̇�𝐹𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙) 

for both phases.  A Huber linear regression offered more robust signal interpretation less 

susceptible to signal fluctuations.  System loading phases reflected the 1000 pN/s (relative 

to the probe stiffness 3333.33 nm/s) piezo velocity (Equation 11).  Calculating stiffnesses 
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(k) from loading rates using Equation 12 provided the necessary stiffnesses for determining 

kcell and kprobe from Equation 9 and Equation 10.  Discarding negative k values reflecting 

probe shifting and non-ideal force loading ensured stiffness accuracy.  Generating a 

histogram from the determined stiffnesses and subsequently conducting gaussian fits 

assuming one or more distributions provided evidence for evaluating multimeric bond 

types.  

Equation 9 - Stiffness Relationship for Cell

 1
 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏

=
1

𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠
+

1
𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

 (9) 

 

Equation 10 - Stiffness Relationship for Molecular Bond

 1
 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠

=
1

𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠
+

1
𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

+
1

𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙
 (10) 

 

Equation 11 - Velocity of the Piezo From Instrument Settings

 𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜 = 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠�̇�𝐹𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜 (11) 

 

Equation 12 - Relationship Between System Stiffness and Mechanical Loading

 
𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =

�̇�𝐹𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙
𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜

 (12) 
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3.7.9 Cell Bead Thermal Fluctuation 

Generating bond lifetimes at forces below 2 pN required resolving bond lifetimes 

under force by thermal fluctuation.  Thermal fluctuations utilized the BFP in a clamp force 

mode, but without fully retracting cells if probe displacement lacked bond tensile force.  

Assembled BFP probes with a 0.1 pN/nm stiffness provided a difference in probe 

fluctuation dramatic enough to ensure accurate bond lifetime measurements.  Adjusting 

instrument contact cycle parameters towards the same displacements as force clamp 

experiments ensured thermal fluctuation measurements correlated with force clamping 

experiments.  Using a 333 pN/s (3333 nm/s) piezo velocity prevented probe deformation 

during contact cycles.  Likewise, a 5 pN activation and impingement force with a 0.1 s 

contact time ensured probe stability during measurements.  A 1 pN force clamp placed cell-

bead pairs close enough together for 0.1 pN/nm probe thermal fluctuations that could 

clearly differ during bond formation.  Closely monitoring experimental cell-bead pairs 

enabled retracting cells if ligand stimulation generated morphologic changes that visually 

displaced beads.  A 100-sample standard deviation window for our ~1800 Hz thermal 

fluctuation signal allowed identifying bond formation and dissociation.  Interpreting 

thermal fluctuation measurements required developing a customized python-based signal 

analysis program given large contact cycle signal lengths.  A previous publication from our 

laboratory influenced our methodology (252), but the methodology within this work 

required tweaking for live cell analysis involving receptor-ligand signals that profoundly 

impact actin cytoskeletal reorganization.  Non-linear fitting a bond survival analysis for 
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thermal fluctuation bond lifetime measurements with forces between -1 to 0 pN using a 

constrained one-phase dissociation model (Equation 13) estimated off-rates at 0 pN. 

Equation 13 - Constrained One-Phase Dissociation Model 

  𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆 = exp�−𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ∗ 𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑏� (13) 

 

3.8 Statistical Analysis and Curve Fitting 

Accurately performing statistical and fittings required using computational tools 

given data volume and complexity.  Graph Pad prism 9.1.0 in a Windows 10 64-bit 

environment and python based numerical and scientific analysis tools enabled statistical 

analysis and curve fitting using.  The 64-bit Python 3.8 native package manager 

consistently deployed with NumPy 1.20.1, SciPy 1.6.1, and StatsModels 0.12.2 packages 

during statistical analysis.  The MKL version of NumPy provided by Christopher Gohlke 

at the Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics at the University of California, Irvine allowed 

high-performance basic linear algebra subprograms (BLAS) optimized for Intel processor 

architectures.  All statistical comparisons shown graphically in figures used Graph Pad 

prism.  Graph Pad Prism linear and non-linear fitting generated 2D kinetic and molecular 

stiffness Gaussian mean parameters.  SciPy non-linear fitting provided parameters for 

memory and irreversibility analyses.  The python StatsModels package facilitated non-

parametric kernel regressions using NumPy and SciPy packages.  Careful attention to data 

attributes ensured choosing the most rigorous statistical tests applying corrections for 

differences in standard deviation, sample sizes, and multiple comparisons.  All statistical 
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analyses used the most rigorous corrections unless differences between experimental group 

size prevented appropriate multiple comparisons.  Each figure and section references 

specific statistical methods, sample sizes, and experiment quantity when appropriate. 

3.9 Antibody Blocking 

Demonstrating receptor and ligand interaction specificity required demonstrating 

receptor antibody blocking would statistically resemble conditions lacking ligand.  

Antibody blocking experiments involved producing L15 + 2% BSA containing chamber 

media with 10 µg/mL blocking antibody or isotype controls.  Previous work illustrated 

anti-CD28 clone E18 antibody ablated interactions between CD28 and its ligands (253).  

Previous work also identified anti-CTLA-4 clone 9H10 antibody ablated interactions 

between CTLA-4 and its ligands (254).  Experiment isotype controls reflected monoclonal 

antibody isotypes murine IgG2b, κ and Syrian hamster IgG for clone E18 and 9H10, 

respectively. 

3.10 Cell Trap Experiments and Calcium Flux Analysis 

3.10.1 Capturing Intracellular Calcium Concentration Changes Upon Receptor 

Stimulation 

Characterizing single cell calcium fluxes resulting from CD28 receptor signalling 

enabled evaluating a potential receptor signalling consequence.   Measuring single cell 

calcium fluxes employed a microfluidic cell trap device.  The cell trap calcium assay 

methodology development involved a collaboration between Dr. Cheng Zhu’s and Dr. 

Hang Lu’s laboratory facilitated by a previous student, Dr. Loice Chingozha (255).  Dr. 
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Fangyuan Zhou conducted microfluidic cell trap experiments for resolving single cell 

calcium fluxes.  Microfluidic device fabrication utilized cross-linked PDMS deposited on 

silicon wafers with cell trap features formed through photolithography.  Plasma treating 

glass surfaces and PDMS mould feature sides enabled strong surface bonding suitable for 

protein adsorption.  Treating plasma cleaned glass surfaces with 2 mg/mL biotin-BSA, 2 

mg/mL 2 mg/mL SA, and then ligands or antibodies at appropriate concentrations for 

experiments generated experiment surfaces.  Washing with 1x PBS between protein 

treatment steps ensured protein surface immobilization reflected biotinylated ligands with 

the correct orientation for receptor engagement.  Loading CD8+ T cells with Fura-2-

acetoxymethyl ester (Fura-2-AM) allowed imaging intracellular calcium flux using 

fluorescence.  Imaging with 340 nm and 380 nm wavelength excitations resolved local 

intracellular fluxes by ratio.  A customized MATLAB image analysis program interpreted 

single cell calcium fluxes from confocal microscopy image sequences.  The MATLAB 

analysis program tracked when cells occupied positions within cell trap arrays and their 

subsequent calcium fluxes upon stimulation.  Normalizing signals to the first frame allowed 

measuring relative intracellular cellular calcium signal associated with image sequences 

generated during experiments. 

3.10.2 Calcium Signal Analysis 

Raw normalized intracellular calcium signal using python NumPy and SciPy 

packages allowed smoothening calcium signals and quantifying metrics reflecting 

differences in calcium signal characteristics that distinguished co-stimulation from ligand 

independent stimulation.  Savitzky-Golay filtering using a first order polynomial with a 11 

window size smoothed raw normalized calcium signals allowing for computational feature 
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derivation.  Derived metrics corresponded to signal intensity (cumulative calcium flux), 

robustness (peak number and cell percentage sustained above 50% maximum calcium 

flux), and speed (time to reach 50% or 90% the maximum calcium signal).  Cumulative 

calcium flux calculations involved trapezoidal rule signal integration to derive area under 

curves (AUC).  Peak detection resolved calcium signal changes using a requirement that 

peaks exceed 1 normalized fluorescence unit prominence.  Iterating through signals 

identified the amount of frames calcium signal exceeded 50% signal maximum as well as 

if when calcium signal exceeded 50% or 90% maximum signal thresholds.  Requiring that 

the thresholds exceed the first frame prevented non-responding cells from contributing to 

metrics.  Python analysis generated HDF5 files that could be evaluated in GraphPad prism 

for further statistical analysis. 

3.11 Molecular Tension Probe 

Molecular tension probes (MTP) provided another dimension for characterizing 

signalling resulting from receptor stimulation through cellular generated tension.  

Molecular tension probe (MTP) experiments visualized tension applied by live cells on 

receptor-ligand bonds upon receptor engagement.  MTP experiments involved surface 

treatments that immobilized MTP probes for presenting biotinylated ligands or antibodies.  

A protocol provided by Dr. Khalid Salaita’s lab and previously published methodology 

(256) enabled generating MTP functionalized surfaces for biotinylated ligands.   

Glass surface salinization using (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) produced 

amine functional groups for chemical cross-linking.  Cross-linking with 2 kDa mPEG-

succinimidyl ester (SC) and 3.4 kDa lipoic acid (LA) PEG with subsequent sulfo-NHS 
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acetate passivation created surfaces that bound gold nanoparticles.  MTP probe 

components included a 4.7 pN hairpin loop strand, a thiol containing strand with black hole 

quencher 2 (BHQ2), and biotinylated strand with Cy3B.   MTP probe assembly occurred 

through a DNA denaturing and annealing reaction.  Surface bound gold nanoparticles 

covalently bound MTP probes through thiol.  MTP functionalized surfaces subsequently 

immobilized SA for optimal biotinylated ligand presentation.  Imaging surfaces using total 

interference reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy visualized probe tension through 

Forster resonance energy transfer (FRET) loss. Reflection interference contrast microscopy 

(RICM) demonstrated surface contact between cells and MTP functionalized surfaces.  A 

MATLAB program analysed images generated during experiments as well as provided a 

workflow for evaluating surface and image quality.  Image acquisition utilized a 60x Nikon 

TIRF objective and Nikon Ti eclipse microscope within Georgia Tech’s imaging core 

facility. 

3.12 Memory Analysis 

Adhesion memory analysis allowed characterizing how receptor ligation 

immediately influenced subsequent interactions by modelling deviation from a Bernoulli 

process.  Adhesion memory modelling involved applying a previously published 

mathematical model featured in Zarnitsyna, et. al. 2007 (257).  Adhesion memory analysis 

modelling implies that binary, discrete-time sequences generated experimentally during 

2D kinetic experiments can deviate from a Bernoulli sequence defined by consistent 

adhesion probability.  A python program interpreted binary, discrete-time sequences and 

generated memory model parameters by direct (transition probability) and fit (cluster 

analysis) methods.  Binary, discrete-time sequences generated during lifetime analyses 
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provided memory analysis input.  The python program interpreted analysis program 

annotations and created binary, discrete-time sequences corresponding to single cell-bead 

pairs.  Binary, discrete-time sequences then provided input for further analysis.  Limiting 

analysed sequences to those with 150 contact cycles produced the most consistent adhesion 

memory analysis between direct and fit methods comparable between experimental 

systems. 

3.12.1 Running Adhesion Frequency and Scaled Event Graphs 

Visualizing adhesion memory graphically required plots that demonstrated 

consecutive adhesion or non-adhesion events within Bernoulli sequences.  Determining 

running Pa involved iteratively determining Pa throughout an entire sequence (Equation 

18).  Additionally, scaled adhesion event plot generation utilized a sequence’s last adhesion 

frequency value towards scaling adhesion event outcomes.  Running Pa plots graphically 

demonstrated adhesion event clustering through periods of consistent increases in Pa.  

Likewise, scaled adhesion event plots illustrated sequence periods with adhesion clustering 

through consecutive adhesions. 

Using both the cluster analysis and counting contact cycle results based on prior 

contact cycle results we determined memory parameters p and Δp.  The parameter p 

represents what Pa should be if prior adhesion contact cycles did not influence adhesion 

probability for a cycle.  The parameter Δp represents the influence a prior adhesion contact 

cycle has on the following cycle. 

3.12.2 Direct and Fit Memory Modelling 
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Adhesion memory modelling with direct and fit methods characterized deviations 

from a Bernoulli sequence using parameters p and Δp first documented Zarnitsyna et. al. 

2007 (257).  The parameter p represented adhesion probability for contact cycles.  The 

parameter Δp related to adhesion probability for a proceeding contact cycle.  If adhesions 

lacked an influence on subsequent contact cycles then Δp = 0 corresponded with a 

Bernoulli process where p = Pa.  If adhesions influenced subsequent contact cycles a 

positive Δp or negative Δp increased or decreased proceeding adhesion probably after an 

adhesion event, respectively.   

Memory analysis using cluster fitting involved quantifying clusters by iterating 

through binary, discrete-time sequences and assigning every adhesion event to a unique 

cluster.  Cluster size (m) corresponded to consecutive adhesion event quantity.  The 

memory index Mm (Equation 16)  represented cluster number for a cluster size m to occur 

within a binary sequence with length n give memory parameters p and Δp.    A non-linear 

least squares fit using sequence cluster analysis produced fit parameters p and Δp.  Direct 

memory analyses also utilized the same binary, discrete-time sequences but determined p 

and Δp based on transitions alone.  Initially, classifying events into groups reflecting 

transitions between an event and the previous event enabled calculating direct adhesion 

memory model parameters.  Direct adhesion memory model calculations involved 

determining transition counts denoted by ni,j with i and j representing the prior and 

following contact cycle results, respectively.  Direct p (Equation 14) and Δp (Equation 15) 

calculations utilized all transitions within a sequence. 

Equation 14 - Direct p 
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 𝑒𝑒 ≈
𝑛𝑛01

𝑛𝑛00 + 𝑛𝑛01
 (14) 

Equation 15 - Direct Δ𝑒𝑒 

 𝑒𝑒 ≈
𝑛𝑛01

𝑛𝑛00 + 𝑛𝑛01
 (15) 

Equation 16 - Memory Model (MM) 

 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑚𝑚,𝑛𝑛, 𝑒𝑒,𝛥𝛥𝑒𝑒)

= �𝑒𝑒 ∙ (𝑒𝑒 + 𝛥𝛥𝑒𝑒)𝑠𝑠−1 ∙ �1 − 𝑒𝑒
1 − 𝛥𝛥𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛−𝑠𝑠

1 − 𝛥𝛥𝑒𝑒 + (1 − 𝑒𝑒 − 𝛥𝛥𝑒𝑒)�𝑛𝑛 −𝑚𝑚 −
𝑒𝑒

1 − 𝛥𝛥𝑒𝑒
(𝑛𝑛 − (𝑚𝑚 + 1) − 𝛥𝛥𝑒𝑒

1 − 𝛥𝛥𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛−(𝑠𝑠+1)

1 − 𝛥𝛥𝑒𝑒 ��

𝑒𝑒(𝑒𝑒 + 𝛥𝛥𝑒𝑒)𝑛𝑛−1
 

(16) 

3.13 Irreversibility Analysis 

Characterizing adhesion influences on all proceeding events required a mathematical 

model describing long-term changes to an adhesion probability.  The irreversibility model 

described irreversible changes resulting from molecular bonds that aggregated over contact 

cycles resulting.  Binary, discrete-time sequences from annotated lifetime data provided 

data for non-linear fitting irreversibility parameters.  After generating binary discrete time 

sequences, minimizing χ2
 reduced chi-squared statistic (Equation 17) or the mean square 

weighted deviation (MSWD) enabled non-linear fitting to derive irreversibility model 

parameters <n> and Im.   The MSWD fitting approach minimized differences between 

running adhesion frequency (fi) (Equation 18) and the irreversibility model (Fi) (Equation 

19) featuring parameters <n> and IM.  Within our model <n> represented average bond 

number and IM  irreversibility within our binary, discrete time sequences resulting from 

adhesion events.   
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The minimize tool within SciPy’s optimization and root finding library using the 

limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm with bounds  (L-BFGS-B) 

method constraining for a positive <n> and 100 max iterations produced fitted 

irreversibility model parameters.  During our fitting, initial parameter values for <n> 

reflected average bond number given the last running adhesion frequency value.  Providing 

an initial IM  = 0 value assumed binary, discrete-time sequences reflected a Bernoulli 

sequence.  Figure 35A represents hypothetical Fi given IM = 0.1, IM = 0, or IM = 0.1 and a 

<n> value representative experimental groups featured in CHAPTER 6.  Positive IM values 

indicated an irreversible decrease to the adhesion probability resulting from contact cycles.  

Negative IM values demonstrated an irreversible increase to the adhesion probability 

resulting from contact cycles.  A zero IM  illustrated the outcome if adhesion probability 

remained consistent throughout contact cycles.  An additional commentary on 

irreversibility provided in CHAPTER 6 further discusses the irreversibility’s biologic 

relevance. 

Equation 17 – Mean Square Weighted Deviation (MSWD) 

 
𝜒𝜒2 = �

(𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖)
𝜎𝜎2

2𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖=1

 (17) 

 

Equation 18 - fi  for Irreversibility Analysis 
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𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 =

1
𝑖𝑖
�𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎,𝑗𝑗

𝑖𝑖

𝑗𝑗=1

 (18) 

 

Equation 19 - Fi for Irreversibility Analysis 

 
𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖(𝑖𝑖, < 𝑛𝑛 >, 𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀) = 1 −

1
𝑖𝑖
�𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒�−⟨𝑛𝑛⟩(1 − ⟨𝑛𝑛⟩𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀)𝑗𝑗−1� 
𝑖𝑖

𝑗𝑗=1

 (19) 

 

Equation 20 - σ2 for Irreversibility Analysis 

 
𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖2 =

1
𝑖𝑖2
�𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒�−⟨𝑛𝑛⟩(1 − ⟨𝑛𝑛⟩𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀)𝑗𝑗−1��1− 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒�⟨𝑛𝑛⟩(1 − ⟨𝑛𝑛⟩𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀)𝑗𝑗−1��
𝑖𝑖

𝑗𝑗=1

 (20) 
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CHAPTER 4. BIOPHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF CD28 

AND CORRELATION WITH STIMULATION AND CO-

STIMULATION 

4.1 Introduction 

T cells integrate extracellular signals to coordinate their immunological functions.  

Among contexts critically shaping immune responses include T cell development (19), 

activation (258), and differentiation (259).  T cells originate from thymocytes in the thymus 

that undergo selection to ensure reactive T cells without autoreactivity.  T cells emerging 

from the thymus fall into two major groups based on whether their developed TCR 

recognize MHC class I or class II molecule presented peptides.  After thymic development, 

the TCR enables T cells to recognize antigens and antigen recognition drives T cell 

mediated immunity (19).  CD28 signalling profoundly influences T cell immunity, but 

CD28’s signalling remains poorly understood despite several therapies modulating or 

exploiting CD28 signalling.  Utilizing biophysical instrumentation and single cell 

signalling analysis this work investigates CD28 on murine CD8+ T cells providing a 

physiologically relevant characterization foundational for understanding immunotherapy 

success and challenges.  Moreover, this work demonstrates CD28 mechanosensitivity 

suggesting mechanical force influences T cell-APC signalling warranting further studies 

into immune receptor mechanical force integration.  Collectively, these insights suggest 

exploiting CD28 mechanics in immunotherapies could improve therapeutic outcomes. 

4.1.1 The Immunological Relevance of CD28 Signalling 
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T cell development, activation, and differentiation result from interactions between 

T cells and APCs.  At the interface between T cells and APCs exists several different cell-

cell signalling molecules critically influencing antigen responses.  Among those cell-cell 

signalling molecules, the co-stimulatory receptor CD28 plays a prominent role in shaping 

T cell antigen responses.  CD28’s importance in immunity began when researchers 

theorized a two-signal mechanism regulated adaptive immune responses (260).  After the 

proposition of the two-signal model, researchers discovered CD28 (previously called 

Tp44) and demonstrated through antibody-based co-stimulation that CD28 signalling 

prevented T cell anergy (112).  Since then, research into CD28 co-stimulation revealed 

complex intracellular signalling dynamics enabling CD28 to mediate signalling machinery 

phosphorylation (261-265), transcription (266, 267), metabolism (268), cytokine and 

chemokine production (269), proliferation (270), as well as survival signals (271).  

Moreover, independently CD28 signalling also involves pathways divergent from TCR 

signalling especially in actin remodelling and transcriptional processes (5, 150). 

Given CD28’s diverse signalling consequences, many questions remain about 

mechanistically how CD28 coordinates so many complex, yet important processes within 

T cells.  Possibly explaining this diversity, CD28 receptors ligate two different ligands 

(CD80 and CD86).  APCs constitutively express CD28 ligands and vary their respective 

concentrations during maturation and activation (272).  CD80 exists in both monomeric 

and dimeric forms on APC surfaces while CD86 exists solely in monomeric forms (128).  

The co-inhibitory receptor CTLA-4 antagonizes CD28 signalling with proposed 

mechanisms including ligand competition, inhibiting CD28 signalling, and increased T cell 

mobility (273).  Upon stimulation, APCs upregulate both CD86 and CD80 expression with 
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CD80 expression rising later (274).  Ubiquitous APC expression reflects CD28’s 

contribution to facilitating T cell immunity through multiple signalling pathways. 

4.1.2 Prior Kinetic Studies and the Need for a Physiologically Relevant CD28 

Characterization 

Previous kinetic characterizations using SPR suggested that CD28 preferentially 

binds CD86 with a stronger affinity and faster off-rate than CD80 (120, 121) and CTLA-4 

binds CD80 with a significantly higher affinity and lower off-rate enabling competitive 

inhibition (120, 121).  Within our laboratory, in-situ 2D kinetic measurements showed 

comparable relative differences between CD80-CD28 and CD80-CTLA-4 interactions 

using CD80 expressing CHO cells and human CD28-Fc as a control for characterizing PD-

1 interactions with its ligands (275).  However, these previous 2D kinetic measurements 

between recombinant human CD28 and CHO surface expressed CD80 lacked non-specific 

binding controls illustrating binding specificity between CD28 and CD80 and presented 

neither receptor nor ligand on a physiological cell surface.  Evaluating 2D kinetics using 

murine CD8+ T cells expressing CD28 provides a physiological representation for native 

CD28 receptor signalling.  CD28’s low surface density compared to CD80 and CD86 

expressed on APC surfaces could favour specific interactions not observed among other 

relative surface densities.  Moreover, in-situ kinetic measurements on CD8+ T cell surfaces 

provide a physiological recapitulation of native T cell intracellular signalling machinery, 

spatial organization within signalling clusters, and potential lateral interactions between 

receptors.  Given these factors could profoundly influence CD28 biophysics, our studies 

focused on characterizing murine CD28 on CD8+ T cell surfaces.  As a foundational work, 

utilizing murine animal models could provide the most flexible and physiologic system for 
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studying antigen-specific immune receptor signal integration surpassing traditional 

approaches involving the human Jurkat T cell line. 

4.1.3 CD28 as a Focal Point for Immune Signal Integration 

PD-1 signalling studies revealed ligation induced phosphatase activity preferentially 

targeted CD28 phosphorylation (276) highlighting the need for investigating lateral 

interactions between CD28 and other immune receptors.  Moreover, additional studies 

found cis-dimers formed between PD-L1 and CD80 trigger CD28 while repressing PD-1 

and CTLA-4 inhibitory pathways (277).  These studies demonstrate that complex 

mechanisms influence CD28 signalling providing motivation for utilizing in-situ kinetics 

towards more sophisticated studies examining how concurrent ligation and signalling 

shape signal integration among immune receptors.  Clearly, APCs shape CD28 signalling 

by controlling relative surface expression of multiple B7 family ligands and those relative 

changes influence whether an activating or inhibitory influence predominates a T cell’s 

signalling response, but mechanistic questions remain about how and why this occurs.   

Many immune receptor signalling models focus on spatial and temporal constraints 

influencing feedback mechanisms that regulate immune cell activation and potentiate 

immune cell functions.  Among well studied immune receptor mechanisms, the TCR 

complex utilizes sophisticated feedback systems for sensitive and specific TCR triggering.  

In TCR triggering, TCR mediated Lck activation must overcome CD45 phosphatase 

activity to phosphorylate ITAM residues in the TCR complex (161).  Lck’s interaction with 

other immunoglobulin superfamily (IgSF) members including CD2, CD4, CD8, CD28, and 

ILT2 suggests mechanistic processes regulate Lck’s spatial proximity to other immune 
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receptors and kinase activity influences antigen-specific immune responses.  Previous 

studies demonstrated CD4 and CD28 cooperate to induce Lck autophosphorylation during 

APC stimulation (278).  Another study showed CD4 and CD8 coreceptors bind Lck 

restricting Lck mobility and activity (279).  Physiologically relevant biophysical CD28 

investigations could elucidate important physical constraints surrounding CD28 signalling 

and provide the basis for a model describing how IgSF receptors work concurrently 

towards regulating and shaping T cell responses. 

Given inhibitory IgSF receptors function through modulating CD28 signalling, 

CD28 functions as a major focal point for immune receptor signalling.  Among IgSF 

receptors, CD28 interacts with the most diverse signalling machinery components enabling 

CD28’s previously mentioned varied functionality.  CD28 signalling machinery 

components overlap considerably with linker of activated T cells (LAT) (280) and 

lymphocyte cytosolic protein 2 (SLP-76) (281) including GRB2, GADS, GRAP, and 

interlukin-2-inducible T-cell kinase (ITK).  CD28 interacts with integrin signalling 

machinery like CD2-associated protein (CD2AP) and filamin A (FLNA).  CD28 also 

interacts directly with kinases such as C-terminal Src kinase (CSK) and Casitas B-lineage 

lymphoma (CBL) and phosphatases including Src homology region 2 domain-containing 

phosphatase-2 (SHP-2) and Src homology 2 domain containing inositol polyphosphate 5-

phosphatase 1 (SHIP1).  CD28 cytoplasmic domain also contains additional 

phosphorylation and ubiquitination sites, but they remain poorly understood (5).  As an 

intersectional receptor between several signalling pathways, conducting in-situ 

measurements provides a perspective about ligation mediated signalling events potentially 

revealing lateral interactions between receptors and their signalling machinery.  In-situ 
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studies characterizing CD28 interactions with its ligands provide a foundation for future 

studies perturbing intersectional signalling pathways towards elucidating mechanistically 

how immune receptor signalling integration occurs within T cells. 

4.1.4 The Rationale for Investigating CD28 Mechanosensitivy 

Although kinetic measurements provide useful information about how 

immunoreceptors work, mechanosensing investigations also provide important insights.  

Immunoreceptor mechanosensing investigations revealed mechanosensing shapes immune 

cell function and differentiation.  Mechanosensing experiments involving DFS instruments 

demonstrated force exerted on the TCR (with or without co-receptor) elicits catch bonds 

with pMHCs biological activity but slip bonds with low biological activity (9, 230).  

Combining DFS instrumentation with concurrent live calcium flux cell imaging revealed 

mechanical force on the TCR could trigger calcium flux influenced by bond quality (catch 

versus slip bonds), force waveform (clamped vs ramped force), and force direction 

(tangential versus normal to cell surfaces) (235, 244).  Additionally, DNA-based molecular 

tension probes demonstrated T cells could exert endogenous force on the TCR-pMHC 

bonds shaped by coreceptor, proximal TCR signalling, as well as actin cytoskeletal and 

myosin motors (256).  Forces on TCR induced conformational changes in TCR-pMHC 

bonds influencing molecular catch or slip behaviour (9, 282, 283).  Possible 

mechanosensitive mechanisms shaping CD28 signalling include molecular catches, 

unfolding, unmasking, and cluster rearrangement.  As an IgSF family member with similar 

kinase interactions and additional interactions with cytoskeletal adaptors, logically CD28 

should also demonstrate mechanosensitivity with signalling outcomes influenced by force. 
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4.1.5 Summary of Chapter Findings 

Motivated to develop a more comprehensive understanding about receptor signalling 

at interfaces between T cells and APCs this chapter focused on biophysical interactions.  

Specifically, BFP instrumentation measured interactions between CD28 featured on 

murine CD8+ T cells and recombinant murine CD80 and CD86 ligands.  BFP 

instrumentation provided the most sensitive and specific in-situ receptor-ligand interaction 

measurements with exceptional spatial and temporal precision among biophysical 

instrumentation techniques.  Measuring 2D kinetics and bond lifetime under force revealed 

unique 2D kinetics among CD28 ligands and CD28 mechanosensitivity through catch 

bonds.  BFP measurements lacked evidence demonstrating multimeric bond formation 

between CD28 and its ligands.  Attempting to demonstrate CD28 signalling could elicit 

tension on CD28 ligand bonds showed close to negligible tension suggesting potential 

limitations towards studying murine CD28 on CD8+ T cells using molecular tension 

probes.  Moreover, single cell calcium flux experiments revealed synergistic interactions 

between CD28 and TCR with altered dynamics.  Collectively, these findings expand upon 

known CD28 biology highlighting how mechanical forces could contribute to CD28 

signalling function.  Through providing a biophysical perspective on CD28-ligand 

interactions that shape T cells this work provides motivation for further studies into how 

mechanical force influences signal integration among receptors at T cell-APC interfaces. 

4.2 Background 

4.2.1 CD28’s Impact on Human Disease 
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Many disease processes involve beneficial or harmful antigen-specific immune 

responses.  In infections and cancer, T cells must coordinate eliminating abnormal cells 

presenting infectious or neoplastic antigens.  In autoimmune disease and transplant 

rejection, T cells pathologically contribute to tissue damage contributing to organ 

dysfunction and eventually organ failure.  CD28 shapes T cell immune responses and 

accordingly associations between CD28 genetic variants and many diseases exist including 

rheumatoid arthritis (RA) (284), multiple sclerosis (285), sporadic breast cancer (286), 

cervical cancer (287), and diabetic kidney disease (288).  Although the genetic disease 

associations do not imply a direct association, many genetic variants possibly result in 

CD28 loss of function and function loss would certainly impact immune response quality.  

Interestingly, acquired CD28 mutations found in cancers could increase CD28 ligand 

binding (289) and CTLA4-CD28 gene fusions exist within angioimmunoblastic T-cell 

lymphoma that could contribute significantly to T cell lymphomas (290).  Moreover, many 

genetic variants associated with disease exist in CTLA-4 (291) and CARMIL2 (292) that 

indirectly influence CD28 signalling causing human primary immune deficiencies (293). 

4.2.2 CD28 as a Therapeutic Target: Success and Failures 

4.2.2.1 Fusion Proteins and Immune Checkpoint Blockade (ICB) 

Considering lateral immune receptors such as PD-1 and CTLA-4 function primarily 

by influencing CD28 signalling, investigating physiologic CD28 signalling contributes 

relevant knowledge for therapeutic strategies targeting T cell signalling.  Therapeutic 

interest in CD28 signalling stems from a desire to modulate immune responses.  

Therapeutic agents targeting CD28 both augment and discourage immune responses.  In 
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organ transplantation, CTLA-4-Fc/Ig therapy (abatacept/belatacept) blocks CD28 

signalling by ligand competition enabling extended graft survival and limiting standard 

immune-supressing drug toxicity (294).  In oncology, antibodies against PD-1 and CTLA-

4 block their inhibitory effects to help immune responses against cancer overcome immune 

suppression (295).  Immune checkpoint blockade (ICB) profoundly influenced cancer 

therapeutics becoming some of the most widely prescribed anticancer therapies often as 

single agents or combined with chemotherapies (296). 

4.2.2.2 Chimeric Antigen Receptor (CAR) T Therapy 

Other prominent oncological immunotherapies also utilize CD28 signalling such as 

chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cell therapy.  Chimeric antigen receptors (CAR) 

featuring transmembrane and intracellular CD28 domains enable targeted cytotoxic 

activity against haematological cancer.  Interestingly, comparing CD28/CD3ζ and 4-1BB/ 

CD3ζ CAR-T receptors revealed CD28/CD3ζ CAR-T receptors cause faster and larger 

dynamic changes in protein phosphorylation correlating with effector T cell-like phenotype 

and function despite activating similar signalling intermediates (297).  Moreover, 

CD28/CD3ζ and 4-1BB/CD3ζ CAR-T receptors demonstrated differing clinical efficacy 

with 4-1BB/CD3ζ CAR-T receptors associated with better clinical performance against B 

cell non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (298).  Collectively, research into CAR-T signalling 

suggests that immune receptors retain mechanistic functions that amount to more than their 

individual signalling domain components necessitating more sophisticated signalling 

studies that elucidate how co-stimulatory receptors achieve distinct signalling outcomes 

and how such distinct outcomes influence T cell fate. 
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4.2.2.3 CD28 Superagnoist Monoclonal Antibody TGN1412 

CD28 superagonist immunomodulatory monoclonal antibody TGN1412 also 

attempted to modulate CD28 as a cancer immunotherapeutic.  TGN1412 preferentially 

activated CD28 on regulatory T cells causing their activation and proliferation in the 

absence of TCR co-stimulation.  Given this preferential activation, researchers believed 

TGN1412 could prevent autoimmune diseases.  After being well-tolerated in cynomolgus 

monkeys with 100% homologous CD28 receptors a randomized phase I clinical trail 

shockingly revealed in eight healthy male volunteers that volunteers developed dramatic 

symptoms including headache, back pain, migraines, vomiting, hypertension, and extreme 

fever within the first hour.  Moreover, the volunteer’s health continued to decline 

eventually progressing to multiple organ failure and severe cytokine release syndrome 

(CRS) necessitating the need for immunosuppressants (299).  TGN1412’s failure impacted 

the immunotherapeutic field significantly promoting additional safeguards to define 

immunotherapeutic risks, more through toxicity investigations, and protect patients from 

poorly characterized immunotherapies (300).  Investigations into alternative approaches in 

modulating CD28 signalling could prove useful in therapies targeting increasing or 

decreasing T cell responses.  A more comprehensive model understanding CD28 signalling 

could elucidate alternative approaches. 

4.2.2.4 Bispecific and Trispecific CD28 Antibodies  

Immunotherapy’s success motivated other approaches to immune modulation 

involving CD28 modulating antibodies.  Investigations by pharmaceutical companies 

expanded into bispecific and trispecific antibodies.  Engineering mutlispecific antibodies 
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with binding specificity for multiple receptors enabled novel therapeutic strategies with 

potential cancer efficacy resembling CAR-T therapies.  Bispecific antibodies against tumor 

specific antigens (TSA) and CD3 demonstrate antitumour reactivity that can be enhanced 

by another bispecific antibody against TSAs and CD28 (301).  Trispecific antibodies 

developed against myeloma featuring reactivity against CD38, CD3, and CD28 

demonstrated efficient T cell stimulation, T cells directed against myeloma, and myeloma 

growth inhibition within an humanized mouse model (302).  Interestingly, bi-specific and 

tri-specific antibodies that engage native T cell receptors show potential beyond CAR-T 

therapies in treating solid tumour malignancies (303).  Multispecific antibody successes 

motivate the need for a more comprehensive T cell signalling model given approaches 

modulating signalling provide profound therapeutic potential. 

4.2.2.5 Common Immune Modulating Drug Adverse Effects 

Although immune modulating therapies retain less toxicity than their chemotherapeutic or 

traditional immunosuppressive counterparts, immune modulating therapeutic sequela also 

adversely impact patient care.  CTLA-4 fusion protein drugs such as belatacept serious 

adverse events include post-transplant lymphoproliferative disorder and progressive 

multifocal leukoencephalopathy.  ICB therapies potentially induce immune-related adverse 

events (irAEs) that resemble autoimmune responses.  Autoimmune-like irAEs result in 

colitis, encephalitis, myocarditis, myositis, pneumonitis, and multiple organ failure (304).  

CAR-T therapies also result in adverse toxicities that influence patient care outcomes.  

CAR-T therapy damage occurs to non-cancerous cells expressing the same tumor-

associated antigen targeted by the CAR-T therapy.  CAR-T therapy damage could also 

result from CAR-T receptor cross-reactivity against an antigen expressed on normal tissue.  
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CAR-T therapy can also potentially induce CRS resulting in organ dysfunction and can 

progress to multiple organ failure (305).  Such serious adverse therapeutic effects motivate 

investigations into more tuneable CD28 immunomodulation with less off-target effects.  

More precise control over CD28 signalling would improve immune modulating therapy 

clinical outcomes. 

4.2.3 The Limitations of Using Stimulatory Antibodies for Studying CD28 Receptor 

Signalling 

Previous investigations into CD28 signalling primarily used antibodies against 

surface CD28 to elicit its signalling.  Antibodies functionally can activate and inhibit 

receptors through mechanisms influenced by receptor biology and antibody epitope.  

Although CD28 ligation can facilitate signalling, developing a more comprehensive model 

for CD28 signalling necessitates investigations utilizing CD28’s native ligands.  From a 

biophysical perspective, interactions between receptors and ligands often do not resemble 

interactions between antibodies and epitopes.  Antibody-epitope interactions generally 

demonstrate higher affinities and slower off-rates that receptor ligand interactions with 

high affinity antibodies demonstrating 3D association rates around 2 x 107 M-1 sec-1 and 

dissociation rates around 0.02 sec-1 (306).  In the simplest case, ligation inducing similar 

cytosolic tail conformations would favour different signalling states.  Receptors with many 

signalling machinery would favour signalling mediators that bind stably although other 

signalling machinery with faster kinetics could mediate early signalling events.  In such 

instances, receptor-ligand kinetics could mediate different signalling outcomes.  Such 

biophysical constraints could explain why CAR-T receptors despite similar intracellular 
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signalling domains fail to elicit the same signalling pathways as their receptor counterparts 

(Section 4.2.2.2). 

Moreover, high-affinity IgG antibodies commonly used in signalling studies bind 

two similar epitopes spatially constraining receptors in ways that influence signalling.  

Many receptors such as cytokine receptors mediate signalling through ligand-induced 

receptor dimerization (307).  Although some receptors natively induce signalling through 

receptor dimerization, monovalent, dimeric receptors such as CD28 interact with 

monomeric ligands.  Monomeric ligands could spatially constrain receptor signalling in 

ways that would differ from monoclonal signalling antibodies.  Spatial constraints could 

explain how trispecific antibodies (Section 4.2.2.4) with reactivity towards both CD3 and 

CD28 demonstrate distinct signalling outcomes compared similar antibodies with CD3 or 

CD28 binding ablation (302).  Moreover, such spatial constraints could explain why 

superagnoistic antibody TGN1412 inducing CRS during its phase I clinical trial (Section 

4.2.2.3) correlated with differences in CD4+ T cell CD28 expression between species 

(308).  TGN1412’s clinical trial failure illustrated complexities surrounding modulating 

receptor signalling through antibodies and how even immobilization strategies could 

substantially influence outcomes (308). 

Moreover, thermodynamic differences also distinguish antibody-epitope and 

receptor-ligand interactions.  The Gibbs free energy, a thermodynamic potential describing 

chemical equilibrium, differs between antibody-epitope and receptor-ligand interactions.  

Binding enthalpy reflects the formation of noncovalent interactions at binding interfaces 

with heat effect relating to interactions formed and disrupted within the system.  Entropy 

changes relate to increases or decreases in system freedom shaped by protein 
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conformational freedom and solvent released from surface burial (309).  Given 

thermodynamic constraints, receptor-ligand interactions retain unique thermodynamic 

potential resulting from different interaction kinetics and influences on chemical 

equilibrium achieved upon receptor ligation. 

4.2.4 Functional and Signalling Differences Between CD80 and CD86 

Research comparing CD28 engagement CD80 and CD86 reveal different signalling and 

functionality outcomes.  CD86 knockout mice show deficient class switching and germinal 

center formation after immunization without an adjuvant while CD80 knockout mice can 

(310).  Blocking CD86 alone on APCs inhibited TCR-dependent T cell proliferation and 

cytokine production (130).  In-vivo studies using knockout models revealed potential 

differences between CD80 and CD86, but the differences remain hard to interpret given 

APC dynamically alter CD80 and CD86 expression based on factors like toll like receptor 

(TLR) activation (311) and cytokines (312).  Experimental limitations in knockout and 

blocking studies prevent researchers from elucidating dynamic responses specifically 

related to CD80 and CD86 that could differentially influence T cells   

Studies comparing signalling differences using CHO cells expressing CD80 or CD86 

demonstrated much higher PLC-γ1 stimulation for CD80 stimulated in both human 

peripheral CD4+ T cells and Jurkat cells.  In the same study, CD80 produced more robust 

tyrosine phosphorylation compared to CD86 and this correlated with PI3K association with 

CD28 (313).  CD80 and CD86 blocking differentially influenced early cytokine production 

with CD86 blocking causing reduced IL-4 and IFNγ expression while CD80 blocking 

showing no effect (314).  Although these studies provide motivation for further 
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investigations elucidating mechanistic reasons for signalling differences, signalling 

observed using CD80 and CD86 expressed on CHO cells could reflect other signalling 

processes mediated by co-culturing cells and thus lacks specificity conferred by 

immobilizing recombinant proteins. 

4.2.5 Prior Investigations Characterizing Relationships Between CD28 and Force 

Given the many investigations characterizing actin cytoskeletal changes mediated by CD28 

signalling, many studies also attempted to define force generation or stabilization 

facilitated by CD28.  Experiments involving polyacrylamide gels presenting anti CD3 and 

anti CD28 antibodies revealed varying surface stiffness could shape T cell activation (6).  

In another study, researchers investigated mechanosensing through surface spreading on 

different stiffness surfaces and determined CD28 did not influence TCR mechanosensing 

(315).  Further characterization of traction forces using elastomer pillar arrays showed 

greater traction forces with anti CD28 and anti-CD3 together (7).  The inability to identify 

CD28 mechanosensitivity within these studies could be multifactorial ranging from 

investigations using antibodies that would not resemble ligand ligation and cells with low 

CD28 expression.  

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Mammalian Recombinant Protein Expression of Murine CD28 Ligands Optimized 

for In-situ Biophysical Characterization 

Investigating in-situ CD28 biophysics in a manner that could elucidate receptor 

function required developing an optimized recombinant ligand for biophysical 
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characterization.  Given the limited CD28 signalling research using recombinant ligands, 

at the time murine recombinant ligands lacked commercial availability and an appropriate 

format for biophysical characterization.  CD80’s and CD86’s smaller molecular weight 

necessitated avoiding covalent linking strategies utilizing NHS chemistry that could 

produce a non-ideal molecular orientation or potentially damage N-terminal receptor 

binding domains.  Designing a recombinant protein sequence featuring CD80 or CD86 

extracellular domain with an N-terminal secretion signal and C-terminal enzymatic 

biotinylation peptide sequence (biotin acceptor peptide), TEV protease cleavable peptide, 

and polyhistidine purification tag (Figure 6A) produced protein constructs for biophysical 

investigations.  The idealized protein constructs contained features enabling native 

purification from transient transfection supernatants, removing purification tags that could 

influence biophysical measurements, and enzymatic biotinylation for immobilization on 

SA coated surfaces.  DNA sequences corresponding to CD80 and CD86 ligands designed 

in-silico from NCBI sequences allowed GenScript to synthesize pCDNA3.1+ transient 

mammalian protein expression vectors for desired protein constructs. 

Initially, pCDNA3.1+ transient mammalian vector expression optimization required 

exploring different DNA to PEI ratios using a published protocol on mammalian protein 

expression using PEI as a guide (316).  Investigating optimal DNA to PEI ratios revealed 

a similar ratio (1:3 DNA to PEI) as the published protocol produced the highest transient 

protein expression although experiments involved similar suggested screening ratios.  

Western blotting supernatants from transfection optimization experiments with polyclonal 

antibodies against CD86 demonstrated a single band around 45 kDa in (Figure 6B).  
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Western blotting supernatants from CD80 transfections using optimized transfection 

conditions showed a similar single band (data not shown).   

Protein chromatography involved batch NTA resin incubations after extensive 

dialysis to remove chelating substances within transfection supernatants.  Dialysing into a 

10 µM imidazole containing buffer increased resin binding specificity for the transiently 

expressed protein.  Eluting with imidazole gradients between 15-800 µM generated protein 

containing elutants.  SDS PAGE gel electrophoresis verified chromatography elutants 

contained the target protein for subsequent dialysis and enzymatic modification.  A 

representative Coomassie stained SDS PAGE gel for CD80 chromatography showed 

strong bands in 50 to 200 µM imidazole elutants (Figure 6C).  Chromotography for CD86 

transfectants produced similar Coomassie stained SDS PAGE gels (data not shown).  

ProtParam with designed polypeptide sequences predicted molecular weights for the full 

length CD80 (30.9 kDa) and CD86 (32.1 kDa).  Observed molecular weights related with 

significant glycosylation as well as correlated with previous publications (120) and 

manufactured human ligands. 

Enzymatic modifications first removed polyhistidine purification tags using 

purchased TEV protease.  After proteolytic tag removal, biotin ligase produced in purified 

from E. coli enabled enzymatically adding biotin to the biotin acceptor peptide.  An 

additional NTA resin incubation cleaned up TEV protease, biotin ligase, cleaved 

polyhistidine tags, as well as non-enzymatically modified proteins.  SDS PAGE 

electrophoresis and western blotting with streptavidin HRP verified enzymatic 

modifications and the desired polypeptide sequence (data not shown).  Verifying proper 

protein conformation and suitability for biophysical experiments required immobilizing 
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final products on SA beads and confirming staining with PE conjugated monoclonal 

antibodies against CD80 (clone 16-10A1) and CD86 (clone GL-1) (Figure 6D-E).  Flow 

cytometry revealed narrow peaks consistent with other biotinylated ligands and effective 

antibody staining. 
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Figure 5 - CD28 Ligand Protein Expression, Purification, and Validation Protein 
engineering enabled CD80 and CD86 constructs for biophysical characterization.  
CD80 and CD86 extracellular domains (ECD) featuring N-terminal secretion signal 
and C-terminal enzymatic biotinylation, enzymatic cleavage, as well as polyhistidine 
sequences biophysical characterization experiments. A representative schematic for 
the linear polypeptide sequences generated for CD80 and CD86 protein constructs 
depicted fusion protein design (A).  A transfection optimization experiment verified 
proper sequences and ensured optimal expression conditions for transient protein 
expression vectors containing desired CD80 and CD86 inserts (pCDNA3.1+) 
purchased from GenScript.  Western blot using polyclonal antibodies for CD86 
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verified protein polypeptide sequences and showed a 1:3 DNA to PEI ratio 
produced the highest transient mammalian protein expression in HEK293T clone 17 
cells with singular bands around 45 kDa (B).  SDS PAGE gel electrophoresis and 
subsequent Coomassie blue staining imidazole gradient elutions ranging from 15-
800 µM verified elutants from NTA resin incubations with dialyzed supernatants 
contained target CD80 with strong bands in elutants with 50 to 200 µM (C).  
Enzymatic modifications using dialyzed elutants produced biotinylated proteins 
without promiscuous polyhistidine affinity purification tags.  Flow cytometry 
verified biotinylated CD80 (D) and CD86 (E) immobilization on SA coated beads 
showing narrow fluorescence peaks with PE conjugated antibodies clones 16-10A1 
and GL-1, respectively. 

4.3.2 Experimental System Used in CD28 Biophysical Investigations 

Sensitive and specific biophysical interaction measurements for 2D kinetics, bond 

lifetime under force, and thermal fluctuation experiments utilized BFP live-cell DFS 

instrumentation.  Measurements using murine CD80 and CD86 and murine CD8+ T cell 

surface CD28 required an instrumentation setup where CD8+ T cells could be closely 

monitored throughout experiments.  BFP experiments involved assembling an RBC-based 

force transducer calibrated to specific spring constants with a previously published 

mathematical model (203).  The BFP instrumentation illustrated in Figure 7A shows an 

assembled BFP probe and CD8+ T cell aspirated in glass micropipettes.  Subpixel bead 

displacement quantification through computer vision methods enabled quantifying force 

over time.  Altering CD8+ T cell position during measurements with piezoelectric actuation 

allowed controlling cell impingement and tensile bond force. 

Acquiring biophysical measurements involved immobilized biotinylated 

recombinant proteins presented by BFP probes.  Incubating streptavidin (SA) coated beads 

with biotinylated ligands produced ligand-coated beads for probe assembly.  Purifying 

CD8+ T cells from young mouse spleens for each experiment ensured consistent surface 
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CD28 expression for experiments.  Cell isolation with a magnetic bead based negative 

selection kit purchased from StemCell Technologies ensured minimally perturbed cells.   

A schematic for the experimental system in Figure 7B illustrates experimental 

surfaces.  Experiments used beads coated with only CD80 or CD86, but the schematic 

shows both CD80 and CD86 on the same surface.  The schematic attempts to depict CD28 

and its ligands at their relative scales.  Monoclonal E18 antibody blocked CD28 from 

interacting with ligands in binding specificity experiments. 

 

Figure 6 - Experimental System Used in Characterizing CD28 Biophysics. The BFP 
measured 2D kinetics and bond lifetime under force.  BFP instrumentation involved 
assembling an RBC based tension probe featuring glass beads with streptavidin 
(SA) immobilized ligands, holding CD8+ T cells with micropipettes, and controlling 
CD8+ T cell position by piezoelectric actuation (A).  BFP experiments involved 
CD28 receptors on murine naïve CD8+ T cells and immobilized murine CD28 
ligands (CD80 and CD86) on glass beads (B).  Monoclonal antibody against CD28 
(clone E18) blocked CD28 during binding specificity experiments.  Root mean-
square deviation (RMSD) measurements made using visual molecular dynamics 
(VMD) with protein data bank (PDB) files for CD80 (1DR9), CD86 (1NCN), and 
CD28 (1YJD) allowed depicting receptor, ligand, and antibody relative sizes. 

4.3.3 Binding Specificity Between CD28 and CD80 or CD86 Ligands 
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Biophysical characterization required specific measurements probing at 

interactions between CD28 and its ligands.  Ensuring measurement specificity also 

validated recombinantly expressed proteins.  Measurements using the rupture mode BFP 

generated an adhesion frequency (Pa) for bead-cell pairs under different experiment 

conditions.  Pa represented a bead-cell pair’s adhesion frequency (Equation 1) interpreted 

after the experiment by analysing contact cycle signal. 

Demonstrating binding specificity required observing specific interactions between 

CD28 ligands and cell surface CD28.  BFP measurements used SA beads coated with and 

without CD80 or CD86.  Given CTLA-4 could contribute to Pa measurements by either 

being present on cell surfaces or trafficked to the membrane upon CD28 ligation, 

experiments also probed at potential interactions between cell surface CTLA-4 and CD28 

ligands.  CD28 and CTLA-4 blocking antibodies ablated potential interactions between 

receptors and CD28 ligands.  Isotype controls for blocking antibodies illustrated effect 

specificity as positive controls. SA beads without CD28 ligands served as negative 

controls.  Antibody blocking conditions utilized chamber media containing 10 µg/mL 

blocking (anti-CD28 and/or anti-CTLA-4) or isotype control antibodies (murine IgG2b 

isotype or Syrian hamster IgG isotype) to our chamber media.  Brown-Forsythe and Welch 

One-way ANOVA tests with Dunnett’s T3 multiple comparisons analysis produced 

statistical comparisons between experimental groups with SA negative controls. 

Pa measurements with anti-CTLA-4, mIgG2b isotype, or Syrian hamster IgG 

isotype displayed statistically higher Pa for experiments featuring murine CD80 (Figure 

8A) or CD86 (Figure 8B) coated beads.  Pa measurements with anti-CD28 blocking 

antibody (anti-CD28 and anti-CD28/anti-CTLA-4) did not demonstrate statistically 
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significant differences from the negative control for both CD80 and CD86 ligand beads.  

Statistical comparisons confirmed that only conditions where CD28 and its ligands could 

interact rejected the null hypothesis.  Binding specificity experiments lacked evidence that 

CTLA-4 interactions contributed to observed adhesions. 

 

Figure 7 - Murine CD8+ T cells Form Specific Bonds with CD28 Ligands Through 
CD28.  An adhesion frequency (Pa) assay demonstrated binding specificity between 
recombinant murine CD80 (A) and CD86 (B) and CD28 expressed on murine CD8+ 
T cell surfaces.  Biotinylated CD80 or CD86 immobilized on streptavidin (SA) 
coated beads interacted with CD28 expressing cells to produce Pa measurements.  
SA beads without CD28 ligands served as negative controls.  BFP chamber media 
containing 10 µg/mL isolated receptor interactions by blocking CD28 and CTLA-4.  
Antibodies isotypes served as additional controls for specific binding (mIgG2b 
isotype for anti-CD28 and Syrian hamster (sh) IgG for anti-CTLA-4).  Brown-
Forsythe and Welch One-way ANOVA tests with a Dunnett’s T2 corrected multiple 
comparisons statistically compared experimental groups with the SA negative 
control.  Anti-CTLA-4, mIgG2b isotype, and sh IgG isotype demonstrated higher Pa 
than the negative control CD80 (A) and CD86 (B) experiments.  Anti-CD28 
conditions (anti-CD28 and antiCD28+anti-CTLA-4) for CD80 and CD86 coated 
beads lacked statistically significant differences from negative controls.  Each 
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symbol represented an Pa measurement from a single cell-bead pair.  Bar height 
represents the mean Pa value and error bars represent the standard error of the 
mean (SEM).  Plotted data included 5 bead-cell pairs (n=5) for each condition.   

4.3.4 CD80 and CD86 Demonstrated Different 2D Affinity 

Demonstrating binding specificity enabled further biophysical measurements 

between CD28 and its ligands.  In-situ 2D kinetic measurements characterized interactions 

between CD28 and its ligands.  In-situ 2D kinetic measurements enabled comparisons with 

previously published findings and potentially correlated with functional differences 

between the ligands.  The 2D kinetic parameters described interactions between receptor 

and ligand coated surfaces that occur only when surfaces contact each other.  2D kinetic 

parameters differ from 3D kinetic parameters derived from SPR measurements.  In-situ 2D 

kinetic measurements involved determining Pa using rupture mode BFP for bead-cell pairs 

featuring either CD80 or CD86.    

Determining 2D kinetic parameters describing 2D affinity and bond dissociation 

required non-linear least squares fitting a published mathematical model that isolated 

species specific contributions (317).  Pa measurements under varying contact times (Figure 

9A) generated using at least 75 contact cycles produced data corresponding to non-specific 

and species-specific interactions.  Initially, modelling non-specific contributions from 

negative control experiments enabled mathematically recognizing specific interactions 

between CD28 and its ligands acquired experimentally.  Pa measurements provided the 

model’s dependent variable.  Non-linear least squares fitting our <n> measurements over 

varying contact times (independent variable tc) with Equation 6 (Figure 9A black line) 

produced non-specific interaction parameters a and b. 
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After modelling non-specific contributions, additional non-linear fitting transformed 

Pa measurements into 2D kinetic modelling parameters.  Pa measurements provided data 

for non-linear least squares fitting Equation 8.  Plotting <n> normalized by receptor and 

ligand surface densities (mR*mL) versus contact times (Figure 9B) demonstrated longer 

contact times reached an equilibrium between bonds formed and broken.  Determining 

surface densities involved extrapolating flow cytometry fluorescence measurements with 

a standard curve acquired using manufactured calibration beads.  Saturating antibody 

concentrations ensured fluorescence signals corresponded with antibodies binding singular 

receptors. 

Non-linear least squares fitting generated 2D affinity (AcKa) and dissociation rate 

(koff) for CD80 (Figure 9B red line) and CD86 (Figure 9C blue line).  Fitted AcKa values 

described binding equilibrium kinetics between CD28 interactions and its ligands.  

Comparing non-linear fitted AcKa and koff showed statistically higher AcKa value for CD28-

CD86 interactions (Figure 9C), but no statistically significant difference in koff (Figure 9D).  

Observed differences between the ligand AcKa  values correlated with previously published 

data, but not koff  (120, 121). 
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Figure 8 - CD80 and CD86 Interactions with CD28 Demonstrate Different 2D 
Affinity.  Pa measurements with varying contact times allowed determining 2D 
affinity for both CD80 (red) and CD86 (blue) interactions with CD28 on CD8+ T 
cells through non-linear least squares fitting.  BFP rupture mode measurements 
provided Pa at varying contact times for CD80 or CD86 ligand coated beads (A).  SA 
beads without ligands (black) served as a non-specific binding control.  Fitting the 
Pa data acquired over different contact times enabled non-linear least squares fitting 
non-specific interaction parameters a and b in Equation 6 (black line in A).  
Utilizing Equation 8 with species specific Pa and non-specific interaction parameters 
enabled non-linear least squares fitting 2D kinetic parameters AcKa and koff.   
Plotting <n> normalized by receptor and ligand surface densities showed receptor-
ligand interactions reached equilibrium (B).  Superimposed table for B represented 
non-linear parameter fitting results for both CD80 (red line) and CD86 (blue line) 
ligands.  A Welch’s two-tailed t test statistically compared fitted AcKa (C) and koff (D) 
parameters for CD28 ligands.  CD86 demonstrated a statistically significant higher 
2D affinity than CD80.  Statistically comparing koff lacked significant differences 
between ligands.  Ligands required different contact times to resolve koff after 
determining both ligands exhibited fast dissociation rates: CD86 (0.1s, 0.2s, 0.3s, 
0.4s, 0.5s, 2s) as well as CD80 and SA (0.1s, 0.2s, 0.5s, 1s, 2s, 5s).  Symbols on A and 
B illustrated the mean Pa and normalized <n> from 5 bead-cell pairs with error bars 
for the SEM.  Pa versus contact time measurements involved one experiment for 
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CD80 and two experiments for CD86.  Bar height corresponded with fitted 
parameter value and error bars for fitting error.  Statistical comparison symbols 
featured included: ns (not significant) and **** (p < 0.0001). 

Previous research documenting surface CD80 exists in monomeric and dimeric forms 

on APC surfaces (318, 319) as well as studies suggesting dimeric CD28 bivalency upon 

TCR ligation (320) encouraged additional experiments probing at relationships between 

surface densities and 2D effective affinity.  Moreover, defining 2D effective affinity at 

different receptor densities validated 2D affinity values calculated from varying contact 

time.  Using a consistent contact time (tc=2s) beyond the time needed for receptor-ligand 

interactions to reach binding equilibrium produced Pa measurements for extrapolating into 

2D effective affinity by combining species specific <n> from Equation 8 with Equation 4.  

BFP rupture mode measurements generated Pa values related to our species specific 

<n>.  Acquiring <n> using beads with varying ligand concentrations allowed visualizing 

how ligand density influenced receptor-ligand interactions.  Plotting <n> versus the 

receptor-ligand surface density product (mRmL) revealed linear relationships for CD80 

(Figure 10A) and CD86 (Figure 10B).  A simple linear regression constraining the y-

intercept through the origin provided slopes representing AcKa (linear equations on graphs).  

The AcKa determined from linear regression closely resembled values calculated by varying 

contact time (Figure 9).  Statistically they also demonstrated higher AcKa for CD86 than 

CD80 (Figure 10C). 
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Figure 9 - Differences in 2D Affinity Under Varying Ligand Coating. Varying ligand 
surface densities provided Pa measurements for identifying relationships between 
surface densities and observed receptor-ligand interactions.  BFP rupture mode Pa 
measurements at equilibrium contact times CD80 and CD86 (2s) enabled 
determining <n> using Equation 8.  Plotting <n> versus receptor-ligand surface 
density products (mRmL) demonstrated linear relationships for CD80 (A) and CD86 
(B).  Fitting <n> versus mRmL data with a simple linear regression constrained to the 
origin enabled resolving AcKa for CD80 and CD86 from slopes (y=AcKa*mRmL).  
Slope values resembled previously determined AcKa in Figure 9.  Linearity suggested 
interactions between surface CD28 and CD80 or CD86 resulted from CD28 
monovalency.  Statistically comparing the fitted slope parameters from CD80 and 
CD86 using a Welch’s two-tailed t test revealed a statistically significantly higher 2D 
affinity for CD86 (C) correlating with Figure 9.  Plotted symbols in A and B 
represent the mean <n> for 5 bead-cell pairs (n=5) with error bars representing 
SEM.  Plotted bar graph values represent fitted AcKa parameter values with error 
bars representing fitting error.  Data shown represents a representative experiment 
after conducting two separate experiments for CD80 and CD86.  Statistical 
comparison symbols shown included: **** (p < 0.0001). 

4.3.5 CD80 and CD86 Demonstrated Different Dissociations 

Fast dissociation kinetics identified in Section 4.3.4 motivated acquiring live-cell 

thermal fluctuation measurements to accurately define receptor-ligand dissociation 

kinetics.   The thermal fluctuation method more rigorously defined dissociation between 

CD28 and its ligands using bond lifetimes measurements.  BFP thermal fluctuation 

measurements for CD28 and its ligands required a BFP signal that sensitively resolved 

binding through changes in signal fluctuation.  Live-cell thermal fluctuation measurements 
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built upon previously published work for non-live cells (252) and live cells (251), but 

required specialized methodology addressing fast receptor-ligand interaction kinetics and 

ligand induced morphological changes.  To achieve the most sensitive signal, experiments 

used BFP probes assembled with a 0.1 pN/nm spring constant.  BFP probes and CD8+ T 

cells brought close together formed bonds during probe thermal fluctuation.  Closely 

monitoring distances between bead-cell pairs ensured measurements occurred during 

conditions conducive for probe fluctuation changes.  Identifying drastic changes to probe 

position induced by cell morphology changes allowed aborting measurements and 

attempting more thermal fluctuation measurements. 

Thermal fluctuation measurements produced bond lifetimes with a large force range 

given CD28 ligation with its ligands stimulated profound cell morphological changes.  

Segregating thermal fluctuation bond lifetime measurements into force bins allowed 

analysing bond lifetimes around 0 pN.  Ordering bond lifetimes according to their length 

and determining a bond’s survival probability based on its position within an ordered 

sequence enabled constructing bond survival curves for both ligands.  Plotting bond 

survival analysis produced trends for extrapolating dissociation rate by non-linear least 

squares fitting a one phase exponential decay (koff) (Figure 10A).  Comparing fitted 

parameters with a Welch’s two-tailed t test showed a statistically significant higher koff for 

CD80 than CD86 (Figure 11B).  The fitted parameters remained within the error from 

previous fitted koff calculations in Figure 9D. 
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Figure 10 - CD80 and CD86 Display Different Dissociation Rates. Utilizing BFP 
instrumentation for thermal fluctuation experiments enabled calculating 
dissociation rates for CD28 and its ligands.  BFP thermal fluctuation experiments 
measured bond lifetimes under varied forces.  Segregating bond lifetime 
measurements within force bins produced a -1 to 0 pN force bin with a mean force 
approximately 0 pN.  Ordering bond lifetimes according to their length rendered an 
ordered sequence for deriving bond survival probability.  Plotted survival analyses 
for CD80 (red, n=87) and CD86 (blue, n=88) showed trends representing 
dissociation rates (koff).  A non-linear least squares fitting using a constrained one 
phase exponential decay model (Equation 13) generated koff parameters for both 
CD80 (red) and CD86 (blue) (B).  Determined dissociation parameters resembled 
values previously obtained.  Statistical comparison using a Welch’s two-tailed t test 
demonstrated CD80 dissociates faster than CD86.  Bar height illustrated the fitted 
parameter value with error bars for the fitting error.  Data shown represented data 
from one single cell-bead pair from an individual experiment for each ligand.  
Statistical comparisons symbols shown included: **** (p < 0.0001). 

4.3.6 CD80 and CD86 Observed Different Force-Dependent Dissociation Kinetics 

Reported CD28 interactions with actin cytoskeleton adapter proteins and overlapping 

signalling with the TCR complex encouraged CD28 mechanosensitivity investigations.  

BFP instrumentation enabled measuring bond lifetime under force using the BFP in a force 

clamp mode.  Operating the BFP in a force clamp mode involved retracting enough to 

produce tensile force on a molecular bond formed during a contact cycle.  Retraction 

distance controlled computationally produced measurable bond lifetimes and tensile 
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forces.  BFP bond lifetime under force measurements elucidated the influence of tensile 

force on bond dissociation. 

Using the same recombinant murine CD28 ligands, BFP bond lifetime under force 

measurements characterized CD28 mechanosensitivity during receptor-ligand interactions.  

Acquiring accurate bond lifetime under force measurements at low forces required 

incorporating bond lifetime data from thermal fluctuation measurements.  Grouping bond 

lifetime under force data generated through thermal fluctuation and force clamp 

experiments produced distributed bond lifetime under force measurements that described 

the relationship between bond tensile force and lifetime.  Binning bond lifetime under force 

data according within different force bins showed a monotonically increasing bond lifetime 

with increased force for CD28 and its ligands until a peak force bin (Figure 12A).  

Subsequent force bins after peaking showed monotonically decreasing bond lifetime with 

increased force.  The visualized relationship suggested tensile force could increase bond 

stability until reaching a threshold (molecular catch). 

Identifying a potential molecular catch for CD28 and its ligands motivated validating 

the potential molecular catch using statistical methods not influenced by human biases.  

Non-parametric kernel regression offered a potential solution for transforming 

measurements into a model describing the relationship between bond lifetime and tensile 

force.  Plotting non-parametric kernel regressions for CD80 (Figure 12C) and CD86 

(Figure 12D) validated force bin findings.  Resolving molecular catches involved dividing 

bond lifetime distributions into ascending (catch) and descending (slip) phases 

corresponding to the highest lifetime peak in our kernel regression model for CD80 (5.74 
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pN and 0.327 s) and CD86 (9.70 pN and 0.363 s).  Examining the model revealed poor 

performance at higher forces lacking bond lifetime measurement quantity.  

Ordinary least squares linear regression on catch and slip phases allowed determining 

if slopes statistically differed from a hypothetical 0 s/pN value and comparing ligand slopes 

(Figure 12B).  CD80 and CD86 observed statistically significantly larger than 0 s/pN slope 

and catch phases as well as lower than 0 s/pN slope slip phases.  Comparing slopes using 

a Welch’s two-tailed t test showed a statistically higher CD80 catch slope than CD86, but 

no statistical difference between slip phase slopes.  Collectively, our analysis suggests that 

CD80 and CD86 formed molecular catches with surface expressed CD28 indicative of a 

mechanosensitive receptor. 
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Figure 11 - CD80 and CD86 Display Different Force-Dependent Dissociation. BFP 
bond lifetime under force measurements enabled under force influences CD28 
receptor interactions with its ligands CD80 (red, n=1731) and CD86 (blue, n=1197).  
Combining BFP bond lifetime measurements from force clamp experiments and 
thermal fluctuation experimental data generated measurements within the desired 
force range.  Force binning the combined bond lifetime under force measurements 
generated CD80 and CD86 curves (A).  Force binned data demonstrated force-
dependent bond lifetime enhancement as a monotonically ascending trend in bond 
lifetime under force followed by monotonic descending trends.  CD80 displayed 
bond lifetime enhancement under a smaller force range resulting in an earlier peak 
before a descending bond lifetime under force relationship.  Nonparametric kernel 
regression validated findings from force binning on bond lifetime under force data 
for both CD80 (C) and CD86 (D).  Nonparametric kernel regression modeled the 
relationship between bond lifetime and force within our data (black line).  CD80 
demonstrated a lower force peak in bond lifetime (5.74 pN and 0.327 s) than CD86 
(9.70 pN and 0.363 s) validating our force bins accurately reflected the relationship 
between bond lifetime and force.  Dividing bond lifetime under force data into 
ascending (red circles) and descending (blue squares) using nonparametric kernel 
regression model peak allowed statistically comparing ascending (catch) and 
descending (slip) phase slopes.  Fitting catch and slip phases with an ordinary least 
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squares linear regression calculated slopes for statistical analysis.  Catch and slip 
phases deviated significantly from a hypothetical 0 s/pN fit value using a one sample 
t test (p values represented on B).  A Welch’s two-tailed statistical comparison 
revealed a statistically larger slope for CD80 than CD86 as well as no statistically 
significant difference between slip slopes.  Each symbol in A represented the mean 
bond lifetime with error bars showing SEM.  For C and D, each symbol 
corresponded to one bond lifetime measurement.  Bar height in B illustrated 
ordinary least squares linear regression slopes with error bars for fitting error.  
Data shown depicted multiple experiments for CD80 (12) and CD86 (8).  Statistical 
comparisons shown on the figure correspond to: ns (non-significant) and *** (p < 
0.001). 

4.3.7 CD80 and CD86 Presented Using Monovalent or Tetravalent Streptavidin 

Observed Similar Force-Dependent Dissociation Kinetics 

Additional experiments immobilizing ligands with monovalent and tetravalent 

streptavidin (SA) provided additional evidence supporting the observed interactions 

between CD28 monovalency when interacting with its ligands.  SA streptavidin naturally 

exists as a tetramer with capacity to bind four biotintylated proteins.  Engineered SA 

subunits with ablated biotin binding (dead = D) assembled with wild-type subunits (alive 

= A) generated SA multimers with altered valency.  Controlling stoichiometry ratios for 

alive and dead subunits produced monovalent (A1D3) and wild-type tetravalent (A4D0).  

A1D3 enabled presenting CD28 ligands absent of possible dimers.  Comparing CD28 

ligands presented with A1D3 and A4D0 allowed distinguishing if ligand dimers 

contributed to bond lifetime measurements where bivalent CD28 interacting with dimeric 

ligands should mediate longer bond lifetimes. 

Additional BFP force clamp experiments with CD28 ligands produced bond lifetime 

measurements within priorly determined peak force ranges.  Binning bond lifetime under 

force measurements performed with A4D0 and A1D3 corresponded with prior peaks for 
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CD80 (4 to 9 pN) and CD86 (9-14 pN) (Figure 13).  Binned lifetime data allowed 

conducting bond survival analysis as previously discussed (4.3.5).  Overlapping values 

between our A4D0 and A1D3 data illustrated similar trends for CD80 and CD86 in both 

force bins.  Collectively the data suggested SA valency did not shape prior bond lifetime 

under force measurements and additional evidence supporting CD28 monovalency. 

 

Figure 12 – Bond Survival Analysis Revealed Similarity Between Bond Lifetimes 
Acquired with Monovalent (A1D3) and Tetravalent (A4D0) Streptavidin (SA). 
Additional lifetime measurements using A1D3 SA for either CD80 (red, left) or 
CD86 (blue, right) provided evidence supporting prior bond lifetime under force 
measurements represented CD28 ligands interactions with monovalent CD28.  
Acquiring bond lifetime measurements within ranges overlapping with resolved 
molecular catches enabled determining if CD28 bivalency contributed to longer 
lifetimes.  Plotting bond survival analyses in a 4-9 pN (top) and 9-14 pN (bottom) 
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allowed visualizing similarities between acquired bond lifetimes under force.  
Survival analyses revealed overlapping values between A4D0 (closed shapes) and 
A1D3 (open shapes) for both CD80 and CD86 in both force bins.  Each plotted bond 
survival analyses symbol corresponded with a single bond lifetime under force 
measurement.  Sample sizes displayed graphically for the 4-9 pN force bin 
representations: CD80 A4D0 (n=480), CD80 A1D3 (n=133), CD86 A4D0 (n=278), 
and CD86 A1D3 (n=107).  Sample sizes displayed graphically for the 9-14 pN force 
bin: CD80 A4D0 (n=438), CD80 A1D3 (n=381), CD86 A4D0 (n=106), and CD86 
A1D3 (n=99).  Bond lifetime measurements shown consisted of previously discussed 
experiments and two additional experiments for both ligands presented with A1D3. 

4.3.8 CD80 and CD86 Presented on Tetravalent and Monovalent Streptavidin 

Demonstrate Similar Molecular Stiffnesses 

Leveraging bond lifetime under force and rupture bond measurements also provided 

additional experimental evidence for evaluating CD28 valency.  Bond lifetime under force 

measurements acquired using CD28 ligands presented with either A1D3 or A4D0 

contained bond lifetime and rupture events with BFP signals that describing contact cycle 

tensile force loading.  Raw BFP data contained two phases following bead-cell contact 

describing loading rates for impingement relaxation and tensile force generation on 

molecular bonds.  Impingement relaxation occurred after an established bead-cell contact 

(negative to zero force) while tensile force loading transpired (zero to positive force).  

Molecular stiffness (kbond) calculations involved using Huber robust regression on both 

phases and inferring cellular (Equation 9) and molecular (Equation 10) stiffnesses from 

loading rates in both phases (Equation 12).  Considering only positive stiffnesses ensured 

measurements represented stable probes.  Histograms from determined molecular 

stiffnesses illustrated molecular stiffness distributions that relating to observed molecular 

binding states.  CD28 bivalently binding dimeric CD80 would show greater molecular 
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stiffnesses given calculated molecular stiffnesses relate to cis-interactions (at the same cell-

cell interface) between receptors and other molecular species. 

Calculating kbond for all bond lifetime data enabled plotting normalized histograms 

for CD80 A4D0 (Figure 14A), CD86 A4D0 (Figure 14B), CD80 A1D3 (Figure 14C), and 

CD86 A1D3 (Figure 14D).  Non-linear least square Gaussian fitting normalized histograms 

provided assessments of different multimeric bonds formed between CD28 and its ligands.  

Attempting multi-mode Gaussian fitting revealed that multi-mode Gaussian fitting (> 1 

mode) poorly described molecular stiffness distributions suggesting molecular stiffness 

data lacked higher order multimeric bonds.  Statistically comparing single mode Gaussian 

fitting means using a Brown-Forsythe and Welch one-way ANOVA test showed no 

statistically significant difference between molecular stiffnesses acquired with A1D3 or 

A4D0 for the same ligand (Figure 14E) further supporting a lack of evidence in support of 

higher order multimeric bonds between CD28 and its ligands. 
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Figure 13 - Tetravalent or Monovalent Presentation Resulted in Indistinguishable 
Molecular Stiffnesses for CD80 and CD86. Molecular stiffness analyses using BFP 
rupture and bond lifetime measurements for CD80 or CD86 presented by 
tetravalent (A4D0) or monovalent (A1D3) SA provided molecular stiffness 
distributions that related to multimeric structures formed during molecular bonds.  
Dividing BFP signals into two ascending phases correspond to cell impingement 
relaxation and applying tensile force on molecular bonds generated loading phases 
that could be interpreted computationally to derive system stiffnesses.  Robust 
Huber linear regressions for loading phases allowed calculating system stiffnesses 
during phases (Equation 12).  Stiffnesses determined from phases mapped to 
cellular stiffness (kcell, Equation 9) and molecular bond stiffness (kbond, Equation 10).  
Plotting kbond calculations using normalized histograms for CD80 A4D0 (A, n=334), 
CD86 A4D0 (B, n=1154), CD80 A1D3 (C, n=402), and CD86 A1D3 (D, n=212) 
illustrated potential molecular species with different molecular stiffnesses.  
Graphically, normalized histogram distributions resembled each other.  Non-linear 
least squares multi-mode (> 1) Gaussian distribution fitting failed to describe 
observed molecular species.  Non-linear least squares Gaussian single mode fitting 
calculated mean molecular stiffnesses for each experimental group (E).  Statistical 
comparisons using Brown-Forsythe and Welch one-way ANOVA multiple 
comparison tests between ligands presented with A4D0 and A1D3 lacked statistical 
difference.  Collectively, experimental evidence suggested presenting CD28 ligands 
with A4D0 and A1D3 did not influence observed stiffnesses.  Molecular stiffness 
histograms (A-D) bar height represented the relative frequency of a molecular 
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stiffness measurement within 0.2 pN/nm wide bins.  Gaussian fit parameter 
comparisons (E) bar height showed fit parameter value with error bars showing 
fitting error.  Statistical symbols shown: ns (not significant). 

4.3.9 CD8+ T Cells Initially Pushed on CD28 Ligand Bonds and Subsequently Pulled on 

CD28-CD80 Bonds 

During experiments CD28 ligation caused profound CD8+ T cell morphological 

changes most likely related to previously published downstream actin cytoskeletal changes 

that operate independent of TCR signalling (150, 321, 322).  Such actin cytoskeletal 

changes made recording bond lifetimes under force difficult given they influenced force 

stability.  However, thermal fluctuation experiments uniquely provided opportunities to 

examine how CD28 ligation influenced a CD8+ T cell’s morphology over several minutes.  

Although BFP instrumentation lacked functionality for tracking bead displacement when 

cells rotated beads, recorded thermal fluctuation bond lifetimes under force existed within 

a large force range representing cytoskeletal changes induced by ligation.  Cells initially 

extended and pushed on probes (Figure 15A).  After reaching a maximum extension (fully 

polarized) stimulated cells rotated around micropipette base appearing to extend in a 

direction away from probes (Figure 15B). 

Experiments attempting to stimulate cells with anti-CD3 before stimulating with 

CD80 revealed similar morphological changes that corresponded with experimental 

observations, but quickly reproduced the polarization effect.  Cells bound to anti-CD3 

beads retained a spherical shape without morphologic change (Figure 15C).  Cells bound 

to anti-CD3 beads quickly extended out towards anti-CD3 beads upon stimulation with 

CD80 (Figure 15D).  Observations aligned with polarization achieved after repeated 
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stimulation with CD28 ligands, but clearly demonstrated polarization focality through bead 

position. 

Dividing the bond lifetime events into two phases defined by lifetime accumulation 

illustrated the dynamic morphological changes that occurred over minutes of mechanical 

stimulation.  Periods before and after 10 s accumulated lifetime showed polarization and 

redirection, respectively.  Before and after 10 s accumulated lifetime revealed CD8+ T 

cells pushed (negative force) and then pulled (positive force) on CD28 receptor bonds 

(Figure 15D).  Brown-Forsyth and Welch one-way ANOVA multiple comparisons with 

Games-Howell correction showed a statistically significant force increase for CD80 and 

CD86 ligands after 10 s accumulated lifetime.  CD80 and CD86 before 10 s lifetime 

accumulation lacked a statistically significant difference.  Comparing CD80 and CD86 

after 10 s lifetime accumulation demonstrated a statistically greater force for CD80 than 

CD86.  The large difference between before and after experimental groups provided 

experimental evidence that an association between bond lifetime accumulation and force 

exists for both CD80 and CD86. 
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Figure 14 - CD8+ T Cells Pushed on CD28 Receptor-Ligand Bonds and Pulled on 
CD28-CD80 Bonds.   CD8+ T cells during thermal fluctuation experiments observed 
morphological changes in response CD28 interactions with its ligands.  During 
thermal fluctuation experiments cells extended towards ligand coated beads (A, 
negative) until reaching a certain point and subsequently extended the same 
polarized component away from the bead while rotating around the micropipette 
base (B, positive).  Anti-CD3 bound cells stimulated with CD80 clearly showed 
polarization effect.  Cells interacting with anti-CD3 beads retained a spherical shape 
without apparent polarization (C).  Mechanically stimulating anti-CD3 bound cells 
with CD80 caused rapid cell extension of anti-CD3 bound membrane (D).  
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Capturing the dynamic morphological changes during lifetime measurements 
required dividing bond lifetime data into before and after 10 s accumulated lifetime.  
Statistical comparisons with a Brown-Forsythe and Welch one way ANOVA 
multiple comparison with Games-Howell correction demonstrated a statistically 
significant increase in force after 10 s lifetime accumulation for CD80 and CD86.  
CD80 and CD86 before 10 s lifetime accumulation lacked a statistically significant 
difference.  Comparing after lifetime accumulation revealed a statistically 
significant increase for CD80 over CD86.  Statistical symbols graphically 
represented: ns (not significant) and **** (p < 0.0001).  Sample sizes for groups 
shown: CD80 before (n=93), CD80 after (n=305), CD86 before (n=85), and CD86 
after (n=288).  Data shown corresponded to the same thermal fluctuation 
experiments shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. 

4.3.10 CD8+ T Cells Applied Tension Through Anti-CD28, but Inconclusively Applied 

Tension on CD28 Ligand Bonds 

After demonstrating mechanosensitivity through catch bonds, molecular tension 

probes (MTP) enabled exploring CD28 mechanosensing with its ligands.  MTP 

experiments involved a collaboration with Jintian Lyu and Yuesong Hu in Dr. Khalid 

Salaita’s using MTP technology developed in Dr. Salaita’s laboratory.  MTPs experiments 

potentially corroborated previous findings by demonstrating CD28 ligation induced cells 

tensile force production on CD28 bonds.  MTPs utilized a force-deformable DNA hairpin 

loop where Forster resonance energy transfer (FRET) loss between Cy3B and black hole 

quencher 2 (BHQ2) demonstrated tension.  MTP surface preparation involved glass 

treatment, gold nanoparticle immobilization, and subsequent covalent probe linkage on 

treated glass surfaces.  Within work presented data, the author prepared the MTP surfaces, 

conducted the experiment, and analysed the data.  Prior to this experiment, Jintian Lyu 

performed multiple experiments using author supplied CD8+ T cells and proteins obtaining 

similar results with less statistical power.  This work featured data from the most 

thoroughly conducted experiment containing the most analysed cells. 
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Incubating MTP surfaces with SA provided valent binding sites for biotinylated 

ligand or antibody immobilization.  Immobilizing biotinylated BSA provided a negative 

control for experiments.  Antibodies against CD3 and TCR previously documented to 

induce tension generation allowed evaluating MTP surface quality as positive controls.  

Experimental conditions consisted of anti-CD28, CD80, and CD86.  Assembling 

experimental group MTP surfaces into imaging chambers with a 1x hanks buffered saline 

solution (HBSS) generated conditions compatible live CD8+ T cell imaging.  Cells 

incubated on surfaces for around 30 minutes with total interference reflection fluorescence 

(TIRF) microscopy and reflection interference contrast microscopy (RICM) created 

images for interpreting tension as FRET loss and surface contact area, respectively.  Using 

the term surface contact area instead of surface spreading area reflected the more dynamic 

nature of interactions between cells and surfaces that lacked stability in CD80, CD86, and 

BSA experimental groups.  Capturing accurate CD80, CD86, and BSA images required 

carefully analysing cells that contacted surfaces and avoiding non-contacting cells that 

could not be accurately analysed by software.  Image analysis software processed images 

to calculate tension through single cell FRET loss with subtracted local background and 

contact area in pixels for post-analysis conversion into micron using a calibration scale.  

Matlab image analysis used in analysis featured usability modifications of the original 

software supplied by Jintian Lyu. 

Figure 16 contained results from the experiment with the highest statistical power.  

Plotting results for surface contract area demonstrated an influence shaped most profoundly 

by surface molecular density (Figure 16A).  Statistical comparisons between experimental 

groups using a Brown-Forsyth and Welch one-way ANOVA multiple comparisons test 
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with Games-Howell correction showed the highest statistically significant increases in 

contact areas over the BSA negative control for positive controls anti-CD3 and anti-TCR.  

Comparing anti-CD28 with the negative control revealed a statistically significant 

difference, but smaller effect size.  The most minimal effect observed through statistical 

analysis between CD86 and BSA surprisingly showed significant decrease in contact area.  

CD80 lacked statistically relevant differences from the BSA negative control.  A histogram 

created from contact area experimental data also illustrated differences observed among 

experimental groups (Figure 16C). 

Graphing normalized tension also enabled visualizing molecular tension differences 

between experimental groups (Figure 16B).  Statistically comparing normalized molecular 

tension for experimental groups using a Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric multiple 

comparisons test with Dunn’s correction revealed a statistically significant increase over 

the SA negative control in positive control groups anti-CD3 and anti-TCR.  Comparing 

anti-CD28 with the negative control showed cells applied tension on CD28.  CD86 

demonstrated a statistically significant increase in normalized tension over the BSA 

negative control, but with a small effect.  CD80 lacked any statistical difference from the 

BSA negative control.  CD80 and CD86 experimental groups did not differ from each other 

statistically.  A histogram created from data also illustrated differences between 

experimental groups (Figure 16D).  Close inspection of individual cells within BSA, CD80, 

and CD86 experimental groups (Figure 16B) elucidated that the BSA experimental group 

featured two populations with a lower tension primary population as well as CD80 and 

CD86 single populations elevated above BSA’s primary population. 
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Collectively experiments suggested that cells applied tension on CD28 when ligated 

by anti-CD28, but experimental evidence for tension generation mediated by CD28 and 

CD28 ligand bonds remained inconsistent.  A lack of tension in other MTP experiments 

reflected their lack of statistical power primarily resulting from small sample sizes (n < 50) 

especially small sample sizes for BSA negative controls.  Small negative control sample 

sizes failed to elucidate non-specific tension signal from the primary negative control 

population observing the lowest normalized tension signal.  Moreover, the contact 

dependence of signal and its image processing required excluding cells without surface 

contact.  The observed effect strength in CD28 related signals also related to lower surface 

receptor density (CD28 ~11-12 molecules per µm2) and considerably fast ligand 

dissociation kinetics (5-8 molecules per second) than antibodies. 
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Figure 15 - Molecular Tension Probes Showed Pulling Force on CD28 Upon Anti-
CD28 Ligation. Molecular tension probes (MTPs) measured receptor pulling forces 
upon ligation with antibodies or CD28 ligands.  MTPs quantified cell generated 
tension on receptors through FRET loss mediated by force-sensitive DNA hairpin 
loop deformation.  Immobilized MTPs on glass surface gold nanoparticles allowed 
presenting ligands or antibodies via SA.  MTP surfaces mounted within imaging 
chambers enabled live-cell imaging CD8+ T cells on MTP surfaces.  After 
incubations,  reflection interference contrast microscopy (RICM) and total 
interference reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy produced images for 
computational image analysis.  RICM microscopy quantified cell MTP surface 
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contact area (A).  TIRF microscopy determined normalized MTP tension by 
capturing FRET loss and local FRET background signal (B).  Experimental groups 
featured: BSA (negative control), anti-CD3 (positive control), anti-TCR (positive 
control), anti-CD28, CD80, and CD86.  Statistical comparisons involved a Kruskal-
Wallis non-parametric multiple comparisons test with Dunn’s correction and 
Brown-Forsythe and Welch’s one-way ANOVA multiple comparisons test with 
Games-Howell correction for normalized tension signal and contact area, 
respectively.  Positive controls controls (anti-CD3 and anti-TCR) induced 
significantly higher contact area than our negative control (BSA).  Anti-CD28 also 
showed a statistically significant increase surface contact over the BSA negative 
control, but not as large as anti-CD3 and anti-TCR.  Statistical comparisons 
between CD86 and the BSA negative control revealed smaller surface contact, but 
with a small effect not replicated in other experiments.  Normalized tension signal 
also displayed similar statistical differences with anti-CD3 and anti-TCR both with 
higher tension compared BSA.  Anti-CD28 observing moderately increased tension 
statistically compared to BSA.  CD86 displayed statistically higher tension than 
BSA, but a small observed effect not replicated in other experiments.  CD80 lacked 
a statistically significant difference from BSA, and an additional statistical 
comparison between CD86 and CD80 missed significance.  Histograms from 
experimental data for surface contact area (C) and normalized tension signal (D) 
also illustrated differences between groups.  Each symbol in A and B corresponded 
to a single analyzed cell.  Featured data within figure corresponded to one 
experiment with the highest statistical power.  Experiments with less statistical 
power failed to show differences between negative controls and CD28 interactions 
with its ligands.  Experimental groups featured: BSA (black, n=181), anti-CD3 (red, 
n=117), anti-CD28 (blue, n=133), anti-TCR (green n=147), CD80 (orange, n=185), 
and CD86 (purple n=275).  Statistical comparison symbols shown corresponded to: 
ns (not-significant), ** (p < 0.01), *** (p < 0.001), and **** (p < 0.0001). 

4.3.11 CD28 Ligation Mediated Calcium Flux Independent and Concurrently with TCR 

Signalling 

4.3.11.1 Calcium Flux Investigation Collaboration 

Demonstrating differential 2D kinetics and mechanosensitivity between CD28 and 

its ligands through catch bonds motivated investigating if such differences also contributed 

to calcium signalling differences.  Resolving single cell differences in calcium signalling 

required previously published specialized cell trap microfluidic devices (255).  Dr. 

Fangyuan Zhou, a post-doctorial researcher within Dr. Cheng Zhu’s laboratory, conducted 
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all cell trap calcium flux experiments using OT-1 CD8+ T cells and recombinant proteins 

and antibodies.  The author constructed all graphical data representations and analyses 

contained in this work from raw data supplied by Dr. Fangyuan Zhou.  Original dynamic 

patterns found by Dr. Zhou provided the basis for the author generated calcium flux signal 

analysis.  Utilizing computational signal processing techniques allowed resolving single-

cell calcium flux dynamics. 

4.3.11.2 Cell Trap Experiments for Resolving Calcium Flux Responses 

Cell trap experiments utilized polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) devices generated from 

photolithography defined features on a silicon wafer. Biotin BSA protein adsorption 

generated surfaces for biotinylated ligand or antibody immobilization using SA.  Loading 

isolated OT-1 CD8+ T cells with Fura-2-acetoxymethyl ester (Fura-2AM) provided a 

ratiometric calcium indicator capable of accurately measuring calcium flux despite 

variations in local concentrations or cell thickness.  Imaging cells at 340 and 380 nm 

excitation flowed into cell trap arrays provided raw imaging data for subsequent ratiometric 

(340/380) calcium flux analysis.  An image analysis tool utilized masking towards deriving 

representative ratiometric calcium indication during experiments.  Identifying initial 

frames where cell trapping occurred allowed estimating cell stimulation duration.  

Quantifying calcium fluxes involved normalizing ratiometric calcium indication to the 

initial trapped frame whereby increases in the ratiometric calcium indicator signal indicated 

cell responses. 

Utilizing Savitzky-Golay filtering (first order polynomial with a 11 window size) 

with raw normalized ratiometric calcium indicator signals generated smoothened signals 
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with interpretable peaks (323).  Initially, graphing filtered signals within heat maps 

visualized experimental condition responses inspiring the development for metrics to 

quantifying signal strength, robustness, and dynamics (Figure 17).  Determining the area 

under curves (AUC) for filtered signals using the composite trapezoidal rule generated 

cumulative calcium indicator fluorescence during T cell treatment responses (Figure 18A).  

Peak detection given a 1 normalized fluorescence unit minimal prominence on filtered 

calcium indicator signals produced testable peaks.  Counting true peaks identified for cells 

allowed identifying if cells responded to experimental conditions and cyclical patterns 

within responses (Figure 18B).  Iteration through calcium indicator signals generated 

additional metrics for comparing experimental conditions.  Cell percentage sustained 

above 50% their maximum calcium flux indicated signal response robustness (Figure 18C).  

Iterating through calcium signals until maximum observed signals and determining when 

the signal exceeded 50% (Figure 18D) or 90% (Figure 18E) the maximum signal provided 

a response speed metric.  Excluding times where the first frame satisfied threshold 

conditions minimized non-responder influences. 

4.3.11.3 Validating Calcium Fluctuation Experimental Conditions 

Exploring CD28 dependent calcium fluctuation responses required establishing 

conditions conducive for observing co-stimulation and comparing co-stimulation with 

independent contributions.  The OT-1 transgenic TCR system allowed characterizing TCR 

signalling using OVA257-264
 H2-Kb (OVA), an established agonist pMHC for OT-1 TCR.  

To control relative amounts of presented ligands each condition featured a 10 µM total 

ligand concentration.  The 3.L2 transgenic TCR agonist Hb64-76 I-Ek pMHC (class II) served 

as a negative control to show observed response specificity to TCR signalling.  Conditions 
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with two components featured equal molar (5 µM) ligand or antibody incubated devices.  

Antibodies against anti-CD3, anti-CD28, as well as anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 served as 

positive controls for TCR agonist signalling and TCR agonist co-stimulation.  Antibodies 

against human IgG illustrated antibody presence alone did not contribute to observed 

signal.  Conditions with CD28 ligands and class II or OVA and class II enabled resolving 

if observed co-stimulation influence on calcium fluctuations surpassed their individual 

component contributions.  Experimental trials optimized observed co-stimulation 

conditions (OVA + CD80 or OVA + CD86) and required three experiments.  Included data 

from analyses stemmed from two experiments with similar conditions and observations.  

Plotting heat maps for experimental conditions allowed quickly distinguishing features 

within experimental condition responses while also exposing potential co-stimulation 

specific metrics characterizing signal strength, robustness, and dynamics (Figure 17). 

Heat maps clearly showed that class II alone produced little changes in calcium 

indicator signal over time effectively characterizing experimental system background 

noise.  Likewise, co-stimulation condition (OVA + CD80 and OVA + CD86) heat maps 

demonstrated robust increases in signal with many cells showing sustained calcium release 

compared to non-co-stimulation experimental conditions.  CD28 ligand conditions (CD80 

+ class II and CD86 + class II) featured low level calcium flux signals with several non-

responding cells.  Identifying frame number within cell signal sequences signals appeared 

close to cell maximums show that many cells responded quickly after becoming trapped 

within devices. 
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Figure 16 –Filtered Calcium Indicator Signal Heat Maps for Experimental System 
Validation. Ratiometric calcium indicator dye quantified changes in intracellular 
calcium during cell trap experiments.  Visualizing data using heat maps offered 
perspectives into response strength, duration, and dynamics.  OT-1 CD8+ T cells 
flowed within devices responded differentially to immobilized ligands or antibodies 
once trapped allowing for imaging-based response quantification.  OT-1 TCR 
agonist OVA257-264 H2-Kb (OVA) allowed measuring TCR specific signal.   The 3.L2 
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transgenic TCR agonist Hb64-76 I-Ek pMHC (class II) offered a negative control.  All 
conditions featured a 10 µM total molar concentration to control relative 
concentrations between co-stimulation components.  All conditions with two 
components represented equal molar (5 µM) ligand or antibody.  Experimental 
conditions included: class II (A), OVA + class II (B), anti-CD3 + anti-human IgG 
(C), anti-CD28 and anti-human IgG (D), CD80 (E), CD86 (F), anti-CD3 + anti-CD28 
(G), OVA + CD80 (H), and OVA + CD86 (I).  Heat map viridis color scale from 
black to yellow represented a continuum of normalized filtered signals from 0 to 65, 
respectively.  The color white illustrated signal values outside the set ranges (below 
and near zero).  Columns corresponded with analyzed, trapped cell signal (x-axis) in 
1 s frames from 1 to 901 (y-axis).  Heat maps showed dramatic differences in filtered 
signals from co-stimulation conditions (OVA + CD28 ligand or anti-CD3 + anti-
CD28).  Heat maps also elucidated cells responded differentially to conditions either 
rapidly reaching a maximum filtered signal or potentially a sustained filtered signal 
elevation from the first frame. 

Computational signal analysis using previously specified metrics allowed comparing 

experimental conditions statistically (Figure 18).  Differences in sample sizes necessitated 

using Brown-Forsythe and Welch one-way ANOVA multiple comparison tests without 

corrections (unpaired Welch’s two-sided t tests) for statistical comparisons.  As expected 

in all metrics co-stimulation conditions (OVA + CD80 and OVA + CD86) observed 

statistically significant increases compared to the negative control (class II).  Comparing 

OVA + class II with co-stimulation conditions showed statistically significant increases for 

co-stimulation conditions in non-response speed metrics (signal AUC, peak count, 

sustained signal).  Statistically significant increases in CD86 + class II over CD80 + class 

II experimental groups existed for signal AUC, peak count, sustained signal, and time to 

90% signal maximum.  Observed statistical significances between co-stimulation and 

CD28 ligand conditions highlighted effectiveness in identified metrics in describing co-

stimulation calcium indicator changes. Validating differences between CD80 and CD86 

with class II experimental groups required additional experiments, but calcium signal heat 

maps illustrated clear CD28 dependent responses for both ligands although with a small 
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effect compared to both OVA + class II and OVA + CD28 ligand experimental groups 

likely reflecting dramatic differences in surface densities (CD28 ~ 11-12 molecules/um2 

and TCR 133-145 molecules/um2)(251). 
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Figure 17 - Statistical Comparisons of Filtered Signal Analysis for Establishing Co-
stimulation Conditions. Observed patterns in Figure 17 heat maps inspired 
developing programmatic metrics for comparing experimental conditions.  Filtered 
signals generated input for trapezoidal rule integration towards calculating area 
under curves (AUC) representing cumulative calcium signal (A).  Peak detection 
using a minimal 1 normalized signal prominence on filtered signal peaks indicated 
true signal peaks without contributions from non-responding cells while also 
identifying cells with true oscillations in calcium flux (B).  Iterating through filtered 
signal sequences for cells with true calcium peaks allowed identifying if signals 
sustained above 50% for more than half acquired signal frames (C).  Iterating 
through filtered signals until the observed maximum signal towards identifying 
when signals exceeded 50% (D) or 75% (E) the maximum signal enabled 
quantifying dynamics.  Plotted data included all experimental conditions from 
Figure 17:  class II (n=132), OVA + class II (n=244), anti-CD3 + anti-human IgG 
(n=35), anti-CD28 and anti-human IgG (n=39), CD80 (n=47), CD86 (n=73), anti-
CD3 + anti-CD28 (n=35), OVA + CD80 (n=172), and OVA + CD86 (n=204).  Data 
shown represented two aggregated experiments representing three experimental 
attempts with similar findings.  Brown-Forsythe and Welch one-way ANOVA 
multiple comparisons without correction tests (unpaired Welch’s two-sided t test) 
created statistical comparisons shown between experimental groups.  Statistical 
comparison symbols graphed: ns (not significant), * (p < 0.05), ** (p < 0.01), *** (p 
< 0.001), and **** (p < 0.0001).  Statistical differences between co-stimulation 
conditions (OVA + CD80 or OVA + CD86) illustrated developed signaling metric 
effectiveness in describing unique co-stimulation features. 

4.3.11.4 Co-stimulation Response Time Differences Between CD28 Ligands 

Identifying metrics showing clear distinctions between co-stimulation conditions and 

non-co-stimulation conditions motivated additional experiments to elucidate potential 

differences between CD80 or CD86 co-stimulation.  Previous findings within the literature 

documenting APCs vary CD28 ligand expression upon activation encouraged investigating 

if CD28 ligand to pMHC ratios shaped co-stimulation calcium signals.  Additional 

experiments incorporated previously established metrics in Section 4.3.11.3 with the same 

OT-1 CD8+ T cells, but varied CD28 ligand to OVA ratios (9:1, 3:1, 1:1, 1:3, 9:1) for 

CD80 and CD86.  Like previous experiments, all conditions featured a constant 10 µM 

total concentration and independent components varied in concentration from 1 to 9 µM.  
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Given the multitude of conditions evaluated, analyzed data featured three independent 

experiments with different CD28 ligand to OVA ratios accumulated together. 

Plotting calculated metrics for each ligand given ratio metric calculations generated 

graphical representations that could illustrate ratio-dependent trends (Figure 19).  Peak 

counts, ratio sustained, and cumulative calcium signal metrics failed to demonstrate 

different trends between CD80 and CD86 co-stimulation (Figure 19C, D, and G).  Co-

stimulation response times as determined by time to 50% or 90% maximum signal intensity 

thresholds showed opposing trends for CD80 and CD86 (Figure 19E-F).  Increasing CD80 

to OVA ratio rendered an increasing trend for both 50% and 90% maximum signal 

thresholds.  Increasing CD86 to OVA ratios decreased response times calculated by 50% 

and 90% maximum signal thresholds.  Statistical comparisons between CD80 and CD86 

experiment groups at 3:1 and 9:1 ligand to OVA ratios revealed statistically significant 

increased response times with both thresholds.  Interestingly, comparing cumulative 

calcium signals between CD80 and CD86 experimental groups also identified a statistically 

greater cumulative calcium signal for CD80, but the lack of a ratio-dependent trend 

suggested a need for additional experiments to validate observed differences.  A heat map 

graphically showed the dramatic differences in co-stimulation at 9:1 CD28 ligand to OVA 

ratios (Figure 19A-B). 
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Figure 18 - CD80 and CD86 Observe Differential Calcium Flux Dynamics in A Co-
stimulation Context. Elucidating co-stimulation differences between ligands 
required additional experiments varying relative CD28 ligand to OVA ratios.  All 
conditions featured a constant 10 µM total concentration of OVA and CD28 ligand 
with independent components varying from 1 to 9 µM.  For CD80 and CD86 molar 
ratios (CD28 ligand to OVA) included: 1:9 (0.1) , 1:3 (0.25), 1:1 (0.5), 3:1 (0.75), and 
9:1 (0.9).  All experimental conditions involved signal analysis as previously 
specified in Section 4.3.11.3 (Figure 18).  Heat maps from 9:1 CD80:OVA (A) and 
9:1 CD86:OVA (B) graphed filtered signals with viridis color scale varying from 
black to yellow for 0 to 70, respectively.  Columns corresponded with analyzed, 
trapped cell signal (x-axis) in 1 s frames from 1 to 851 (y-axis).  Heat maps showed 
clear differences in signal strength and dynamics between co-stimulation with CD80 
or CD86.  Using the same metrics previously explored to show co-stimulation 
features in Section 4.3.11.3 (Figure 18) identified ratio dependent co-stimulation 
effects.  Graphing metric results using scatter plots visualized ratio dependent 
trends using simple linear regressions (CD80 red lines and CD86 blue lines).    
Trends within CD28 ligand to OVA ratio plots for flux peak count (C), sustained 
signal ratios (D), and cumulative signal (G) failed show completing trend differences 
between ligands.  However, response times reported as times to 50% and 90% 
maximum signal showed opposing trends between CD80 or CD86 co-stimulation.  
CD80 increased in response times (50% and 90%) with increasing CD80:OVA 
ratios while CD86 demonstrated an opposite trend (50%, E) or minimally 
decreasing trend (90%, F) with increasing CD86:OVA ratios.  Statistical 
comparisons using a Brown-Forsythe and Welch one-way ANOVA multiple 
comparisons test without corrections (unpaired Welch’s two-sided t test) found a 
statistically significant greater response time for CD80:OVA at 3:1 and 9:1 over 
CD86:OVA.  Likewise, comparing 9:1 CD80:OVA with CD86:OVA identified a 
greater cumulative signal for CD80:OVA.   Graph symbols illustrated metric mean 
± SEM for CD80 (red) and CD86 (blue).  Experimental groups included: 1:9 
OVA:ligand (CD80 n=116, CD86 n=77), 3:1 OVA:ligand (CD80 n=201, CD86 
n=101), 1:1 OVA:ligand (CD80 n=86, CD86 n=102), 3:1 OVA:ligand (CD80 n=57, 
CD86 n=85), and 9:1 OVA:ligand (CD80 n=75, CD86 n=74).  Statistical comparison 
symbols shown illustrated: ns (not significant), * (p < 0.05), ** (p < 0.01), *** (p < 
0.001), and **** (p < 0.0001).  Graphs featured data accumulated from three 
experiments using different OVA:ligand ratios. 

4.4 Discussion 

The co-stimulatory receptor CD28 plays an important role in T cell physiology 

delivering essential signals impacting the T cell activation strength (324), proliferation 

(270), metabolism (268), survival (271), development (325), and differentiation (326-328).  

For many years since its identification, the immunological field regarded its signalling as 
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an essential component in a two-signal process mediating T cell activation along with the 

TCR (3).  Since then, studies into T cell activation revealed the process occurred more 

dynamically involving other co-stimulatory and co-inhibitory receptors that work to 

enhance or supress T cell activation through signalling and competitive mechanisms (272).  

Several drugs targeting supressing or enhancing co-stimulation to influence T cell 

immunological function (295, 329).  Despite its success as a therapeutic target, many 

questions regarding mechanistically how the receptor works remain especially when the 

receptor appears to enhance immunity or induce tolerance in different contexts (330-332). 

4.4.1 Physiological Significance 

Investigations into mechanistically how CD28 receptors worked involved 

characterizing downstream signalling events often elicited through stimulatory antibodies 

and in a co-stimulatory context with TCR complex binding antibodies.  Kinetically, 

stimulatory antibodies do not resemble interactions between receptors and ligands.  

Although antibodies can induce conformational changes that result in receptor signalling, 

dynamics resulting from binding and unbinding play important roles in other 

immunological receptors such as the TCR enabling feedback mechanisms shaping the 

overall integrated signal.  Building a more comprehensive understanding of the dynamic 

interactions occurring between receptors and ligands at T cell and APC interfaces offers 

valuable nights into mechanistically how receptors work.  Here we perform live-cell DFS 

with the BFP towards characterizing 2D kinetics and force-dependent dissociation offering 

the most comprehensive biophysical analysis of CD28 and ligand interactions to date.  This 

work sought to characterize CD28 on murine CD8+ T cell surfaces towards a foundation 

for future work investigating signalling crosstalk between T cell immune receptors.   
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Previous research from our laboratory indicated environmental and cellular factors 

influence TCR 2D effective affinity during an acute infection model (333), but it remains 

possible that other immune receptors like CD28 also display altered 2D kinetics.  In-situ 

live-cell biophysical analysis produces unique measurements under potential 

circumstances influencing interactions between immune receptors and their ligands 

including post-translational modifications, receptor surface organization and localization, 

as well as cis-immune receptor and signalling machinery interactions.  Among possible 

factors influencing CD28 signalling within different physiologic and pathophysiologic 

contexts include Lck regulation, previous investigations found CD4 and CD28 cooperate 

to regulate Lck activity (278).  Moreover, recent evidence produced within our laboratory 

established a cross-junctional Lck-dependent heterodimer formed between TCR complex, 

CD8, pMHC, and Lck that regulated observed dynamic catch bonds (232).  Unfortunately, 

Lck dysregulation prominence in lymphoproliferative disorders and neoplasias (334) 

suggests immune receptor signalling studies produced within Jurkat cell lines provide 

limited insight into physiologic signalling. 

Within the scope of this work, observed co-stimulation differences in calcium 

indicator signal response times demonstrates that differences in TCR and CD28 ligand 

surface densities can influence immune receptor signalling integration.  Physiologically, 

antigen presentation mediated by MHCs lacks dominant composition from a single peptide 

as APCs commonly present different proteolytically processed self and non-self-proteins.  

Constitutive APC CD28 ligand expression suggests that CD28 ligation predominates 

interactions between T cells and APCs especially under circumstances with scarce APC 

presented pMHC agonists.  The co-stimulation signalling studies presented here reinforce 
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insights from previous investigations suggesting an essential synergy between CD28 and 

TCR signalling, but importantly distinguish that relative ligand and receptor surface 

densities shape co-stimulation dynamics especially with larger relative concentrations in 

CD28 over pMHC ligands.  Moreover, CD28 ligand composition on APC surfaces may 

mediate co-stimulation response differences shifting intracellular calcium flux speed, 

intensity, and duration.  Differences in intracellular calcium signalling dynamics would 

influence both TCR complex and CD28 signalling by disrupting ionic cytoplasmic domain 

interactions with cell membranes (335, 336).  Previous research gnomically profiling 

activated T cells suggested increased CD28 signalling sensitivity in memory T cells (337) 

highlighting that revealed calcium signalling dynamics investigated within this work likely 

shape memory T cell development although additional experiments into AP1 mediated 

transcriptional changes within devices would provide the most insight into potential co-

stimulation differences between ligands given either observed signalling pattern could 

differentially regulate transcriptional changes. 

4.4.2 CD28 Induced Cytoskeletal Changes and Potential Physiological Relevance 

Another major consideration poorly investigated in other CD28 signalling 

investigations involves actin mediated cytoskeletal changes.  During this work we observed 

dynamic CD28 receptor-ligand interactions stimulated actin cytoskeletal changes with 

evidence suggesting cells altered CD28 interactions as cells appeared polarized during 

thermal fluctuation measurements as they extended towards BFP probes featuring CD28 

ligands ultimately appearing to rotate around the micropipette base.  T cell morphological 

changes made BFP measurements difficult given mechanical receptor stimulation induced 

cytoskeletal changes influencing bond tensile force during both force clamp and thermal 
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fluctuation measurements.  However, during thermal fluctuation measurements forces 

determined during bond lifetime measurements demonstrated forces that clearly 

distinguished themselves from potential signal drift with recognizable force transitions 

during dissociations. 

Anecdotally, the T cells appeared to be actively searching for antigens upon CD28 

receptor ligation as indicated by morphological changes, but it remained difficult to map 

BFP bond lifetime measurements with morphological changes especially when cells 

seemingly extended their pseudopodia to touch beads sometimes necessitating probe 

replacement.  The observed cytoskeletal changes mapped well with reported cytoskeletal 

changes within the literature interestingly with one report investigating inducible 

costimulator engagement (ICOS) (338-340).  Thermal fluctuation measurements presented 

a consistent CD28 stimulus allowing T cells to recognize the bead as a potential APC and 

direct morphological changes accordingly.  Consequently, thermal fluctuation 

instrumentation offered a better platform for characterizing these observations.  Observed 

force differences after 10 s total lifetime accumulation illustrated how CD28 ligand 

signalling alone could cause cytoskeletal changes that could accumulate forces on CD28 

and potentially other mechanosensitive receptors such as the TCR with similar localization.  

Unfortunately, current BFP instrumentation measures normal forces on probes and this 

constraint impeded observing more complex relationships than pushing and pulling on 

CD28 bonds.  Potentially BFP instrument software enhancements could enable measuring 

forces along additional dimensions capturing probe rotations induced by morphological 

changes with similar temporal and spatial accuracy.  Additional instrumentation 

enhancements could capture morphological changes and correlate such changes with bond 
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lifetime measurements.  Such improvements would be essential when conducting co-

stimulation BFP measurements given morphological changes observed experimentally 

with anti-CD3 beads (Figure 15Figure 16D).  

It is important to consider how interaction kinetics between CD28 and its ligands 

might contribute to unique signalling observations.  Within raw thermal fluctuation data, 

many binding and unbinding events could occur before measured bond lifetime suggesting 

that dynamic bond formation and dissociation plays a physiologic role in propagating 

CD28 signalling potentially shaping feedback mechanisms in immune receptor signal 

integration.  Constraining CD28 receptors with immobilized antibodies could prevent 

recognizing these distinct dynamic changes mediated by CD28 ligands especially when 

CD28 receptor-ligand kinetics differ so substantially from commonly used monoclonal 

signalling antibodies.  This consideration in addition to low level CD28 expression on 

naïve T cells likely prevented previous researchers from recognizing CD28 

mechanosensitivity in experiments involving altering surface stiffness (6). 

A potential explanation for why T cell CD28 ligand stimulation might differentially 

modulate actin cytoskeleton lies in the dynamic process underlying T cell migration 

through lymph nodes where APC stimulation shapes T cell activation and fate.  CD28 

ligand induced polarization would initiate more surface contact between T cells and APCs 

while concurrently directing future APC-T cell contacts a sufficient antigen search.  Anti-

CD3 beads effectively induced uropod formation while CD28 stimulation with CD80 

directed cell extension towards pseudopodia (Figure 15C-D).  This dynamic cytoskeletal 

process could explain how T cells overcome stronger adhesions formed between APCs and 

T cells while migrating through lymph nodes.  This work’s findings correlate with previous 
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T cell lymph node migration investigations characterizing T cell movement within lymph 

nodes (341). 

4.4.3 Significance of Biophysical Measurements Given Previous In-Situ and SPR 

Measurements 

An explanation for the diverse behaviours resulting from CD28 signalling comes 

from differential interactions with two its ligands, signalling integration with other 

receptors and scaffolds, and its cytosolic tail’s capacity to bind many different kinases and 

adaptors necessitating conducting in-situ measurements on murine CD8+ T cell surfaces.  

Previous live-cell in-situ measurements using recombinant human CD28 and human CD80 

CHO cells used the micropipette adhesion frequency assay (MAFA) to determine CD28 

receptor-ligand 2D kinetics, but it remains difficult to contextualize those results given the 

primary work focused on PD-1 receptor-ligand interactions and thus lacked CD28 and 

CTLA-4 blocking controls (275).   Furthermore, MAFA lacks the spatial and temporal 

resolution offered by BFP instrumentation making it difficult to interpret faster dissociation 

rates.  During MAFA experiments keeping surface contact area consistent and accurately 

judging bond dissociation upon instrument retraction by eye introduce human bias 

especially during more rigorous testing at lower contact times (tc < 0.5 s) and affinity 

interactions.  Furthermore, this work extended BFP instrumentation towards characterizing 

near zero force (Figure 11) and force-dependent off-rates (Figure 12) associated with CD28 

receptor-ligand interactions.  In previous investigations rigorously defining TCR-pMHC 

dissociation rates required thermal fluctuation measurements (251) and this work further 

illustrated that thermal fluctuation measurements provided higher dissociation rate 

resolution especially for the higher CD28 and CD80 dissociation rate.  Furthermore, 
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differences between this work’s murine in-situ 2D kinetics measurements and human also 

correlated with previous published data showing greater 2D affinity in human PD-1-ligand 

interactions. 

Distinguishing biophysical differences in CD28 receptor-ligand interactions in 

physiologically relevant circumstances remains essential for understanding receptor 

signalling.  Unfortunately, SPR CD28 receptor-ligand measurements involved both freely 

dissociating and surface immobilized receptors or ligands preventing observing cell-

dependent effects .  This work validated previous SPR 2D kinetics findings that CD28-

CD86 interactions display higher binding affinity (Figure 9 and Figure 10) (120, 121).  

However, thermal fluctuation measurements demonstrated CD28-CD80 bonds dissociate 

faster than CD28-CD86 bonds differing from previous SPR measurements (Figure 11).  

CD80 produced within this work resembled CD80 documented in previous SPR CD28-

CD80 interaction measurements, so likely both studies involved monomeric CD80 

interactions with dimeric CD28 (human CD28-Fc in SPR and previous in-situ 

measurements). 

4.4.4 CD28 Valency Observed During Biophysical Measurements 

BFP measurements suggested that CD28 displays a predominantly monovalent 

interaction with a bivalent CD28 dimer validating pervious structural analysis modelling 

differences between CD28 and CTLA-4 (121), although potentially also representing a 

small number of multimeric bonds.  Varying CD80 and CD86 surface densities offered 

little support for an increased avidity between CD28 and dimeric CD80 upon cytosolic tail 

extension that would be initiated by applying tension on a CD28-CD80 bond (320).  
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Moreover, this lack of support aligned with similar published CD28-CD80 interaction 

experiments (342).  A predominantly linear relationship between CD80 and CD86 ligand 

density and average bond number suggested ligand immobilization at surface densities 

surpassing SA molecular density did not influence observed 2D affinity (Figure 10).  Bond 

survival analysis showed similar bond lifetime data between CD80 and CD86 presented by 

tetravalent or monovalent SA (Figure 13).  Additionally, molecular stiffnesses calculated 

for CD28 ligands presented on either tetravalent or monovalent SA lacked statistically 

significant differences (Figure 14).  This work’s findings supported previous structural 

analysis findings suggesting steric hindrance prevents multimeric bonds.  Moreover, this 

work contributed a perspective into CD28 interactions with monomeric ligands, a relevant 

topic given previously published work demonstrating effective CD28 monovalency 

regulated CD28 co-stimulation (253). 

4.4.5 CD28 Mechanosensitivity and Its Potential Implications 

This work’s bond lifetime under force data suggested CD28 receptor interactions 

with monomeric CD80 and CD86 display different force-dependent kinetics, but both 

CD80 and CD86 form molecular catches with CD28 on CD8+ T cell surfaces (Figure 12).  

Other research groups published conflicting results regarding CD28 mechanosensitivity.  

One study investigated CD28 mechanosensitivity using antibodies against CD3 and CD28 

immobilized within materials with alterable stiffnesses and showed increased stiffness 

enhanced traction force (6).  Another study into CD28 mechanosensitivity suggested CD28 

did not contribute to TCR mechanosensing because surfaces featuring anti-CD3 and anti-

CD28 did not enhance surface spreading (315).  Additionally, using antibodies on force 

pillars arrays to engage CD28 and TCR demonstrated higher traction forces compared with 
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force pillar arrays with antibodies against CD3 and CD28 alone (7).  Unfortunately, these 

studies lack immunologic context for CD28 given endogenous CD28 engagement does not 

involve antibodies but does offer evidence that downstream signalling mediates significant 

forces that could influence interactions at T cell and APC interfaces.  Specifically, this 

work focused on investigating if CD28 receptor-ligand interactions displayed 

mechanosensitivity. 

 The tremendous amount of research work investigating functional outcomes from 

CD28 signalling mediating important actin cytoskeletal changes that influence T cell 

activation provided considerable support for investigating CD28 mechanosensitivity (150, 

343).  Moreover, CD28 exhibits multiple mechanisms that influence actin cytoskeletal 

changes with Vav1 overlapping with both TCR and LFA-1 (344), but more importantly 

occurring outside a co-stimulatory context (150).  Single molecule level measurements 

suggested CD28 exhibits mechanosensitivity at the molecular level.  Interestingly, within 

this work anti-CD28 mediated cell spreading independent of antibodies against CD3 or 

TCR and CD28 engagement induced force on CD28 receptor-ligand interactions 

conflicting with previous mechanosensitivity investigations (Figure 16).  Differences in 

methodology, immobilization strategies, and cell handling could account for the observed 

differences between this work and previous studies.   

 CD28 mechanosensitivity potentially enables mechanosensing through CD28 

receptor-ligand interactions.  Current evidence within this work did not strongly support 

CD28 mechanosensing.  MTP experiments inconclusively showed a statistically significant 

tension on CD28 receptor-ligand bonds.  Showing a statistically significant tension on 

CD28-CD86 bonds required more statistical power than previous experiments that failed 
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to demonstrate a similar effect.  Interestingly, CD28 receptor ligation with anti-CD28 

produced a statistically significant tension signal suggesting that MTP experiments lacked 

sensitivity for measurements involving low receptor expression and fast receptor-ligand 

dissociation kinetics.  Additional MTP experiments using a locking DNA strand and cells 

with higher CD28 expression (thymocytes) could potentially offer MTP measurements 

overcoming current MTP measurement limitations (345).  MTP results acquired with the 

locking DNA and thymocytes strand might resemble thermal fluctuation pulling findings 

where with lifetime accumulation T cells pulled more on CD80 than CD86 bonds despite 

lower observed lifetime. 

Demonstrating the integration of mechanical information through mechanosensing 

within this work remained a major goal throughout experiments.  Differential CD28 

mechanical information integration through CD28 ligands could explain the diverse 

downstream signalling consequences surrounding co-stimulation.  CD28 dimer ligation 

causes cytoplasmic domain release from the plasma membrane mediated by basic residues 

(BRS) that associate with Lck causing CD28 phosphorylation and stabilize CD28’s 

signalling complex (346).  Currently, force clamp and thermal fluctuation bond lifetime 

measurements provided the most compelling evidence for mechanical information 

integration necessitating additional investigations focused on CD28 mechanosensing.  

Given CD28 ligation did not robustly induce calcium indicator signal, integrating actin 

cytoskeleton visualization concurrently with BFP instrumentation potentially could reveal 

if cells differentially modulate actin cytoskeleton in response to CD28 mechanical 

stimulation.  Moreover, monovalent interactions might dynamically engage dimeric CD28 
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through both receptor binding domains correlating with previous investigations into the 

Lck driven signalling mechanisms that required specifically CD28 dimers (346).   

Hypothetically, CD28 could provide information about the APC it is interacting with 

through mechanosensing mechanisms that mediate differential actin cytoskeletal changes.  

Actin cytoskeletal changes might effectively place forces on TCR-pMHC bonds enahcing 

TCR specificity and sensitivity.  Previous research investigating expression dynamics 

revealed that on B cells, Ig receptor engagement would drive rapid CD86 induction on the 

cell surface (347).  Conversely, LPS or anti-IgD-dextran induced both CD80 and CD86 

expression although CD80 expression remained significantly less than CD86 (130).  Given 

these dynamic processes regulating CD80 and CD86 expression on APCs, many theorized 

that CD86 more potently activated T cells than CD80.  Kinetic differences between CD28 

and CTLA-4 for the same ligands convinced researchers CD86 more naturally stimulated 

CD28.  APCs often express both ligands at varying relative surface densities suggesting 

additional mechanosensing investigations varying relative ligand surface densities could 

elucidate how differential ligand mechanosensitivity could impact the overall integrated 

mechanical signal.  

4.4.6 Conclusion 

Collectively, the findings within this work provide a foundation for additional 

mechanistic studies into CD28 and its immunological relevance.  Receptor-ligand 

interaction 2D kinetics and force-dependent lifetimes clearly distinguish CD28 ligands 

with potential consequences shaping actin cytoskeletal and co-stimulation calcium 

signalling dynamics.  The findings presented require more thorough experimental 
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validation but correlate well with previous investigations into TCR dependent and 

independent CD28 signalling.  Mechanistically, its well appreciated that CD28 signalling 

profoundly influences immunity, but few investigations probed into differences between 

CD28 ligands and how those differences could influence key mechanisms shaping antigen 

specific immune responses.  This work’s single molecule and cell methodologies provided 

sensitivity and specificity lacking in other CD28 signalling investigations.  Additional 

experiments perturbing Lck and actin cytoskeletal dynamics could provide more insight 

into differences between CD28 signalling induced by either CD80 or CD86.  Improving 

BFP instrumentation could enable additional insights by mapping specific binding events 

with downstream receptor signalling events. 

Molecular catches likely occur in other Ig superfamily (IgSF) receptors on T cells.  

Collectively, IgSF superfamily receptors could integrate information through 

mechanosensing towards diverse signalling outcomes.  Previous work from our group 

showed this integration influenced thymocyte negative selection where Lck dependent 

dynamic catch bonds resulted from CD8 and TCR trimolecular bonds (232).  Given 

similarities between IgSF family members, lateral interactions could exist between CD28 

and other IgSF family members especially given Lck interacts with CD28 through both 

SH2 and SH3 domains.  Researching crosstalk and lateral interactions between IgSF family 

members should elucidate key mechanistic processes governing immune receptor signal 

integration and how those processes could differentially influence T cell activation and 

fate. 

Utilizing the insights within this work could potentially enhance clinical 

immunosuppression and immunotherapy.  In a cell therapy context, differentially 
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modulating CD28 signalling and thus T cell stimulation strength prior to administering in-

vitro treated T cells could shape T cell fates.  Optimally controlling the relative amounts of 

memory and effector T cells could enhance cancer elimination effectiveness and decrease 

therapeutic complications.  Additionally, insights within this work could provide a 

foundation for evaluating ICB and immunosuppression.  ICB primarily functions by 

enhancing CD28 co-stimulation by blocking inhibitory receptors such as PD-1 and CTLA-

4.  CTLA-4-Ig/Fc chimeric proteins block CD28 co-stimulation through competitive 

inhibition.  Hypothetically, T cells acquired from patients undergoing ICB or CTLA-4-

Ig/Fc immunosuppression could differentially respond to CD28 ligation and co-

stimulation.  Quantifying differences in T cell morphological changes, CD28 

mechanosensing, and intracellular calcium fluctuations could elucidate T cell CD28  

responsiveness.  CD28 signalling responsiveness could direct therapy decision making 

therapies more personalized for patient needs and hopefully avoiding devastating 

therapeutic complications.   
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CHAPTER 5. COMPARING TCR BIOPHYSICS ON DIFFERENT 

T CELL SUBTYPES ISOLATED FROM SPLEEN AND LIVER 

5.1 Introduction 

Immunity requires a coordinated effort among immune cells both innate and adaptive.   

T cells must respond differently to self and non-self-antigens.  T cells must also use 

information about past exposures to prevent infections or respond more effectively against 

threats.  As the largest lymphatic organ in the body, the spleen plays a crucial role in 

filtering and presenting pathogens and abnormal cells.  Downstream the splenic vein lies 

the hepatic portal vein, a large vein also receiving venous blood from mesenteric and 

gastric veins and supplying the liver.  Despite their proximity, T cells within the spleen and 

liver receive different immunological cues.  Livers contain unique APCs known to promote 

tolerance, but also must facilitate immune reactivity against pathogens and abnormal cells.  

Moreover, the immune system also balances its capacity to eliminate threats immediately 

and enhance future immune responses.  Given different immunological cues T cells receive 

in the spleen and liver, this work examined how these cues influence TCR biophysics 

among different CD8+ T cell subtypes.  The experiments featured within this work reflect 

a collaboration between Dr. Cheng Zhu’s and Dr. Arash Grakoui’s laboratories towards 

providing additional perspectives into viral immune responses and how T cell presence 

within the spleen or liver influences T cell function.  Clinically, hepatitis immune responses 

within the liver shape can result in acute or chronic disease with chronic disease potentially 

resulting in end-stage liver disease.  The insights from this work suggested differences in 

TCR biophysics distinguish CD8+ T cells from both spleen and liver.  Moreover, 
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modulating TCR biophysics might influence T cell memory development by shaping 

stimulation strength and impacting T cell homeostasis.  Collectively, these insights inform 

vaccine and immunotherapy development suggesting modulating T cell response strength 

can influence immunity through shaping CD8+ T cell memory and effector function 

development.  Influencing hepatitis immunity specifically could prevent liver fibrosis and 

cirrhosis, chronic liver disease sequela. 

5.1.1 Significance of Investigating T Cell Subsets 

T cells comprise many different subsets (65).  Moreover, T cells also reside within 

different tissues where they must respond to differentially presented antigen and cytokine 

environments (19).  Cell diversity shapes immunity by enabling T cells to function 

differentially based on information integrated by APCs (348).  Diversity within T cells 

occurs by two major axes related to memory and polarization (85, 349, 350).  After antigen 

exposure, T cells develop within a spectrum of functional and self-renewal capacity.  

Memory T cells exhibit more stem-like properties while effector T cells more readily 

perform T cell functions (85).  T cell polarization refers to T cells adopting differential 

functionality usually related to cytokine expression profiles shaped by transcription factors 

(349).  In the context of CD8+ T cells, the prototypical CD8+ T cell functions to 

cytotoxically destroy cells displaying specific antigens (350).  Differential proliferation 

and functional capacity among CD8+ T cells enable the immune system to effectively clear 

cells displaying abnormal antigens, but also mount future responses more readily if the 

same abnormal antigen presents itself again (85). 
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Differential proliferation and function characterize a spectrum of T cells ranging 

from memory to effector phenotypes.  Memory T cells originate from a small population 

of antigen experienced T cells surviving the T cell contraction phase that undergo 

differentiation enabling them to form a faster and stronger secondary immune response.  

Two major memory T cell populations include effector memory and central memory 

distinguished by their CD127 and KLRG1 expression.  Higher KLRG1 or CD127 

expression denotes more effector or memory like functionality among memory T cells (85, 

351).  This work examined TCR biophysics in CD8+ T cells acquired from spleen and 

liver. 

Given their importance in secondary immune responses, many questions remain 

about how memory T cells mechanistically arise after antigen exposure and how their 

subpopulations shape secondary responses.  Several models seek to characterize memory 

T cell development after antigen exposure.  One theory describes memory T cell 

development originating from differential antigen stimulation duration and intensity 

possibly arising from differential APC stimulatory conditions shaped by antigen 

presentation, cytokines, and co-stimulatory ligands.  Another model suggests that effector 

T cells adopt differential states based on a cumulative history of similar signals encountered 

during an infection (351).  Most recently, single T cell fate mapping and in-vivo cell cycle 

analysis towards revealing early proliferative differences among T cells shaped by 

antigenic and inflammatory stimuli during clonal expansion.  Notably central memory 

precursors retained more proliferative sensitivity dependent on antigen exposure rather 

than the inflammatory signals that shaped effector cell proliferation (352).  Insights within 

this work provide additional perspectives into naïve, memory, and effector T cell biology 
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through TCR biophysical measurements using T cells acquired from organs with distinct 

immunological cues. 

5.1.2 Immunologic Motivation for Investigating Spleen and Liver 

As the largest lymphatic organ within the body the spleen functions to filter blood 

pathogens and abnormal cells.  Anatomically spleens contain both red and white pulp.  

Within red pulp an open circulatory system and mechanical filtration enables abnormal cell 

(primarily RBCs) phagocytosis by macrophages.  Humoral and cell-mediated immunity 

occurs within white pulp that resemble lymph nodes.  Collectively, the red and white pulp 

work together immunologically to mount immune responses to hematogenous pathogens 

and abnormal cells.  Asplenia, splenic function loss, enhances patient susceptibility to 

encapsulated bacteria through a lack of IgM memory B cells (353).  During homeostasis 

APCs within the spleen clear debris including apoptotic cells enabling splenic self-antigen 

tolerance induction.  Upon infection or host damage pattern recognition receptors (PRR) 

on myeloid cells induce T cell activation signals on APCs, cytokine secretion, and pathogen 

clearance.  T and B lymphocytes within the spleen segregate into different anatomic 

regions based upon chemokine signals.  T and B lymphocyte anatomic segregation shapes 

humoral and cell-mediated immunity development (354).  CD8+ memory and effector T 

cell subsets localize within the red pulp and white pulp’s T cell zone, respectively (355).  

The spleen’s pivotal role in pathogen responses necessitates additional investigations into 

factors that shape T cell antigen recognition within the spleen as well as correlations with 

T cell memory and effector function. 
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The liver’s metabolic functions within the body necessitate receiving 25% resting 

cardiac output blood with most of the blood supplied by the hepatic portal vein (70-75%).  

The hepatic portal vein circulation stems from a collection of gastric and mesenteric veins 

providing digested nutrients and toxins.  The liver also receives many antigens from the 

gastrointestinal tract necessitating a tolerogenic and hyporesponsive environment to 

prevent immune activation against oral and self-antigens.  The gut contains different 

microorganisms and their composition impacts intestinal inflammation, a process 

associated with liver disease (356).  Portal shunting can reverse oral antigen 

hyporesponsiveness while antigen injection into the hepatic portal vein induces tolerance 

(357-359),  T cell cytotoxic responses enable pathogen clearance.  Hepatitis viruses 

primarily infect hepatocytes with different subtypes correlated with infection chronicity 

and end-stage organ disease.  Given the presence of many gastrointestinal pathogens and 

viral hepatitis infections, immunologically T cells must also respond and eliminate hepatic 

infections to prevent hepatic disease.  Understanding CD8+ T cell antigen recognition 

within the liver could provide insights into how hepatitis infections escape immunity and 

how modulating antigen responsiveness within the liver could enhance immunity against 

pathogens. 

Responding against intracellular pathogens requires CD8+ T cell cytotoxicity.  

Depleting CD8+ T cells in hepatitis B infected chimpanzees causes viremia resurgence 

(360).  Cytotoxic CD8+ T cell activation leads to clonal expansion and antigen 

responsiveness, but a robust infection response requires memory and effector function 

development, a process shaped by interactions between CD8+ T cells and other immune 

cells.  CD4+ T cells can influence CD8+ T cell memory and effector function development 
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through cytokine secretion and licensing APCs.  Licencing refers to a rare sequential 

interaction between antigen-specific CD4+ T cells and then subsequently antigen-specific 

CD8+ T cells with APCs (356).  DCs within spleens and livers express both MHC class I 

and class II molecules enabling the potential for licensing to occur in both organs.  

Examining T cell subsets before and after a resolved infection provides perspective into 

how immunological processes such as differential cytokine expression and licencing 

influence T cell function and immunity. 

Given their proximity and shared circulation, dynamic processes between spleen and 

liver immune cells likely influence each other.  Moreover, differences between homeostatic 

antigen presentation spleen and liver favour different immune responses.  Given their 

immunologic relevance to viral responses, this work focuses on CD8+ T cell subsets 

isolated from spleen and livers.  Capturing information about CD8+ T cell antigen 

recognition before and after infections within the spleen and liver could provide 

perspectives into viral immunity.  This work uses in-situ CD8+ T cell TCR biophysical 

measurements towards defining how differential TCR biophysics with the spleen and liver 

could regulate T cell responsiveness.  The insights provided within this work address 

mechanistically how TCR biophysics could influence observed CD8+ T cell 

hyporesponsiveness within the liver with implications that impact effector and memory 

function development. 

5.1.3 Motivation From Previous Anatomic Compartmentalization Investigations 

Previous investigations involving a similar collaboration demonstrated splenic 

local cellular and cytokine environments influenced CD8+ T cell antigen affinity, function, 
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and cell fate (333).  This past research into acute LCMV viral responses revealed 

uncoupling in TCR 2D effective affinity between CD8+ T cells in splenic red and white 

pulp anatomic compartments during the immune contraction phase.  They observed 

increased effective 2D TCR affinity correlated with cytotoxicity and could be influenced 

by microenvironmental factors.  They also demonstrated that memory precursors yielded 

lower effective 2D affinity than effector memory cells isolated from splenic red pulp.  

Moreover, adoptive transfer of CD8+ memory precursors T cells from red and white pulp 

yielded cells with differential gene expression and proliferative capacity (333). 

5.1.4 Liver Induced T cell Tolerance, Hyporesponsiveness, and Apoptosis 

The liver microenvironment provides a unique environment for immune cells 

generally associated with immunosuppression.  Liver anatomy plays a role in shaping T 

cell immunity and antigen responses.  The liver generally features activated CD4+ and 

CD8+ T cells localized near the portal track (361).  Tolerance mechanisms in liver involve 

CD4+ T regulatory cell development and CD8+ T cell apoptosis (362).  Among CD8+ T 

cells, naïve CD8+ T cells within the liver become activated and die potentially through 

passive or activation mediated mechanisms (363, 364).  Investigations demonstrated that 

CD28 co-stimulation could prevent hepatocyte mediated activation and passive death 

(365).  Antigen presentation within the liver can also be mediated by specialized 

macrophages called Kupffer cells as well as myeloid and lymphoid dendritic cells that 

induce tolerance within the liver (362, 366). 

Researchers describe T cells from the liver as hyporesponsive referring to 

diminished responsiveness to antigens through TCR signalling.  Researchers previously 
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found splenic and hepatic DCs produce proinflammatory cytokines or IL-10 in response to 

TLR4 stimulation, respectively.  Additionally, CD4+ T cells demonstrated less allogenic 

proliferation and increased regulatory T cell development when stimulated by liver DCs 

(367).  Similarly, activated hepatic stellate cells with enhanced PD-L1 expression 

supressed thymidine uptake, normal T cell proliferation, and enhance T cell apoptosis in 

TCR stimulated T cells (364).  Recently, researchers demonstrated liver metastasis 

supressed activated CD8+ T cells from the systemic circulation that underwent apoptosis 

upon interacting with FasL+ CD11b+F4/80+ positive monocyte-derived macrophages a 

process that reduced peripheral T cells numbers and decreased tumoral T cell diversity and 

function (368).  Moreover, tissue resident memory CD8+ T cells promoted fibrosis 

resolution through hepatic stellate cell apoptosis in non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) 

(369). 

This work focuses on TCR biophysical measurements on CD8+ T cells acquired 

from mouse spleen and liver towards examining how these in-vivo microenvironments 

impact TCR biophysics among different T cell subsets.  Given how CD8+ T cell responses 

within the liver influence health and disease impacting both liver disease and extrahepatic 

disease resolution, understanding differences between CD8+ T cells in the liver and spleen 

could provide insights into how TCR biophysics influences hepatic T cell 

hyporesponsiveness and how those consequences shape viral responses.  

5.1.5 Summary of Chapter Findings and Relevance 

This work expands upon current knowledge about memory and effector T cell 

development with TCR biophysical measurements acquired from different T cell subtypes 
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in the spleen and liver.  TCR biophysics impact T cell antigen recognition and processes 

that regulate TCR biophysics would shape immunological responses.  Within the context 

of this work, TCR biophysics refers to 2D effective affinity and force-dependent 

dissociation kinetics.  TCR-pMHC biophysical interaction measurements reflect lateral 

interactions between the TCR and other immunologic receptors and signalling machinery.  

Immunologic cues within anatomic compartments influence TCR biophysics (333) and 

could also influence TCR biophysics within the liver warranting an investigation. 

Micropipette adhesion frequency assay (MAFA) and BFP experiments characterized 

CD8+ T cells within different subsets isolated from spleen and liver microenvironments 

before and after an acute LCMV infection (LCMV-armstrong).  Spleen and liver 

microenvironments influenced CD8+ T cell 2D effective TCR affinity regardless of T cell 

subtype.  Moreover, this work demonstrated central memory T cell TCR 2D effective 

affinity correlated with previous findings illustrating lower 2D effective TCR affinity in 

memory precursors than effector cells.  TCR force-dependent off rate measurements also 

differed between naïve CD8+ T cells isolated from spleen and liver microenvironments 

with liver cells lacking a molecular catch.  Furthermore, TCR interactions mediated 

molecular catch loss suggesting molecular catch loss might reflect cellular feedback to T 

cell stimulation.  These findings illustrated the importance of characterizing both 2D 

kinetics and force-dependent off-rates when evaluating TCR biophysics and provided 

insights into hepatic viral immunity.  Dysfunctional TCR-pMHC correlated with presumed 

CD8+ hepatic T cell hyporeactivity.   TCR biophysics could reflect T cell responsiveness 

potential.  Hepatic mediated CD8+ T cell death could enable liver activated T cells pruning 

during viral responses.  CD8+ T cell pruning could provide selection pressure towards 
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memory T cell development where reduced 2D effective affinity might protect T cell 

responsiveness. 

5.2 Background 

5.2.1 Animal Infection Models in Immunologic Investigations 

Animal models play an essential role in immunologic research providing insights into 

complex immune mechanisms resulting from communication between immune and non-

immune cells.  Unfortunately, cancer cell lines provide limited insights into immunologic 

cell functions given cancers demonstrate abnormal homeostatic functions allowing 

themselves to grow uncontrollably without appropriate cellular cues.  Immunologic animal 

models comprise many different species ranging from zebrafish to non-human primates 

each with distinct advantages and disadvantages.  Researchers generally accept that non-

human primate models retain the most similarity with humans, but their inherent costs and 

procedural difficulty often encourage researchers to develop murine disease models. 

This work employs a murine viral infection model involving P14 transgenic TCR 

mice.  Transgenic animals models comprise genetically altered organisms produced for the 

purpose of studying health and disease.  Transgenic TCR mice feature genetically altered 

TCR genes that enable researchers to influence T cell antigen responsiveness towards 

studying immunity.  Murine transgenic TCR models demonstrate additional overlap with 

human immunity.  Moreover, advanced transgenic humanized mouse models can enhance 

translatability (370-372).  As an established viral immune model, the P14 transgenic model 

works well for studying complex processes shaping viral immunity but with limitations 

towards human translatability.  Among inherent limitations include antigen presentation 
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involves unique MHC genes differing between organisms, organism anatomic differences, 

and the inability to reproduce complex environmental factors that influence human disease 

within animal models.  Despite these limitations, transgenic murine TCR models still 

empower seminal immunologic insights eventually impacting patient care. 

5.2.2 P14 Transgenic TCR Infection Model 

P14 transgenic mice carry altered TCRA and TCRB genes resulting in transgenic 

TCR expression.  P14 TCR specifically interacts with MHC class I (H2-Db) presented 

glycoprotein 33 peptide residues 33-41 (gp3333-41).  The P14 transgenic TCR mice enable 

studying viral responses.   P14 transgenic TCR mice can develop acute and chronic LCMV 

viral infections based on LCMV variants LCMV-armstrong and LCMV-clone 13, 

respectively (373, 374).  P14 transgenic mice can also be RAG-1-deficient towards 

developing monoclonal TCR T cells (333).  This work employed RAG-1 deficient P14 

transgenic TCR mice and thus observed differences in TCR biophysics within this work 

stem from immunologic cues and not genetic differences. 

5.2.3 Tumour Microenvironments Shape T Cell Function 

T cells integrate information from signalling pathways towards coordinating their 

immunological functions.  Defining microenvironmental characteristics include tissue 

extracellular matrix, vascular structures, the parenchymal cells mediating tissue function, 

stromal cells that provide structure within tissues, and tissue resident immune cells (375).  

Tumour microenvironments (TME) influence infiltrating T cells through many different 

mechanisms potentially resulting in T cell dysfunction that could prevent T cells from 
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effectively clearing tumours.  T cell dysfunction induced by tumour microenvironments 

result from anergic, exhausted, and senescent T cells (376). 

Immunosuppression within the TME results from the interactions between tumour 

and immune cells.  Immune cells in the TME can secrete immunomodulatory cytokines 

that influence infiltrating T cells.  Specialized APCs found within the TME include tumour 

associated macrophages (TAM) and myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC).  TAMs 

and MDSCs secrete anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6, IL-10, and TGF-β. TAMs, 

MDSCs, and tumour cells can also express co-inhibitory ligands that supress infiltrating T 

cell proliferation and function.  Tregs can also exist within the TME differentiated 

externally and internally within the TME (377).  Mounting evidence about how TMEs 

influence immunity encourages research into how other microenvironments influence 

immune cells.  Its possible microenvironmental influences within the liver overlap with the 

TME given both microenvironments promote immunosuppression and tolerance. 

5.2.4 Exhausted T Cells 

T cell exhaustion describes T cell function resulting from chronic antigen stimulation, 

a process that occurs during viral infections and cancer.  Exhausted T cells lose their 

functional characteristics becoming unable to proliferate and produce inflammatory 

cytokines.  Exhausted CD8+ T start by losing IL-2 and TNF-α production capacity, can 

then exhibit impaired cytotoxicity, and finally during terminal exhaustion lose IFN-γ 

production (378).  CD8+ T cell exhaustion correlates with high viral loads occurring during 

an infection (379).  Exhausted T cells express high levels of co-inhibitory receptors such 

as CTLA-4 and PD-1 that shape T cell function (380).  Exhausted T cells cannot recover 
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and differentiate into memory CD8+ T cells and do not persist without antigen in mice 

(381).  Given chronic antigen stimulation involves TCR signalling, TCR biophysics could 

relate to T cell antigen responsiveness and T cell exhaustion. 

5.2.5 Relationships Between TCR Biophysics and Function 

TCR-pMHC interactions mediates signalling through the TCR complex.  Biophysical 

parameters such as affinity and half-life influence TCR complex signalling by shaping the 

nature of TCR ligation.  Biophysical instruments that can measure TCR-pMHC 

interactions include SPR, FRAP, FRET, MAFA, and BFP.  Based on the instrumentation 

system used to conduct biophysical measurements, measurements could 2D or 3D and 

mechanical or fluorescent (382).  Interpreting 2D kinetic measurements offers broader 

affinity and on-rate values while interpreting the TCR-pMHC interactions.  2D affinity 

values strongly correlate with functional data generated using the same TCR-pMHC 

interactions while demonstrating a weaker relationship with off-rate.  Comparing 

correlations between function and off-rates between 2D and 3D methods, 3D off-rates 

present an inverse correlation (382). 

Previous TCR biophysics studies related TCR-pMHC interactions with T cell 

function.  The OT1 transgenic mouse features inserts for TCRA-V2 and TCRB-V5 genes 

into a C57BL-6 background mouse.  The resulting transgenic TCR receptor specifically 

interacts with MHC class I (H2-Kb) presented ovalbumin peptide residues 257-264 

(OVA257-264) (383, 384).  Within the well-characterized OT1 transgenic TCR system, 

several pMHCs within the system exist in a spectrum between antagonist and agonist by 

varying amino acid residues within the OVA257-264 sequence.  OT1 associated H2-Kb 
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molecules include the original OVA257-264 peptide sequence (OVA) and variants from this 

sequence described as agonists (G4, and A2 from lowest to highest) as well as the 

antagonists (V-OVA, R4 and E1) (384-386).  Correlating 2D affinity and off rate between 

antagonists and agonists reveal among OVA pMHC variants display more agonism and 

less antagonism with increased 2D affinity and on-rate.  Additionally, OVA pMHC 

variants with higher off rates demonstrate higher agonism than antagonism (251).  

Effective 2D affinity measurements within this work likely correlate with TCR agonism 

and antagonism. 

5.2.6 Relationships Between TCR Mechanosensing and Function 

Mechanosensitive TCRs form force-dependent catch bonds with pMHC 

demonstrating an optimal force that stabilizes interactions between TCR and pMHC 

effectively increasing the off-rate.  Comparing agonists and antagonists using transgenic 

2C human TCR demonstrate agonists form catch bonds while antagonists form slip bonds 

(9).  Similarly, OVA agonists also produce catch bonds (235).  The CD4+ 3.L2 TCR system 

specific for peptides presented by MHC class II also demonstrate the same catch bond 

relationship between agonists and antagonists (230).   Force on TCR-pMHC bonds 

resulting in bond lifetime accumulation through catch bonds trigger calcium flux related to 

downstream TCR signalling (235).  Dynamic catch bonds formed between trimolecular 

TCR-CD8-pMHC complexes regulate thymic negative selection through a 

mechanotransductive loop (9).  Force-dependent dissociation kinetic investigations within 

this work could provide perspective into TCR-mediated antigen reactivity through 

observed molecular catch and slip bonds. 
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5.3 Experimental Data 

5.3.1 Micropipette Adhesion Frequency Assay (MAFA) and Biomembrane Force Probe 

(BFP) Experimental Systems 

Characterizing TCR biophysics on live cells required biophysical instrumentation 

setups specialized for in-situ measurements.  Given our focus on viral immunity and 

previous work, all experiments involved RAG-1 deficient P14 transgenic TCR mice.  The 

micropipette adhesion frequency assay enabled in-situ 2D effective affinity measurements.  

The BFP offered a live cell DFS instrument for bond lifetime measurements defining force-

dependent dissociation kinetics.  All experiments involved P14 transgenic TCR on CD8+ 

T cell surfaces and a CD8+ binding ablated gp33 (gp33mt) as shown in Figure 20.  All 

experiments involved collaboration with Dr. Arash Grakoui’s laboratory where Dr. 

Fengzhi Jin performed cell isolations and flow cytometric characterization enabling the 

biophysical measurements contained within this work.   

Naïve CD8+ T cell isolated involved mechanically digesting mouse spleens and 

livers after portal vein perfusion and purifying cells using a naïve CD8+ T cell negative 

selection isolation kit.  Experiments on central and effector memory cells required CD8+ 

T cell isolation kit using negative selection with subsequent fluorescence activated cell 

sorting (FACS).  Central and effector memory population selection utilized differences in 

CD127 and KLRG1 expression.  For MAFA experiments, biotinylated RBCs could be 

utilized towards presenting immobilized biotinylated gp33mt through surface immobilized 

SA.  In BFP experiments, biotinylated RBCs treated with nystatin to enhance their stiffness 

enabled affixing SA coated glass beads that feature immobilized gp33mt ligands resulting 
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in an RBC-based force transducer.  Experiments involved using micropipettes to assemble 

cell-cell or cell-bead pairs to probe TCR and pMHC interactions. 

 

Figure 19 - Biophysical Instrumentation Systems Used in P14 Experiments. 
Experiments employed two different biophysical instrumentation setups.  The 
micropipette adhesion frequency assay (MAFA) enabled resolving 2D effective 
affinities between P14 CD8+ T cell surface TCRs and gp33 unable to bind CD8 
(gp33mt) (top).  Biomembrane force probe (BFP) instrumentation quantified 
relationships between bond lifetime and force for the same P14 TCR and gp33mt 
(bottom).  BFP experiments utilized SA coated beads featuring immobilized gp33mt 
ligands (bottom) while MAFA experiments immobilized gp33mt ligands on 
biotinylated RBC surfaces with SA. 

5.3.2 P14 CD8+ Naïve T cells Isolated from Spleen and Liver Demonstrate Different 2D 

Effective Affinity 
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MAFA experiments characterized TCR 2D effective affinity differences between 

spleen and liver CD8+ T cell subsets.  Preliminary experiments involved naïve CD8+ T 

cells.   Focusing on the spleen and liver CD8+ T cells extended previous insights 

demonstrating TCR 2D effective affinity differences between red and white pulp CD8+ T 

cells (333) that captured the influence of distinct immunologic cues that shape immune 

responses in health and disease.  Although MAFA experiments could resolve 2D kinetics 

by determining adhesion frequency at varying contact times, 2D effective affinity 

measurements enabled characterizing differences between CD8+ T cell populations with 

greater statistical power.  Initial measurements focused on comparing spleen and liver 

naïve CD8+ T cell 2D effective affinity.  Naïve CD8+ T cell measurements provided a 

strong baseline for demonstrating TCR 2D effective affinity differences between central 

and effector memory T cells.  Using similar isolation steps involving an initial Percoll 

density separation ensured observed differences occurred irrespective of cell handling. 

Pairing splenic and hepatic T cells together involved conducting adhesion frequency 

measurements with the same ligand coated RBC.  Adhesion frequency measurements 

involved 50 contact cycles using a saturating contact time (2s).  Flow cytometry quantified 

receptor and ligand surface densities by extrapolating molecular density from PE 

calibration bead.  Flow cytometry staining required saturating PE conjugated antibodies 

against TCR and H2-Db (Section 3.5).  Calculating 2D effective affinity used a previously 

published mathematical model employing Equation 2 and Equation 4 (Section 3.6). 

Flow cytometry provided by Dr. Fengzhi Jin revealed consistently lower TCR 

expression on CD8+ T cells from the liver compared the spleen.  A representative flow 

cytometry from an experiment comparing naïve CD8+ T cells isolated from the liver 
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displayed around half as strong fluorescence in TCR staining for CD8+ T cells (Figure 

21A) suggesting a substantial difference TCR expression.  Exploring potential activation 

using the cell activation marker CD44 showed slightly higher CD44 expression in CD8+ 

T cells from the liver, but not a substantial difference (Figure 21A).  CD8+ T cells from 

liver produced similar adhesion frequencies (data not shown) between spleen and liver, but 

2D effective affinity calculations unexpectedly demonstrated statistically higher 2D 

effective affinity in naïve CD8+ T cells from liver compared to spleen using a paired two-

sided t test on pooled data from five experiments (Figure 21B). 

 

Figure 20 - Naive CD8+ T cells From Liver Show Higher 2D Effective Affinity.   
Isolating CD8+ naïve T cells from P14 mouse spleens and livers using similar 
processes ensured effective 2D effective affinity comparison between spleen and 
liver CD8+ T cells.  Flow cytometry characterized naïve CD8+ T cells isolated from 
spleens and livers as well as determined TCR surface density.  Panel A featured 
representative flow cytometry from an experiment.  CD8+ T cells isolated from 
spleen expressed higher TCR levels suggesting naïve CD8+ T cells underwent 
antigen-independent activation (right middle A).  Antigen independent activation 
did not result in substantial T cell activation marker CD44 expression (right most 
A).  Pooling 2D effective affinity measurements from five pairing experiments 
allowed statistical comparisons using a paired two-sided t test.  A plot representing 
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all the naïve CD8+ T cell paired comparisons between spleen and liver shows 
consistently higher values in liver cells (B).  Each symbol represents a single cell-cell 
pair (n=37).  Statistical comparison symbols featured on graph included: **** (p < 
0.0001). 

5.3.3 Naïve CD8+ T cells Reveal Altered Mechanosensing Through Bond Lifetime 

Measurements 

Unexpected differences between 2D effective affinity measurements in naïve CD8+ 

T cells isolated from spleen and liver inspired exploring potential differences in force-

dependent dissociation kinetics using bond lifetime under force measurements.  Bond 

lifetime under force measurements allowed identifying molecular catch or slip bond 

relationships.  Identifying molecular catch and slip relationships allowed characterizing 

receptor mechanosensitivity with previous publications associating molecular catches and 

slips with TCR agonism and antagonism, respectively. 

  Bond lifetime measurements using the BFP in a force clamping mode targeted an 

adhesion frequency around 20% to prevent contributions from multiple bonds.  For each 

lifetime signal, bond lifetime measurement reflects the time between peak force and clear 

bond dissociation.  Naïve CD8+ T cells isolated from spleen and liver presented P14 TCR 

to gp33mt coated probes.  Organizing bond lifetimes into force bins enabled visualizing 

relationships between bond lifetime and force (Figure 22A).  Comparing naïve CD8+ T 

cells from spleen and liver revealed differences between the two groups at forces below 15 

pN.  For naïve CD8+ T cells from the spleen, analysis showed an increase in bond lifetime 

under force until a force bin between 6-12pN with proceeding decreasing bond lifetime 

trend.  This relationship between bond lifetime and force matched other TCR data acquired 

from splenic naïve CD8+ T cells published by our lab (235).  Naïve CD8+ T cells from the 
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liver demonstrated a continuously decreasing bond lifetime under progressive force.  Bond 

survival analysis using the force bin with the greatest difference between naïve CD8+ T 

cells from spleen and liver illustrated the profound force-dependent kinetic differences 

(Figure 22B).  Our survival analysis highlighted clear differences between naïve CD8+ T 

cells from spleen and liver in both the fast dissociation phase (initial linear trend between 

bond survival and lifetime) and the slower dissociation phase (later linear trend featuring a 

less step descent).   

Validating insights from force-binned bond lifetime curves required kernel regression 

on the same bond lifetime data obtained for both naïve CD8+ T cells from spleen (Figure 

22C) and liver (Figure 22D).  A scatter plot for all bond lifetime under force measurements 

with bond lifetimes distributed into an ascending phase (red circles) and descending phase 

(blue squares) allowed visualizing kernel regression effectiveness (black line).  The spleen 

experimental group demonstrated a kernel regression peak around 8.29 pN with a lifetime 

value around 0.322s.  The liver kernel regression revealed a decreasing relationship 

between bond lifetime and force among regions with reasonable measurement density. 
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Figure 21 - Bond Lifetime Comparison Between Naïve CD8+ T Cells From Spleen 
and Liver Reveal Altered Mechanosensing. BFP bond lifetime under force 
measurements enabled characterizing differences between naïve CD8 T cell TCR 
mechanosensitivity.  Organizing bond lifetime under force data into force bins 
reflected relationship between force and lifetime (A).  Naïve CD8+ T cells from the 
spleen displayed an increased lifetime under force until a moderate force while 
naïve CD8+ T cells from the liver showed decreased lifetime under force.  Using a 
bond survival analysis with 6-12 pN force bin data also illustrated force-dependent 
off rate differences between spleen and liver (B).  Survival analysis revealed an early 
divergence between the spleen (n=571) and liver (n=406) experimental groups 
suggesting different dissociation rates.  Kernel regression created another 
representation of the bond lifetime under force for both naïve CD8+ T cells from the 
spleen (C) and liver (D).  Kernel regressions for both experimental groups reflected 
the same relationships demonstrated by force bins.  Dividing the ascending (red 
circles) and descending (blue squares) phases based on peak detection from the 
kernel regression model (black line) visualized differences between molecular catch 
and slip trends.  Lifetimes in the spleen’s model peaked at 0.322s at 8.29 pN.  
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Lifetimes in the liver’s model did not peak.  Each symbol corresponded with a single 
bond lifetime measurement for spleen (n=1126) and liver (n=1187). 

5.3.4 Splenic Naïve CD8+ T cells Display TCR Contact Dependent Changes in Bond 

Lifetime 

The differences in bond lifetime under force measurements between naïve CD8+ T 

cells motivated us to consider if some TCR ligation related changes could produce a similar 

bond lifetime under force findings as found in hepatic cells.  TCR ligation induced 

signalling could potentially regulate feedback mechanisms within the cell involving Lck 

signalling with changes in TCR mechanosensitivity corresponding with T cell activation.  

Relating TCR ligation with changes in mechanosentivity offered support that non-antigen 

dependent hepatic T cell activation dysregulated an important feedback mechanism 

involved in antigen-dependent responses.  

Splitting lifetime measurements conducted before and after 100 full contact cycles 

enabled kernel regressions that described bond lifetime under force relationships.  Kernel 

regression analysis revealed differences between the first and last 100 full contact cycles 

in spleen.  Spleen CD8+ T cell bond lifetimes before 100 full contact cycles increased in 

bond lifetime under force before reaching a similar, but higher peak (0.374s and 7.84 pN) 

(Figure 23A) as the combined data set featured in Figure 22.  In comparison, the spleen 

group after the first 100 contact cycles only showed a decreasing bond lifetime under force 

(Figure 23B).  Moreover, the liver naïve CD8+ T cells displayed decreasing trends for bond 

lifetime under force whether the lifetimes came from before or after 100 full contact cycles 

(Figure 23C-D) illustrating the significance of the before and after contributions to the 

pooled data set (Figure 22C). 
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Figure 22 - Kernel Regression Revealed TCR Ligation Dependent Influences on 
Splenic Naïve CD8+ T cell Mechanosensitivity. Kernel regression analysis of bond 
lifetime data from Figure 22 segregated into subgroups representing the before and 
after 100 full contact cycles elucidated TCR ligation dependent effects on TCR 
mechanosensitivity.  Kernel regression examined the relationship between force and 
bond lifetime.  Splenic CD8+ T cell TCR bond lifetime measurements demonstrated 
an ascending bond lifetime trend (red circles) till a peak (0.374s and 7.84 pN) before 
100 full contact cycles (A) and decreasing bond lifetime (blue squares) trend after 
(B) using the kernel regression model output (black line).  Liver naïve CD8+ T cells 
both before (C) and after (D) revealed decreasing bond lifetime under more force 
through kernel regression model output.  Each symbol represented a single bond 
lifetime measurement with sample sizes: spleen before (n=623), spleen after (n=473), 
liver before (n=634), and liver after (n=563). 
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5.3.5 CD8+ T Cell Memory Subsets Isolated from Spleen and Liver Display Different 2D 

Effective Affinities and Potential Mechanisms Contributing to 2D Effective Affinity 

Differences Between Anatomic Compartments 

Differences between 2D effective affinity among T cell central and effector memory 

subsets provided additional insights into how memory T cell development regulated TCR 

biophysics.  Conducting 2D effective affinity measurements involved isolating T cell 

central and effector memory subsets at least 30 days after an acute LCMV infection (Figure 

24).  After adoptively transferring P14 naïve CD8+ T cells from RAG1 deficient mice an 

LCMV-Armstrong infection induction caused an acute viral illness that resolved normally 

and generated central and effector memory T cell subsets.  After 30 days post infection, 

spleen and liver CD8+ T cell isolations provided cells for FACS separations.  FACS gating 

selected lymphocytes by forward and side scattering signal, live cells using live/dead 

staining, T cells by CD3 staining cells, adoptively transferred cells by Thy1.1 stating, and 

finally central and memory subsets based on CD127 and KLRG1 expression.  Central 

memory CD8+ T cells expressed high CD127 and low KLRG1 while effector memory 

CD8+ T cells expressed low CD127 and high KLRG1. 

MAFA instrumentation measured 2D effective affinity in CD8+ central and effector 

memory T cells subsets from the spleen and liver as previously characterized in Section 

5.3.2, but paired spleen or liver T cells by T cell memory subset.  Comparing CD8+ central 

memory (Figure 24A) and effector memory (B) T cells showed the same relationship 

between 2D effective affinity as with the naïve CD8+ T cells with cells from liver showing 

consistently higher 2D effective affinity.  Contrasting CD8+ T cells from effector memory 

subsets between spleen and liver demonstrated statistically higher 2D effective affinity in 
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liver cells.  Given TLR signalling induces cytokine expression as well as costimulation and 

coinhibition ligand expression as a response to gut bacteria draining into the liver’s portal 

circulation, additional experiments probes into TLR9 influences on naïve CD8+ T cell 2D 

effective affinity.  Naïve CD8+ T cells isolated from TLR9 knockout mice crossed with 

the same P14 transgenic TCR RAG1 knockout mice (Figure 24C) showed a similar 

increase in TCR 2D effective in liver over spleen cells. 

Statistically comparing TCR 2D effective among CD8+ central and effector memory 

T cell subsets with their naïve CD8+ T counterparts from the same organ illustrated how 

differentiation into central and memory subtypes regulated 2D effective affinity (Figure 

24D).  Naïve CD8+ T cells and effector memory subsets from the same anatomic 

compartment showed no statistical difference.  Central memory T cells demonstrated lower 

2D effective affinity than their naïve counterparts from the same anatomic compartment 

with a more dramatic difference between liver cells.  Comparing CD8+ central and effector 

memory cells from the same anatomic compartment revealed a statistically higher effector 

memory 2D effective affinity.  TLR9 knockout mice showed no differences in splenic TCR 

2D effective affinity compared to wild-type mice, but lower hepatic 2D effective affinity.  

Collectively, the data suggested spleen and liver microenvironments impacted TCR 2D 

effective affinity regardless of T cell subtype and TLR9 signalling contributed to the 

increased 2D effective affinity among liver CD8+ T cells. 
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Figure 23 - Memory T Cell Subsets Display Different 2D Effective Affinity. MAFA 
experiments characterized TCR 2D effective affinity CD8+ T cell subsets isolated 
from spleen and liver.  FACS separated central memory (CD127hi-KLRG-1lo) and 
effector memory (CD127lo-KLRG-1hi) CD8+ T cells 30 days post adoptive transfer 
and LCMV-Armstrong infection.  Pairing spleen and liver CD8+ T cells for central 
(A) and effector memory (B) CD8+ T cells revealed a consistently higher 2D 
effective affinity in liver cells over spleen cells using a paired two-sided t test.  TLR9 
knockout mice evaluated TLR9 signaling contributions to 2D effective affinity 
measurements (C).  TLR9 knockout naïve CD8+ T cells also demonstrated the same 
relationship between spleen and liver cells with the liver showing higher 2D effective 
by paired two-sided t test.  Brown-Forsythe and Welch one-way ANOVA multiple 
comparison tests with Dunnett’s correction using the same 2D effective affinity data 
illustrated statistical differences among CD8+ T cell subtypes isolated from spleen 
and liver (D).  Comparing splenic and hepatic naïve CD8+ T cells with splenic 
central and effector memory subsets isolated from spleen showed statistically lower 
2D effective affinity with central memory and no statistically significant difference 
in 2D effective affinity with effector memory.  Similar comparisons between hepatic 
naïve CD8+ T cells with hepatic central and effector memory subsets isolated from 
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liver displayed substantially decreased 2D effective affinity in central memory cells 
and no difference with effector memory cells.  Comparisons between CD8+ T cell 
central memory precursors and effector memory cells from the same anatomic 
compartment revealed higher 2D effective affinity for effector memory regardless 
from both organs.  Comparing naïve CD8+ T cells with TLR9 knockout naïve CD8+ 
T cells from the same anatomic compartment exhibited no difference between 
spleen, but lower 2D effective affinity in TLR9 knockout naïve CD8+ T cells.  Each 
plotted symbol represented a single 2D effective affinity measurement from one 
RBC-cell pair.  Lines connecting symbols in A-C graphed pairing between spleen 
and liver anatomic compartments during 2D effective affinity measurements.  
Sample sizes for CD8+ T cell subsets shown: Naïve (n=37), Naïve TLR9ko (n=6), 
CD127hi-KLRG-1lo (n=28), and CD127lo-KLRG-1hi (n=8).  Statistical comparisons 
symbols shown included: ns (no significance), * (p < 0.05), ** (p < 0.01), *** (p < 
0.001), and **** (p < 0.0001). 

5.4 Discussion 

TCR signalling contributes to T cell activation, development, and differentiation 

shaping immune responses mediated by T cells (258).  Given TCR signalling’s relevance 

to T cells, many investigators sought to correlate TCR-pMHC biophysical kinetic 

measurements with an observable functional outcome.  Specifically, transgenic TCRs 

demonstrated cognate pMHC dependent affinity, on-rates, and off-rates correlated with 

pMHC placement within a spectrum from strong agonists to antagonists (251).  Moreover, 

researchers also found perplexing that TCRs could observe both sensitivity and specificity 

despite kinetic dissimilarities with antibodies which observe strong affinities and slow 

dissociations.  To explain how TCRs signalling could be sensitive and specific, several 

models sought to bridge molecular to cellular findings together (162).  This work sought 

to understand how immunological cues from spleen and liver shape different CD8+ T cell 

subtypes TCR biophysics.  In-situ live-cell TCR biophysical measurements reflect 

interactions between the TCR complex, lateral receptors, and signalling machinery that 

shape signal integration.  In an immunologic context, understanding how the spleen and 
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liver microenvironments alter CD8+ T cell TCR biophysical measurements provides 

insights into how organ specific immunologic cues shape antigen recognition.  This work 

desired insights into associations between TCR biophysics, microenvironment, as well as 

memory and effector T cell function with hopes those insights could influence vaccines 

and patient care. 

5.4.1 Understanding TCR Biophysics in Physiologic and Pathophysiologic Contexts 

Functional differences between transgenic TCRs and their pMHC ligands inspired 

investigations attempting to correlate TCR and pMHC interaction kinetics with functional 

outcomes from TCR ligation.  Many of these investigations involved SPR measurements, 

but the relationships between measured kinetics and function remained poorly understood 

until examining the interactions with the MAFA and BFP demonstrated correlations 

between various OT1 pMHC agonists and antagonists clearly correlating increased 2D 

affinity with increased function and force-independent off-rate inversely with function 

(251, 382).  More recently, employing similar techniques demonstrated 2D effective 

affinity between TCR and pMHC changed during immunological responses reflecting 

environmental immunologic cues associated with T cell functional characteristics within 

memory spectrum (333).  Given these findings, this work investigated if immunologic cues 

within the liver historically considered tolerogenic shaped 2D effective affinity with clear 

functional influences on T cells.   

The spleen and liver play different immunologic roles despite their proximity 

because circulatory differences.  The liver receives a considerable amount of cardiac output 

(25%) and upstream circulatory organs provide the liver with both self and non-self-
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antigens that the liver’s APCs present under hyporesponsive (CD8+) and tolerogenic 

conditions (CD4+).  Clinically, liver disease pathologically causes hepatocyte acute phase 

protein expression over normal protein expression with cirrhosis hallmarks including 

hypoalbuminemia and decreased coagulation factor expression.  The liver delicately 

balances attenuating immunity preventing deleterious immune reactivity and empowering 

infection immune responses.  Likewise, the spleen downstream the liver’s circulation must 

filter hematologic antigens while also balancing tolerance and clearance.  Physiologically, 

the spleen contributes to encapsulated bacteria responses and its absence increases 

infection risks against hematogenous pathogens.  Understanding T cell biology within 

these two distinct immune environments remains a great interest among researchers 

primarily because immunity within these environments influences immune responses 

against infections, transplanted organs, autoantigens, and cancers.   

Among infections with considerable interest include hepatitis with hepatitis variants 

ranging from acute to chronic infections.  Understanding how splenic and liver 

microenvironments differentially influence TCR biophysics remains crucial in developing 

vaccines against chronic infections.  This work provided unique insights into TCR 

biophysics among hepatic CD8+ T cells suggesting naïve subset dysregulation through 

altered TCR expression and molecular catch absence (Figure 22).  Previously, research 

suggested molecular catch presence and absence related primarily to pMHC agonism and 

antagonism.  This work provided evidence that immunological cues with the spleen and 

liver shaped TCR catch bond presence and absence.  Although the results reflected only 

one TCR-pMHC interaction, immunologic cues potentially shape TCR catch bond 

presence and absence in TCR-pMHC interaction contexts.  Additional experiments focused 
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on characterizing the immunologic cues associated with this transition and how such cues 

influence molecular catch presence or absence among pMHC agonists and antagonists 

could yield insights into how immunological cues regulate antigen responsiveness.  

Possibly, overlap between liver immunologic cues with other physiological and 

pathophysiologic microenvironments exist. 

5.4.2 The Molecular Catch and Its Possible Relation to TCR Triggering 

  A key strength in the 2D effective affinity acquired within this work stemmed from 

measurements conducted immediately after isolations allowing our data to reflect 

endogenous TCR signalling within splenic and hepatic microenvironments.  

Environmental cues within spleen and liver influenced T cell metabolism and expression 

patterns enabling measurements that captured information about the TCR’s functional 

state.  Logically, the TCR biophysical measurements made could be influenced by TCR 

spatial organization, lateral immune receptors, signalling state, and signalling machinery 

interactions.  TCR-pMHC interactions by influencing TCR ligation state also modulate 

feedback mechanisms that enable TCR sensitivity and specificity (TCR triggering). 

In-situ live-cell biophysical instrumentation uniquely probed at the TCRs functional 

state using physiologically relevant pMHC surface densities that captured information 

about the receptor-ligand interactions, but importantly also molecular and cellular changes 

resulting from those interactions.  This work illustrated using bond lifetime under force 

measurements that receptor ligation influenced TCR mechanosensitivity through catch 

bond loss (Figure 23).  The observed changes likely relate to TCR triggering where 

balances between positive and negative feedback shape downstream TCR signalling.   
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Possible mechanisms shaping TCR triggering observed within naïve CD8+ T cells 

include positive and negative TCR signalosome feedback systems.  Primary TCR 

triggering intracellular signalling proteins include Lck, CD45, and Zap70.  Research into 

differences between central and effector memory subsets showed differences in 

constitutive Lck activity (387).  Research into TCR signalosome feedback systems also 

suggest negative feedback distinguishes T cell subsets and influence pMHC responses 

shaping their placement within the agonism and antagonism spectrum.  Negative feedback 

TCR signalosome regulators include: tyrosine-protein phosphatase non-receptor type 6 

(SHP1), docking protein (DOK) 1, DOK2, hematopoietic progenitor kinase (HPK) 1, 

ubiquitin-associated and SH3 domain-containing protein B (STS1), and ubiquitin-

associated and SH3 domain-containing protein A (STS2).  Negative feedback regulators 

how quickly they influence the TCR signalosome enabling differential TCR signalosome 

function and antigen responses (388). 

Additional work examining merging in-situ live cell biophysical measurements as 

well as their feedback system component compositions and their activation states could 

potentially yield important mechanistic insights into TCR signalosome regulation and how 

those regulation systems influence antigen responses.  Immunologic cues could also 

differentially regulate TCR feedback systems among T cell subsets.  Additional research 

defining the mechanistic process shaping altered TCR mechanosensitivity could yield 

insights into how to pharmacologically modulate TCR reactivity towards enhancing local 

tumour and infection responses while preventing off-target organ damage.  These insights 

could be particularly important effector and central memory T cells differ in their feedback 

mechanisms enabling the desired clinical outcomes associated with memory T cells.   
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5.4.3 The Influence of Hepatic T Cell Antigen-Independent Activation on TCR Biophysics 

and Its Implications 

Unexpectedly, MAFA paired comparisons between naïve CD8+ T cells from spleen 

and liver showed consistently higher 2D effective affinity in naïve liver CD8+ T cells 

uncoupling TCR 2D effective affinity (Figure 21).  Interestingly, the increase in liver naïve 

CD8+ T cell 2D effective affinity occurred with decreased TCR surface density.  These 

findings correlated with previous investigations into intrahepatic CD8+ T cells describing 

the liver as an activated CD8+ T cell “graveyard” (389).  Several studies characterized 

CD8+ T cell activation proposing that the gut draining portal vein might stimulate immune 

cells or hepatic antigen presentation mediated CD8+ T cell death within the liver (362).  

TCR downregulation results from TCR activation and results in clonal anergy peripherally 

to mediate tolerance (390).  Researchers also demonstrated TCR downregulation occurred 

through both direct engagement and engagement independent processes with engagement 

independent mechanisms shaped by Src kinase inhibition (391).   

In the context of previous research, this work’s findings suggested naïve CD8+ T 

cells underwent antigen-independent activation.  Mechanistically this could result from 

dysregulated Src signalling and influenced by cholesterol synthesis within the liver.  

Specifically, LXR-dependent signalling in activated liver T cells might prevent T cell 

proliferation in a similar process as described previously (389) and alter T cell membrane 

fluidity and curvature like found within macrophage, liver, and intestinal cells (392, 393).  

LXR activation occurs from cholesterol synthesis intermediates and end product 

metabolites (394).  LXR expression patterns vary between CD4+ T cell subtypes and LXR 

activation plasma membrane lipid order accelerating proximal T cell signalling molecule 
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activation (395).  LXR their LXR expression suggesting that their  Plasma membrane lipid 

raft biophysics influence T cell activation and T cell functional phenotypes (393, 396, 397).  

PPAR and LXR nuclear receptors influence inflammation and immunity through 

facilitating metabolism and immune system crosstalk influencing T helper cell 

differentiation (398).  Within this work, hepatic CD8+ T cell plasma membranes sheared 

easily during micropipette aspiration causing cell fragility requiring careful handling.  

Hepatic T cell plasma membrane changes correlated with previous research suggesting that 

LXR activation among hepatic CD8+ T cells potentially contributed to observed antigen 

independent activation.  LXR possibly influenced the TCR mechanosensing dysfunction.  

Additional experiments focusing on nuclear receptors and how their activation shapes 

immune synapse signalling machinery expression and activation could yield important 

insights into how TCR signalling can be modulated pharmacologically both ex-vivo and 

in-vivo with.  Moreover, mechanistic research perturbing T cells with nuclear receptor 

agonists and antagonists could yield insights into how nuclear receptors seemingly shape 

T cell differentiation.  Clinically, perturbing CD8+ T cell differentiation into memory 

subtypes could provide useful benefits during cancer immunotherapy, immunosuppression, 

and vaccine responses. 

5.4.4 2D Effective Affinity Differences Among Splenic and Hepatic T Cell Subtypes and 

Their Implications 

Examining if CD8+ T cells from different subsets differed in 2D effective affinity 

demonstrated similar differences between subtypes isolated from spleens and livers.  TLR 

dependent influences potentially impacted 2D effective affinity measurements especially 

given the profound differences between splenic and hepatic APC cytokine expression 
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induced by their activation.  Towards this end, this work investigated possible TLR 

dependent mechanisms using TLR9 (Figure 24).  Hepatic CD8+ T cells showed increased 

2D effective affinity regardless of T cell subset or TLR9 knockout.  Interestingly, naïve 

CD8+ T cells demonstrated statistically greater 2D effective affinity over central memory 

T cells precursors with the largest difference between the hepatic T cells.  The difference 

in 2D effective affinity could reflect central memory T cell homeostatic stability within 

liver microenvironments potentially protecting against TCR signalling dysregulation.  This 

hypothesis aligns well with previous work examining TCR signalosome negative feedback 

and LXR activation influences on TCR signalling.  Additionally, comparisons between 

naïve CD8+ T cells isolated from mice with similar cells from TLR9 knockout mice 

revealed smaller 2D effective affinity for TLR9 knockout naïve CD8+ T cells in the liver 

anatomic compartment.  The observed differences could relate to immune signalling 

differences between spleen and liver with consequences that would influence T cell 

function and differentiation. 

This work’s findings left larger questions about why higher 2D effective affinity 

might not correlate with enhanced T cell antigen reactivity.  Vaccine and immunotherapy 

researchers generally agree that stronger signals don’t correlate with enhanced 

effectiveness with stronger and weaker signalling relating to effector and memory function, 

respectively.  Given effector memory T cells susceptibility to exhaustion, increased TCR 

2D effective affinity probably contributes to exhaustion observed experimentally during 

antigen responses.  This work provides a foundation for characterizing how T cells regulate 

TCR biophysics during antigen sensing using signalling feedback systems.  Feedback 

systems exist within many biological systems and especially shape TCR triggering.  
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Differences in TCR 2D effective affinity might reflect how T cells respond to stimulation 

using immunologic signalling feedback systems.   

Clinically, differences in 2D effective affinity could be exploited during 

immunotherapy.  During ICB T cells extracted from blood investigated using in-situ live 

cell biophysical instrumentation could provide insight into early therapy effectiveness 

using TCR 2D effective affinity to predict T cell subset population sizes.  Moreover, 

measuring 2D effective affinity after stimulation and enrichment could map to T cell subset 

differentiation allowing researchers to shape memory function before administering CAR-

T cell therapies hopefully towards enhancing effectiveness and preventing off-target 

immunity.  Additional experiments with more sophisticated BFP instrumentation 

leveraging modalities like luciferase or fluorescence transcriptional activity could allow 

probing how mechanical stimulation shapes T cell differentiation through immunologically 

relevant transcription factors. 

5.4.5 Conclusion 

This work’s findings expanded knowledge about how spleen and liver 

microenvironments shape TCR biophysics with implications that could shape 

immunotherapy and immunosuppression.  This work could provide a foundation for 

understanding the relevance of hepatic immunologic cues beyond promoting CD8+ T cell 

death and hyporesponsiveness.  Taken in context with other immunologic studies focused 

on characterizing central and effector memory CD8+ T cells, the results show that 

regulating TCR biophysics could influence antigen responsiveness.  Hopefully, this work 

supports additional studies into how perturbing TCR signalling within the liver could 
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benefit patients clinically.  Previous research associated hepatic immunologic cues with 

liver disease suggesting CD8+ T memory T cells targeting HSCs also shaped NASH (369).  

Moreover, liver metastasis restrained immunotherapy via macrophage-mediated T cell 

elimination (368).  This work correlates well with these research findings and suggests the 

relevance of experimental findings within this work towards understanding and exploiting 

hepatic immunobiology.  Future work should investigate TCR mechanosensitivity 

differences among T cell subsets.  Such studies could elucidate increased TCR 

mechanosensitivity through preventing catch bond loss in memory T cells.  This finding 

would correlate 2D effective affinity observations with TCR mechanosensitivity and 

provide additional evidence supporting hypotheses proposed within this work.  
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CHAPTER 6. INFLUENCE OF SHORT- AND LONG-TERM 

MEMORY ON TCR AND CD28 BIOPHYSICS AND 

BIOMECHANICS  

6.1 Introduction 

Cells employ dynamic systems while coordinating their functions.  In T cells, 

dynamic processes shape T cell activation and signalling. T cell signalling involves 

coordinated biochemical changes in response to external environmental cues.  Dynamic 

processes within T cells involve positive and negative feedback systems working through 

signal integration towards developing more complex cell behaviours (162).  Antigen 

sensing remains most central to T cell function enabling antigen specific T cell responses 

toward mediating both humoral and cell-mediated immunity in CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, 

respectively (91).  Moreover, antigen sensing involves processes occurring at both a 

molecular and cellular level.  At a molecular level, T cell antigen sensing manifests from 

TCR conformational changes propagated through linked CD3 chains within the TCR 

complex (399).  At a cellular system level, TCR complex signalling can drive TCR 

complex ITAM phosphorylation through Lck and ZAP70 activation eventually 

manifesting as global cellular changes influencing T cell function and fate (91).   

Despite understanding these signalling outcomes from TCR triggering with agonist 

pMHCs in terms of biochemical changes and functional responses, mechanistic questions 

remain about how TCRs respond both sensitively and specifically towards antigens.  

Molecular level observations characterizing TCR-pMHC interaction kinetics using SPR 
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provided insights into both TCR sensitivity and specificity given associations between 

kinetics and agonist strength, but conflicting observations exist surrounding whether 

association or dissociation influence ligand strength (400, 401).  Mechanical-based 

measurements for 2D kinetics provided meaningful correlations between kinetic rates and 

pMHC ligand agonism or antagonism (382).  Key experimental observations 

demonstrating immune synapse structure and how agonist strength influenced immune 

synapse development provided the basis for many models seeking to describe TCR 

triggering.  Collectively many believe that both receptor segregation and ligand binding 

kinetics shape TCR sensitivity and specificity (402). 

This work employed mathematical modelling with biophysical instrumentation data 

towards expanding in-situ live cell biophysical instrumentation usefulness.  The 

approaches used within this work could provide insights into mechanistic processes that 

shape immune receptor signalling.  Moreover, this work provides a foundation for using 

in-situ biophysical instrumentation to probe at processes that shape the spatial and temporal 

dynamics 

6.1.1 Significance of Mathematical Models Describing Memory 

Feedback systems shape molecular and cellular systems through molecular level that 

influence cellular changes.  Within the context of this work, memory refers to the idea that 

molecular and cellular systems retain information about past molecular interactions.  

Memory involves both irreversible and reversible changes that impact proceeding receptor-

ligand interactions.  Memory involves mechanisms occurring in time scales that range from  

seconds to hours.  At a molecular level, memory could involve reversible changes like 
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phosphorylation and de-phosphorylation and irreversible changes such as proteolytic 

cleavage.  At a cellular level, memory could influence receptor localization through 

internalization and recycling, internalization and degradation, and proteolytic shedding.  

Mathematical modelling biophysical data generated during in-situ live cell biophysical 

instrumentation revealed its utility in characterizing molecular and cellular system changes 

sensitively and specifically. 

Resolving 2D kinetics involves transforming biophysical instrumentation data into a 

binary, discrete-time sequence and assuming the process retains same molecular 

interaction probability (Bernoulli process).  Although this method allows kinetic rate 

calculations often the interpreted sequences demonstrate patterns inconsistent with the 

assumption that interactions occur with the same probability.  Previously our laboratory 

characterized this as how a prior interaction could influence the proceeding interaction 

probability.  Memory modelling demonstrated different molecular interactions could either 

promote or inhibit the proceeding interaction (Markov chain) (257).  Similarly, interactions 

between molecular species could influence proceeding interactions if such an interaction 

removed or promoted the evaluated molecular interaction.  Localization changes could 

influence in-situ biophysical measurements sensitively and specifically given 

experimentally how surface density relates to adhesion frequency. 

Describing memory within molecular and cellular systems serves multiple purposes.  

Memory enhances how researchers interpret in-situ biophysical data and enabling studying 

spatially and temporally dependent mechanisms occurring at challenging time and spatial 

scales.  This work focused on immunologic receptors revealing that common in-situ live 

cell measurement assumptions deviated from experimental data acquired while evaluating 
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CD28 and TCR receptor-ligand interactions.  Given this work evaluated memory at 

different scales, mathematical modelling revealed effects potentially shaped by receptor-

ligand feedback systems.  This work provides a foundation for future work applying in-

situ biophysical analysis towards biological research, clinical diagnostics, and drug 

development. 

6.1.2 Feedback Systems and TCR Signalling Dynamics 

Two models join both kinetic and organizational findings towards understanding 

TCR signalling dynamics.  The serial engagement model postulates that TCR receptor 

ligand engagement can aggregate signalling through binding and unbinding between the 

TCR and pMHC enabling a single pMHC to successfully trigger T cell activation (403).  

The kinetic proofreading model focuses on downstream signalling occurring after TCR 

ligand engagement and how this engagement influences Lck activation through both 

positive and negative feedback mechanisms (401).  Collectively these models agree that 

mechanistic manifestations from TCR-pMHC interactions must mediate internal 

signalling, but both provide limited insights into how T cells spatially and temporally 

regulate these interactions during antigen sensing providing the essential sensitivity and 

specificity needed to properly coordinate immunity at a cellular level. 

Live cell biophysical measurements reveal that TCR genetics alone do not control 

TCR kinetics (333).  Receptor-ligand interaction kinetics can be influenced strongly by 

their expression system, immobilization strategy (404), and environmental condition (405).  

At the most basic level these differences manifest from structural influences.  For example, 

glycosylation alone can influence protein structure and often mammalian cell surface 
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proteins generated without glycosylation can lose their function (406, 407).  Moreover, 

protein structure dynamically changes when proteins incur post-translational modifications 

(408) and engage their ligands (409, 410) or other signalling proteins (23).  Given these 

structural differences, receptor-ligand biophysical characterization can differ between 

measurements conducted using only purified proteins and those natively expressed on cell 

surfaces.  Experimental models recapitulating the most native interactions possible ex-vivo 

reveal important insights into internal signalling dynamics not possible with purified cell 

lines or proteins alone. 

Demonstrating the necessity of measuring these interactions, experiments 

investigating LCMV viral responses revealed temporally dependent uncoupling between 

TCR 2D effective affinity measured in CD8+ T cells isolated from spleen red and white 

pulp during an acute infection contraction.  This uncoupling related to differences in TCR 

affinity correlated with increased cytotoxic functionally perturbed experimentally by 

altering microenvironmental cues.  Moreover, 2D effective affinity differences correlated 

with memory and effector cell population distributions (333).  Biophysical measurements 

within this work provided evidence that in-situ live cell biophysical measurements could 

provide information reflecting microenvironmental influences on cells providing the basis 

that cellular systems can dynamically regulate receptor ligand interactions during 

physiologic and pathologic immunologic responses.  This works findings could relate to 

feedback system signalling machinery differences previously found by researchers (387, 

388).  Moreover, experimental methodologies developed within this work could investigate 

molecular and cellular feedback systems that shape immune receptor signalling. 

6.1.3 Summary of Chapter Findings 
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This works findings provided evidence that in-situ live-cell DFS measurements can 

capture information relating to memory and how memory could shape triggering and 

localization.  Mathematically modelling memory captures information about receptor-

ligand spatial and temporal dynamics beyond pervious 2D kinetics and bond lifetime under 

force measurements.  This work suggested similar spatial and temporal dynamics 

influenced CD28 and TCR receptor-ligand interactions.  Additionally, this work revealed 

splenic and liver microenvironments regulate measured immune receptor spatial and 

temporal dynamics.  This work also employed a mathematical model describing binding 

accumulation and irreversibility towards showing findings consistent with immune 

receptor internalization.  Collectively these findings provided insights into how spatial and 

temporal dynamics may influence immune receptor triggering. 

6.2 Background 

6.2.1 T Cell Polarization Morphological Features During Migration 

Cell migration involves coordinated processes operating collectively within the cell 

controlling cell morphology. Cell polarization refers to differences manifesting in cells 

spatially concerning shape, structure, and function.  Immune cell migration involves cell 

polarization with two spatially constrained and distinct morphological features described 

as the cell leading edge and uropod.  During cell migration, the cell must extend its leading 

edge as well as contract its center and uropod in a coordinated process involving actin 

cytoskeletal rearrangement and actomyosin contraction within polarized features.  Uropods 

contain specific organelles, receptors, and cytoskeletal proteins that aid in cell stabilization 

and enable quick contraction.  Leading edges involve forming lamellipodia, filopodia, 
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blebs, and invadopoia plasma membrane protrusions.  Leading edge structures commonly 

involved in T cell migration include transient lamellipodium (411).  This work utilized 

biophysical instrumentation measurements involving live-cells and its likely receptor 

ligations influenced spatial and temporal distribution similarly like elucidated by other 

published research studies. 

6.2.2 T cell Immunological Synapses and Kinapses: Relationships with Motility 

Structures 

T cells migrating through lymphoid organs must dynamically regulate their migration 

to facilitate APC scanning.  T cell APC scanning involves dynamically alternating between 

migration states forming both immunological kinapses and synapses with APCs (412).  

During this process T cells form dynamic protrusions that alternate between lamellipodium 

and pseudopodium (411).  Immunological synapses involve lamellipodial structure 

extension over APCs (92, 413-415).  During this process TCR microclusters peripherally 

formed migrate to the cSMAC through actin retrograde flow (242, 416, 417).  Analogously 

to immune synapses, kinapses refer to dynamic immunological synapse like structures 

formed by migrating T cells (237).  Within kinapses uropods feature aggregated TCR 

microclusters like the cSMAC (237).  As previously discussed within this thesis, receptor 

ligation could induce morphological changes that generated force on receptor-ligand 

interactions.  Although experimentally the morphological changes remained strongest 

during co-stimulation like conditions, its important to consider how receptor ligation 

during experiments might shape memory observations. 

6.2.3 Modelling Memory Between Receptors and Ligands During Cell-Cell Interactions 
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Biophysical characterization of receptor-ligand interactions using the micropipette 

adhesion frequency assay involves instrument mediated contact cycles whereby each cycle 

becomes interpreted as a Bernoulli trial representing either an adhesive or non-adhesive 

event.  The Bernoulli process within statistics describes discrete-time stochastic process 

resulting in binary outcomes.  Bernoulli processes assume trail independence with an 

identical probability within the discrete-time sequence.  However, this assumption might 

not necessarily remain true while evaluating a receptor-ligand system.  Previous 

investigations into this assumption revealed that interactions between receptors and ligands 

could influence future interactions.  This phenomenon termed memory involved evaluating 

the impact an adhesion event between a receptor ligand could enhance or diminish the 

chance for the proceeding event.  Evaluation of three different interaction systems 

including LFA/ICAM-1, TCR/pMHC, or C-cadherin revealed differential memory with 

either no effect, enhancement, or diminishment, respectively (257).  This research work 

incorporated this previously published model and added a mathematical model that 

captured long-term memory. 

6.3 Experimental Data 

6.3.1 Experimental System Used in Characterizing Adhesion Clustering and 

Irreversibility 

Exploring memory accurately within molecular systems required in-situ live-cell 

DFS instrumentation.  BFP instrumentation provided an ideal experimental setup for 

conducting live cell biophysical measurements generating signals for post-experiment 
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analysis.  BFP chambers produced thermodynamically stable environments and cells could 

be monitored closely during experiments ensuring measurements reflected healthy cells. 

Live-cell DFS using the BFP system generated bond lifetime data that described 

force-dependent off-rates.  CD8+ T cells isolated from the spleen and liver expressed CD28 

or TCR on their surface.  SA beads featuring immobilized CD80, CD86, or gp33 pMHC 

featuring a CD8 binding ablation mutation (gp33mt) provided a probe surface for ligating 

T cell receptors (Figure 25).  BFP experiments involved assembling a probe using treated 

RBCs pressurized according to mathematical model Evans and Richie to achieve a targeted 

force transducer stiffness.  Computer vision enabled resolving 1D changes in bead position 

by using subpixel edge detection at the RBC-bead interface.  Force transducer signals 

generated from bead position changes during piezoelectric controlled contact cycles.  BFP 

instrumentation produced data that could be interpreted as adhesive or non-adhesive 

events.  Previous data featured within this thesis enabled the analyses within this chapter. 

 

Figure 24 - Schematic of BFP Experimental Setup For Memory Calculations.  BFP 
experiments utilized an assembled probe featuring an apical bead and pressurized 
RBC.  Beads featured immobilized CD80, CD86, or gp33 pMHC unable to bind 
CD8 (left).  Murine naïve CD8+ T cells isolated from spleen or liver presented TCR 
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or CD28.  Piezoelectric controlled contact cycles enabled differentating between 
adhesive and non-adhesive events.  

6.3.2 Interaction Specificity Within Experimental Data Groups 

All biophysical experiments involving adhesion frequencies should demonstrate 

binding specificity between the probed receptor-ligand interactions.  Ensuring the BFP data 

used for experimental analysis captured interactions specifically between the targeted 

receptors and ligands required annotating each contact cycle acquired when probing 

between probe-cell pairs.  BFP experiments target an 20% adhesion frequency towards 

increasing statistical probability that adhesion events corresponded to single receptor-

ligand interactions.  Moreover, BFP experiments typically involve fast contact times to 

also both increase data acquisition rate and minimize multiple bond contributions. 

Annotated BFP instrument cycle data generated discrete-time sequences with 

adhesive or non-adhesive events.  Interpreting first 50 contact cycles for a cell-bead pair 

generated the pair’s adhesion frequency (Pa).  Comparing data generated from cell-bead 

pairs on one single experiment day demonstrated molecular system binding specificity 

(Figure 26).  Non-ligand coated beads featuring just SA served as a negative control.  CD80 

and CD86 measurements involved naïve CD8+ T cells isolated from spleens.  Gp33mt 

measurements utilized naïve CD8+ T cells isolated from spleen and liver.  The presented 

data shows a mean Pa ≈ 0.2 for all experimental groups other than SA beads without 

immobilized ligands which had a mean Pa ≈ 0.  Statistical comparisons between ligand-

coated groups with the SA negative control revealed ligand-coated conditions presented 

ligands effectively with low non-specific contributions to the interpreted signals.  Similar 

Pa between experimental conditions reflected experimental conditions optimized for single 
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receptor-ligand binding during lifetime measurements and do not reflect differences in 2D 

binding affinity. 
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Figure 25 - Binding Specificity for Experimental System.  BFP data generated from 
the first 50 contact cycles single cell-probe pairs on a single experimental day 
generated adhesion frequency (Pa) measurements for each experimental group 
displayed here as violin plot.  Beads coated CD80, CD86, and gp33 without CD8 
binding capacity (gp33mt) presented ligands during instrument cycles. SA beads 
without ligands served as a negative control. CD8+ T cells isolated from spleen 
presented CD28 and TCR for CD80, CD86, and gp33mt spleen experimental 
groups.  CD8+ T cells isolated from liver presented TCR for the gp33mt liver 
experimental group.  Each symbol represented a single cell-bead pair used during 
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experiments.  Sample sizes for experimental groups: SA (n=5), CD80 (n=22), CD86 
(n=15), gp33mt Spleen (n=29), and gp33mt Liver (n=26).  **** illustrated an 
adjusted p value < 0.0001 using a Brown-Forsythe and Welch one-way ANOVA 
multiple comparisons test with Dunnet’s multiple comparison correction. 

6.3.3 Representative Instrument Cycles Illustrating Adhesion Clustering 

Identifying if BFP experimental data observed similar memory effects as previously 

published required examining changes in adhesion frequency and adhesion clustering 

throughout probe-cell contact cycles.  Initially, visually inspecting running adhesion 

frequency and scaled adhesion events provided evidence supporting further analysis.  

Memory analyses reflected adhesion generated during evaluating probe-cell pairs. 

Generating a comprehensive data set to show memory required pooling experimental 

data generated for CD80, CD86, gp33mt spleen, and gp33mt liver experimental groups 

from several experimental days together.  The previously published memory model 

demonstrated a strong relationship between Pa and quantifying memory through adhesion 

clusters.  Considering only probe-cell pairs with Pa above 20% and at least 150 instrument 

cycles interpreted as adhesive or non-adhesive events ensured analyses captured memory 

effects.  Binary, discrete-time sequences allowed quantifying adhesion clusters within 

sequences as well as counting adhesion and non-adhesion events that occurred before and 

after prior adhesion or non-adhesion events (transition events).   

Comparing running adhesion frequency versus contact cycle number for 

representative cell-bead pairs illustrated memory features within experimental data for all 

experimental groups (Figure 27).  Running adhesion frequency represented a calculated Pa 

value evaluated from a contact cycle and all prior contact cycles.  Running Pa plots 

visualized early periods where the Pa value varied widely and later where Pa appears to 
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converge.  Pa scaled adhesion plots for the same probe-cell sequences demonstrated the 

clustering contributing to Pa fluctuations (Figure 28).  Pa scaled adhesions represented 

binary events displayed as values calculated from the entire experimental sequence’s Pa.  

Removing non-adhesion events within the sequence provided additional clarity.  Given that 

values do not oscillate, visible overlapping symbols illustrated clustering within the 

sequences.  Clustering within the displayed cell-bead pairs appeared similar between the 

experimental groups. 
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Figure 26 - Running Adhesion Frequency Plots Representing Data Used in Analysis.  
Single cell-bead pair from each experimental group represented relationships 
between running adhesion frequency (Pa) and the numer of contact cycles.  Running 
adhesion frequency illustrated adhesion frequency calculations at every contact 
cycle.  Experimental groups shown included: CD80 (red circle), CD86 (blue 
triangle), gp33mt (green inverted triangle), and gp33mt coated beads (purple 
diamond).  Each running adhesion frequency plot captured 150 contact cycles.  
Over time running adhesion frequency appeared to converge. 
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Figure 27 - Pa Scaled Adhesion Plot Generated From Representative Data Used in 
Analysis.   From the same cell-bead pairs displayed in Figure 27 Pa scaled adhesion 
plots visualized clustering.  Pa scaled adhesion represented adhesion events plotted 
using the sequences last running Pa value for a cell-bead pair.  Experimental groups 
displayed included: CD80 (red circle), CD86 (blue trinagle), gp33mt spleen (green 
inverted triangle), and gp33mt liver (purple diamond).  Plots enabled visualizing 
clusters within experimental data. 
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Figure 28 - Example Cluster Analysis and Transition Analysis. Graphing running 
Pa and adhesion events together showed relationships between adhesion clusters and 
running Pa fluctuations.  Arrow indicated example adhesion cluster sizes (m) and 
transition groups (nij).  All adhesion events existed within unique clusters defined by 
the amount of contiguous adhesion events.  Assigning all adhesion events (j) into 
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transition groups depending on previous events (i) enabled directly calculating 
memory parameters from probe-cell pair sequences. 

6.3.4 Cluster Analysis and Memory Model (MM) Fitting 

After validating clustering occurred within BFP experimental data additional 

analyses confirmed adhesion clusters existed within all experimental groups.  Analyzing 

experimental groups required developing computational analysis routines towards 

accurately and reproducibility determining memory parameters.  Memory parameters 

examined the adhesion probability (p) and adhesion probability following an immediate 

prior adhesion (Δp).  Memory parameters corresponded with an effect induced by receptor 

ligation on immediately following events that reflected a probe’s contact area spatial 

constraints and temporally the time between observing an adhesion and the proceeding 

contact cycle result. 

Pooling sequences from CD80, CD86, gp33mt spleen, and gp33mt liver experimental 

groups enabled cluster analysis.  Adhesion events occurring immediately after or before 

corresponded with independent and non-overlapping clusters.  Adhesion counts within 

clusters determined cluster sizes (Figure 29).  Grouping experimental groups cluster 

analyses together calculated statistics for cluster sizes between 1 (minimum cluster size) to 

17 (maximum cluster size) creating cluster analysis histograms (Figure 30).  Non-linear 

least squares fitting using the adhesion memory model (MM) defined by Equation 16 (black 

line) generated memory parameters (p and Δp).  Positive Δp values in all experimental 

groups indicated that adhesions increased the probability for consecutive adhesions for 

both TCR and CD28 bonds.  Comparing Δp generated from pooled cluster analyses 
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demonstrated a statistically higher Δp for the CD86 experimental group compared to both 

spleen and liver gp33mt groups, but not CD80. 

 

Figure 29 - Cluster Analysis and Memory Model Fit. Evaluating experiment 
sequences for clusters and their respective sizes enabled pooling cluster analyses 
together for experimental groups.  Histograms showed pooled cluster analyses mean 
and SEM for cluster sizes between 1 and 17.  Non linear least squares fitting using 
pooled cluster analyses determined memory parameters p and Δp for each 
experimental group (black line).  Experimental groups analyzed embodied: CD80 
(A), CD86 (B), gp33mt spleen (C), and gp33mt liver (D).  Histograms also featured 
Pa mean ± SEM as well as non-linear fit parameter values ± SEM for p and Δp.  
Sample sizes for each experimental group included: CD80 (n=31), CD86 (n=24), 
gp33mt spleen (n=35), and gp33mt liver (n=21). 
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Figure 30 - Comparing Cluster Analyses Δp Fit.  Comparing non-linear least 
squares fitting generated Δp parameters using a Brown-Forsythe and Welch one-
way ANOVA multiple comparisons without correcting for multiple comparisons 
(unpaired t two-sided t test with Welch’s correction) demonstrated a statistically 
higher Δp in CD86 compared spleen and liver gp33mt experimental groups.  CD86 
Δp lacked a statistical difference from the CD80 experimental groups.  All other 
multiple comparisions failed to reveal statistical differences.  Bar heigh represented 
fit parameter with error bars indicating fitting error.  Statistical symbols shown 
included: * (p < 0.05) and ns (not significant). 

6.3.5 Comparing Direct and Model Fit Memory Parameters 

After establishing that nonlinear least squares fitting pooled experimental group 

cluster analyses described experimental groups well direct and fit memory methods needed 

validation.  Different memory parameter calculation methods theoretically resembled each 

other, but practically the methods did not produce the same value.  Ideally, nonlinear fitting 
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cluster analysis and direct memory calculations using transition probabilities within the 

same sequence should resemble each other.  However, cluster analysis methodology 

remained susceptible to sequence edge effects whereby clusters could theoretically extend 

past sequence length. 

Independently evaluating sequences from experimental groups produced cluster 

analyses and transition probabilities (Figure 29).  Utilizing Equation 14 and Equation 15 

allowed calculating memory parameters p and Δp directly from transition probabilities.  

Comparing direct and fitted memory parameters using scatter plots enabled comparing 

direct values (x-axis) and fitted values (y-axis) (Figure 32).  Simple linear regressions 

analyzed relationships between memory methods using slopes and R2.  Δp slopes varied 

between 0.761 and 1.038 while p values between 0.710 and 1.079 demonstrating that fitted 

parameters tended be smaller than respective direct calculations.  Δp R2 values ranged 

between 0.634 and 0.823 while p values between 0.550 and 0.676.  Overall, both methods 

overlapped well indicating analysis quality. 
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Figure 31 - Comparing Memory Parameters Generated by Direct Calculation and 
MM Fitting.  Sequences for each cell-bead pair enabled determining p and Δp using 
direct and MM fitting.  Experimental groups included: CD80 (A, B), CD86 (C, D), 
gp33mt Spleen (E,F), and gp33mt Liver (G,H).  Scatter plots points represented the 
direct calculation on the x-axis and the model fit on the y-axis.  Simple linear 
regressions for each scatter plot compared the calculation methods.  R2 and m 
parameters displayed derived from linear regression represent goodness of fit and 
slope, respectively, with the slope value including mean +/- fit error.  Memory model 
parameters determined using both methods generally matched each other well, but 
the fit method Δp values tended to be lower than the direct method. 

6.3.6 TCR and CD28 Receptors Demonstrate Similar Memory Parameters 

After validating direct and fit memory parameter calculation methods further 

analyses focused on demonstrating memory parameters deviated statistically from a 

hypothetical zero mean.  Specifically, Δp values that deviated significantly from zero 

would validate memory presence within our experimental groups.  Zero Δp values 

corresponded with sequences that lacked deviation from a Bernoulli process meaning that 

each contact cycle’s result retained an equal adhesion probability.  Positive and negative 

Δp values reflected adhesion events increased or decreased adhesion probability in the 

following contact cycle, respectively. 

Using the same calculations shown in Figure 32 to compare experimental groups 

direct or memory model fit methods with hypothetical zero means.  In Figure 33, value 

distributions within violin plots showed memory parameter variability among experimental 

group sequences.  The memory parameter Δp consistently deviated from a hypothetical 

zero mean statistically for all experimental groups regardless of calculation method.  

Comparing experimental group means among each other using a Brown-Forsythe and 

Welch one-way ANOVA multiple comparisons with Dunnet’s multiple comparisons 

correction statistical test failed to show any consistent differences among the experimental 
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groups despite the CD86 experimental group’s greater Δp (Figure 32A-B).  Comparing p 

values experimental groups also revealed a lack of statistical differences among groups, 

but a consistent differences between CD86 and gp33mt Spleen (Figure 32C-D). 

 

Figure 32 - p and Δp Comparisons for CD28 and TCR. Using the values calculated 
from experimental groups shown in Figure 32 statistical analyses for CD80, CD86, 
gp33mt spleen and gp33mt liver memory parameters validated memory within all 
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experimental groups.  Direct and memory model fit methods Δp values 
demonstrated statistically significant deviations from a hypothetical zero mean with 
all mean values consistently being above zero.  Comparing Δp values among 
experimental groups showed groups lacked statistical differences.  Calculated p 
values did not experimentally differ much between groups statistically with the only 
consistent difference between CD86 and gp33mt spleen.  Each symbol graphically 
represented one single cell-bead pair.  Sample sizes for experimental groups 
comprised: CD80 (n=29), CD86 (n=23), gp33mt spleen (n=34) and gp33mt liver 
(n=21).  Displayed statistical comparisons showed differences between Δp 
distributions and hypothetical zero mean (one sample t-test).  Statistical 
comparisons between p values employed a Brown-Forsythe and Welch one-way 
ANOVA multiple comparisons with a Dunnet’s multiple comparisons correction.  
Symbols for statistical comparisons shown included: ns (p > 0.05), p < 0.05 (*), p < 
0.01 (**), p < 0.001 (***), and p < 0.0001 (****). 

6.3.7 TCR Memory Shifts Over Time 

After validating memory within experimental groups additional analyses sought see 

if memory parameters changed after multiple receptor-ligand interactions.  Changes in 

short-term memory parameters showed how ligation dependent changes influenced 

memory.  Changes in memory parameters could correspond with different ligation-

dependent signalling responses.  Moreover, memory dynamics could correspond with 

receptor localization differences. 

Using the same sequences in previous memory parameter analyses, dividing 

sequences into the first and last 75 contact cycles allowed identifying differences between 

sequence halves (Figure 34).  Using the direct method prevented differences between two 

sequences reflecting cluster splitting or edge effects as previously mentioned.  Statistically, 

direct p and Δp for CD80 and CD86 experimental groups lacked differences between the 

first and last 75 contact cycles.  Comparing gp33mt spleen and gp33mt liver groups 

revealed that gp33mt spleen and liver decreased and increased Δp, respectively.  Direct p 

for gp33mt spleen and liver lacked a statistically significant difference. 
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Figure 33 - Memory Parameters for First and Last 75 Contact Cycles. Sequences 
previously used for determining p and Δp split into the first and last 75 contact 
cycles allowed identifying ligation-dependent memory parameter changes.  Using 
direct parameters prevented sequence edge influences given splitting sequences in 
half could split clusters unevenly.  Statistical analyses revealed most experimental 
groups lacked differences in memory parameters between the first and last 75 
contact cycles.  However, gp33mt spleen and liver experimental groups showed 
statistically significant differences between first and last 75 contact cycle Δp values 
with decreases and increases, respectively.  Sample size for experimental groups 
constituted: CD80 (n=29), CD86 (n=23), gp33mt spleen (n=34), and gp33mt liver 
(n=21).  Every symbol within the violin plot represented a single cell-bead pair.  
Statistical comparisons utilized a paired t test between the first and last values 
acquired with the same cell-bead pair.  Symbols for statistical analysis shown 
included: ns (p > 0.05) and * (p < 0.05). 

6.3.8 TCR and CD28 Show Similar Irreversibility Modelling 
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Given previous memory analyses revealed short-term memory changes and ligation-

dependent dynamics, demonstrating long-term memory could further illustrate that in-situ 

live-cell biophysical instrumentation captured ligation-dependent effects.  Long-term 

memory referred to adhesion event impact on all proceeding events.  Long-term memory 

mathematical modelling captured changes in receptor localization (receptor trafficking or 

proteolytic cleavage).  Previous research reports characterized TCR activation resulted in 

receptor internalization (418-421) encouraging demonstrating similar findings through 

biophysical analysis.    

The long-term memory model characterized binding changes as irreversibility (IM) 

(Figure 35).  Using the same 150 length sequences from the previous memory parameter 

analyses for CD80, CD86, gp33mt spleen, and gp33mt liver experimental groups provided 

evidence supporting identifying short and long-term memory with adhesion sequences.  

Irreversibility modelling nonlinear fitted <n> and IM by minimizing the MSDW (Equation 

17) given running frequency observations fi (Equation 18) and the irreversibility model Fi 

(Equation 19).   

Graphing model graphed model Fi given hypothetical IM values and a hypothetical 

<n> demonstrated how IM values influenced running Pa.  The hypothetical model output 

emulated experimental group mean Pa (Figure 35A).  Graphing nonlinear fitting results 

with running Pa demonstrated successful model fitting for a single CD80 experimental 

group cell-bead pair (Figure 35B).  After validating that our model described our model 

well by visually expecting model fits with observed running adhesion frequency sequences, 

statistically comparing experimental group fitted IM values against a hypothetical zero 

mean (one-sample t-test) and among each other resolved IM significant long-term memory 
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effects and differences among experimental groups, respectively (Figure 35C).  CD86 and 

gp33mt spleen experimental groups demonstrated statistically significant positive IM 

values.  CD80 and gp33mt liver did not show a statistical difference from a hypothetical 

zero mean.  Experimental groups lacked statistically significant differences between 

groups. 

 

Figure 34 - Binding Irreversibility Resulting from CD28 and TCR Binding.  
Analyzing Pa changes within adhesion sequences using irreversibility modeling 
revealed potential long-term memory within experimental groups.  Non-linear 
fitting minimized the MSWD (Equation 17) using the L-BFGS-B method to 
determine irreversibility parameters <n> and IM using binding irreversibility model 
Fi (Equation 19) and fi (Equation 18).  Demonstrating irreversibility hypothetically 
influenced Pa involved plotting Fi given hypothetical IM values (-0.1, 0, and 0.1) and 
<n> (Pa=0.3) (A).  Illustrating a representative model nonlinear fit required plotting 
the final fitted Fi  values and error for a CD80 cell-bead pair adhesion sequence (B).  
Statistically comparing the fitted IM values for experimental groups CD80 (n=29), 
CD86 (n=23), gp33mt spleen (n=34), and gp33mt liver (n=21) determined their 
statistical significance against a hypothetical zero mean (one-sample t-test) and 
among each other (Brown-Forsythe and Welch one-way ANOVA multiple 
comparisons with Dunnet’s multiple comparison correction) (C).  Each symbol 
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within the violin plot represented a single cell-bead pair.  Comparing values against 
hypothetical zero means showed larger IM distributions derived for CD86 and 
gp33mt spleen experimental groups compared to a hypothetical zero mean.  CD80 
and gp33mt liver did not deviate from a hypothetical zero mean. Experimental 
groups lacked statistically significant differences among each other by one-way 
ANOVA multiple comparisons test.  Symbols for statistical analysis as shown 
included: ns (not significant), * (p < 0.05), and ** (p < 0.01). 

6.4 Discussion 

TCR and CD28 receptors provide essential signals in mounting antigen specific 

immune responses.  TCR and CD28 operate together when T cells and APCs contact each 

other shaping T cell activation and differentiation.  APCs constitutively express CD28 

ligands (CD80 and CD86) on their surfaces altering their expression based on their 

activation states (272).  T cells must distinguish APC presented antigens both specifically 

and sensitively to appropriately coordinate immunity and prevent off-target effects (258).  

Given naïve T cells must quickly scan APC presented antigens within lymph nodes, 

research into the dynamics involved in cell-cell contacts between T cells and APCs 

demonstrated coordinated cytoskeletal processes shaping receptor localizations within 

immune synapses as well as dynamic cell-cell interaction called the kinapse formed by T 

cells migrating around APCs (411).  Moreover, TCR activation drives receptor 

internalization a process that would also influence receptor localization on T cell surfaces.  

This work investigated if in-situ live-cell DFS experiments using BFP instrumentation 

captured information about the spatial and temporal dynamics influencing receptor-ligand 

interactions using mathematical modelling.  In doing so, this work expanded the in-situ 

live-cell DFS instrumentation usefulness revealing its utility in demonstrating receptor-

mediated mechanisms. 
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6.4.1 BFP Instrumentation Spatial and Temporal Resolution Uniquely Aligns with T cell 

Activation Microclusters 

BFP experiments involve contact cycles between immobilized ligands and live 

cells. Compared to other biophysical instrumentation techniques like MAFA and HAFM 

BFP contact cycles involve small contact areas (< 1 µm).  BFP contact areas resemble T 

cell activation microclusters (submicron-sized bodies) (422) suggesting other biophysical 

instrumentation techniques involving larger contact areas (MAFA and HAFM) possibly 

lack the spatial resolution required for capturing T cell activation microcluster dynamics.  

Moreover, BFP signal temporal resolution ensures contact cycles capture similar contact 

areas throughout evaluating probe-cell pairs and sensitively resolving adhesions, a 

important consideration given in-situ live-cell techniques such as MAFA rely upon 

instrument users to judge contact areas and adhesions.  Additionally, BFP instrumentation 

allows users to control mechanical parameters that could influence receptor ligation such 

as receptor loading rates (423).  In the context of our experiments, probes function as 

surrogate APCs presenting ligands that isolated CD8+ T cell surface receptors can bind 

enabling instrument data to reflect receptor-ligand interaction specificity.  Given these 

considerations, BFP instrumentation measurements can go beyond receptor-ligand 

interactions biophysics and biomechanics towards capturing spatial and temporal changes 

due receptor ligation and activation.  Although BFP probes still cannot substitute for 

endogenous APC surfaces, BFP instrumentation still captures 

TCR and CD28 receptor ligation induces molecular and cellular changes known to 

influence receptor localization and activation state.  Likely, BFP instrumentation captures 

similar localization and activation changes induced during probe-cell adhesion sequences.  
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Receptor localization and activation changes would mediate feedback mechanisms 

previously described within this work.  Additional experiments should focus on perturbing 

receptor feedback systems to capture signalling mechanisms that mediate observed short 

and long-term memory.  Additionally, understanding the feedback mechanisms regulating 

TCR and CD28 activation could provide a foundation for characterizing how mechanical 

force shapes receptor activation through short and long-term memory effects. 

6.4.2 Validating Previous Memory Model and Validation Significance 

Characterizing spatial and temporal dynamics required validating a previously 

published mathematical model that illustrated immediate differences in adhesion 

probability due to prior receptor-ligand interaction events (short-term memory) (257).  

Validating the prior memory model used data acquired from BFP experiments towards 

successfully showing similar memory effects in a different TCR-pMHC interaction system 

(P14 vs OVA).  The analyses within this work more robustly illustrated memory effects 

using considerably larger probe-cell pair number and sequence length (previous 

publication used contact cycle # = 50 and sample size = 3-5 RBC-cell pairs). BFP and 

MAFA experiments importantly differ in receptor immobilization with RBC immobilized 

ligands freely diffusing across RBC surfaces and BFP ligands lacking diffusion.  Short-

term memory effects did not rely upon surface diffusion highlighting memory effects must 

correspond with T cell molecular and cellular changes. 

All experimental groups possessed similarly positive Δp suggesting adhesion events 

occurring during cell-bead pair experiments impacted proceeding contact cycles.  Memory 

modelling with the published mathematical model allowed quantifying memory and 
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comparing experimental group memory.  This work’s comparisons correlated with similar 

feedback systems regulating TCR and CD28 receptor-ligand interactions as previously 

reported in the literature (Lck, etc.).  Memory effects also persisted despite reduced BFP 

contact cycles (0.1s) compared to usual conditions for interaction saturation (≥ 2s).  

Moreover, BFP experiments targeted single receptor-ligand interactions compared to 

possible multiple interactions present within MAFA contact cycles.  Collectively, these 

distinguishing BFP features demonstrated memory at both temporal scales that could 

capture single receptor ligation induced feedback with temporal resolution difficult to 

achieve with imaging techniques. 

Additional experiments should exploit in-situ live-cell BFP measurements towards 

elucidating signalling machinery feedback systems relate to memory observations.  

Perturbing intracellular signalling pathways with signalling machinery inhibitors such as 

Lck could elucidate mechanisms impacting short-term memory that likely reflect receptor 

molecular changes induced by receptor ligation.  Moreover, examining how mechanical 

factors shape short-term memory could reveal mechanosensitivity mechanisms that would 

be particularly important at T cell-APC interfaces.  This work provides a foundation for 

expanding BFP instrumentation usefulness in studying immune receptor mechanisms. 

6.4.3 Significance of Short-Term Ligation-Dependent Dynamics 

Although short-term memory observed could reflect mostly receptor molecular 

changes involving intracellular signalling machinery, differences in signalling machinery 

activation and localization could shape observed memory.  TCR and CD28 ligation 

influences receptor localization as well as Lck interactions and activation as previously 
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mentioned within this work.  Characterizing differences in short-term memory receptor 

ligation drives molecular and cellular changes within T cells offers perspectives into 

dynamic processes that shape T cell-APC interactions.  Motivated by this potential this 

work featured additional analyses that captured potential memory effect differences within 

sequences.  

Demonstrating receptor-ligation mediated memory effects required divided adhesion 

sequences into the first and last 75 contact cycles.  CD80 and CD86 lacked statistically 

significant differences in the first and last 75 contact cycles, but unexpectedly found 

gp33mt spleen and liver experimental groups displayed opposing trends for the first and 

last 75 contact cycles.  Interestingly, the CD86’s experimental trend visually resembled 

gp33mt spleen, but this trend did not display a statistically significant difference between 

the first and last 75 contact cycles.  Observed T cell receptor trends could correspond with 

receptor and signalling machinery localization changes observed by other researchers 

investigating T cell signalling. 

Previous research found liver X receptor (LXR) activation shaped T cell activation 

by altering plasma membrane lipid order an effect that accelerated proximal T cell 

signalling molecule activation (424).  As previously discussed within this work, liver T 

cells displayed dramatically different plasma membrane conditions.  Moreover, T cells 

within livers receive many nuclear receptor activating ligands given the liver metabolizes 

lipids and synthesizes cholesterol.  Given TCR receptor ligation drives signalling 

machinery activation, the memory differences between first and last 75 contact cycles 

likely reflects altered proximal signalling molecule activation correlating with quickly 

developing memory effects for liver cells compared to spleen cells.  This illustrated that 
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analysing short-term memory dynamics could reveal mechanistic processes associated 

with signalling molecule activation.  Potentially, observed differences between gp33mt 

spleen and liver groups reflect dysfunctional TCR signalling. 

Additional experiments should expand upon these findings by conducting 

experiments with larger contact cycles and perturb proximal signalling machinery 

activation using kinase inhibitors and nuclear receptor agonists and antagonists.  Insights 

generated from such studies could elucidate mechanisms that shape T cell receptor 

activation suggesting therapeutic strategies that could enhance immunotherapy 

effectiveness.  Research into how statins shape immunotherapies highlight the significance 

of exploring how nuclear receptor modulation shapes T cell activation (425, 426).  This 

work provides a foundation for mechanistic receptor signalling investigations. 

6.4.4 Long-Term Modelling Significance 

This work also featured long-term memory analyses that characterized adhesion-

dependent changes that influenced all subsequent contact cycles using irreversibility 

modelling (IM).  Experimental groups lacked statistical differences when comparing 

experimental groups among each other.  Interestingly, long-term memory modelling 

showed both CD86 and gp33mt spleen experimental groups possessed a statistically 

significant positive IM while CD80 and gp33mt liver groups did not.  Positive IM illustrated 

mathematically adhesion sequences displayed downward running Pa trends possibly 

relating to receptor availability on T cell surfaces.  Given the nature of BFP experiments, 

observed trends likely did not reflect ligand changes. 
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This work’s long-term memory modelling could also reflect spatial and temporal 

dynamics influencing TCR-CD28 receptors that shape dynamic focal contacts between 

APCs and T cells.  An important process that would influence TCR localization includes 

TCR internalization.  TCR activation induces TCR internalization as previously discussed.  

Demonstrating TCR internalization within in-situ live-cell DFS measurements could 

provide an experimental methodology capable of resolving single receptor-ligand 

interaction dependent changes.  Moreover, recapitulating previous mechanisms associated 

with TCR activation highlights BFP instrumentation physiologic relevance.  As expected, 

TCR ligation within the gp33mt spleen experimental group drove decreasing running Pa 

trends (IM > 0) that correlated with potential TCR internalization. 

Interestingly, gp33mt liver lacked a statistically significant IM compared with a 

hypothetical zero mean possibly indicating signalling dysfunction associated with CD8+ T 

cell hyporesponsiveness associated with liver-induced antigen-independent T cell 

activation.  Given positive IM values correlated with previous studies indicating TCR 

internalization following TCR activation, lacking statistically significant IM could reflect 

hepatic CD8+ T cells could not activate the intracellular signalling, a finding that would 

correlate with catch bond absence demonstrated within this work. 

CD86 and CD80 also differed in displaying statistically significant IM values 

compared to hypothetical zero means.  Assuming CD28 receptors on splenic T cells retain 

their physiologic functions, the lack of a statistically significant positive IM value in the 

CD80 experimental group while the CD86 experimental group showed a statistically 

significant positive IM might indicate differences between ligand activation capacity or 
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signalling differences.  Such differences possibly relate to mechanosensitivity differences 

discussed within this work. 

6.4.5 Potential Actin-Mediated Mechanisms and Potential Implications 

Previous research indicates that TCR-pMHC interactions can trigger microcluster 

localization and that this localization shapes signalling (427).  This work featured analyses 

that explored short-term memory and long-term changes shaped by receptor ligation.  

CD28 ligation appears to coordinate similar changes potentially relating to similar actin 

cytoskeletal processes that influence TCR-CD28 microcluster localization.  Both receptors 

trigger Vav1 activation and Vav1 mediates the actin cytoskeletal processes involved in 

immune synapse formation (428).  If observed short-term and long-term memory correlate 

with actin-mediated processes, the results within this work could potentially indicate that 

CD28 can trigger Vav1 activation towards actin cytoskeletal rearrangement independent 

from co-stimulation.   

Focusing on short-term and long-term memory effects that would more likely 

correspond with both receptor and signalling machinery localization and activation, 

capturing memory effects could provide insights into how actin cytoskeletal changes 

influence T cell activation.  The implications of this finding provide additional insight into 

observations made about T cell migration among APCs where T cells dynamically form 

interactions with APCs (237).  CD28 potentially gets activated before and independently 

from TCR enabling T cells to recognize new potential antigen sources for antigen sensing.  

During experiments CD28 receptor activation corresponded with morphological changes 
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that shaped thermal fluctuation bond lifetime measurement forces as previously discussed 

within this work.   

Additional experiments should examine how perturbing actin cytoskeleton 

dynamics influences short-term and long-term memory.  Demonstrating that perturbing 

actin cytoskeleton dynamics influences memory effects could demonstrate that BFP 

instrumentation uniquely captures microcluster movement induced by T cell immune 

receptor activation.  Actin cytoskeletal processes remain particularly important in that the 

potentially generate forces on TCR-pMHC bonds enabling physiologic TCR 

mechanosensing.  Expanding upon current instrumentation towards characterizing actin-

mediated process that influence immune receptors could elucidate additional mechanisms 

shaping immune receptor signalling and inspire novel therapeutic strategies that can 

enhance clinical outcomes. 

6.4.6 Conclusion 

This chapter’s findings utilized mathematical modeling towards exploring receptor 

ligation-dependent changes that shape T cell receptor-ligand interactions.  The work 

presented here validated a previous mathematical model describing TCR memory and 

demonstrated that CD28, another IgSF receptor, also exhibited similar memory.  This work 

also examined memory dynamics that showed altered TCR memory dynamics in spleen 

and liver CD8+ T cells.  Finally, this work utilized mathematical modelling towards 

showing receptor ligation could cause long-term effects with adhesion sequences.  

Collectively, these findings possibly related to immune receptor activation induced by 

receptor ligation. 
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The memory analyses contained within this work possibly provide methodology for 

examining immune receptor activation while minimally perturbing cells.  The 

methodology developed within this chapter fills a gap in studying signaling.  

Unfortunately, understanding signaling often involves genetically modifying cells or 

tethering fluorescence indicators to receptors or signaling machinery, processes that 

potentially alter cell homeostasis and kinetics.  Moreover, signal sensitivity and specificity 

constrain imaging methods hindering spatial and temporal resolution. 

Utilizing memory as a receptor activation metric potentially could provide clinical 

diagnostic information quantifying immunotherapy or immunosuppression effectiveness.  

T cells isolated from blood could reflect immune system status allowing clinicians to 

examine antigen reactivity in additional flow cytometric immune cell population 

quantification.  Hypothetically, BFP probes could feature a collection of relevant pMHC 

molecules using megapool approaches (429) and adhesion sequences generated with 

megapool probes could demonstrate ligation-dependent memory effects.  As a diagnostic 

tool, increased or decreased antigen reactivity could inform therapy modifications that 

enhance clinical outcomes.  This chapter’s work hopefully inspires researchers to 

incorporate biophysical instrumentation techniques when studying receptor signaling 

mechanisms. 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Characterizing receptor-ligand interaction biophysics provided many important 

historical insights into receptor signaling mechanisms.  One of the most significant 

immunologic biophysics findings characterized differences between CD28 and CTLA-4 

demonstrating CLTA-4 could effectively block CD28 co-stimulation through competitive 

inhibition.  This insight motivated drug developments that blocked CTLA-4 using a 

monoclonal antibody that would enhance immunological responses (ipilimumab) as well 

as a chimeric protein drug featuring CTLA-4 that blocks immune responses (abatacept, 

belatacept) (295, 329).   

Other IgSF family receptors like TCR remained more elusive until in-situ 2D kinetic 

measurements finally revealed measurements between TCR and pMHC that correlated 

with agonism and antagonism (251).  This thesis work utilized live-cell in-situ biophysical 

measurements towards different experimental contexts: co-stimulatory receptor-ligand 

interactions, TCR and pMHC interactions in splenic and hepatic T cell subsets, as well as 

demonstrating functional changes in receptor-ligand interactions resulting from receptor 

engagement.  In-situ live cell biophysical instrumentation techniques resolved information 

about molecular and cellular states that shape immune signaling.  This thesis work desired 

providing a foundation for utilizing biophysical instrumentation techniques towards 

clinical diagnostics and therapies.  Moreover, this thesis work aimed contribute TCR and 

CD28 biophysical insights that could be exploited towards clinical therapy effectiveness. 
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7.1.1 In-Situ Live-Cell Biophysical Instrumentation as an Engineering Approach to 

Understanding Signalling 

In-situ live-cell biophysical experiments reflect a common methodology in science 

and engineering referred to as a black box.  In the context of in-situ biophysical 

measurements cells function as black boxes.  Stimulating cells through receptor ligand 

interactions provided black box inputs and force transducer signals captured outputs.  

Analyzing force transducer output generated information about 2D kinetics, force-

dependent dissociation kinetics, ligation-mediated adhesion probability changes, ligation-

mediated influences on force-dependent dissociation kinetics, and ligation-mediated 

generation.  This thesis work highlighted the utility in such measurements for observing 

molecular and cellular changes mediated by receptor ligation. 

Unfortunately, few experimental tools exist that can investigate molecular and 

cellular changes resulting from single receptor-ligand interactions.  Moreover, few 

experimental techniques can concurrently extract information from single receptor-ligand 

interactions.  Physiologically, TCR activation occurs both specifically and sensitively 

enabling T cell activation despite few suitable pMHC agonists present after proteolytically 

processing antigens.  Towards measuring strong effects common experimental approaches 

involve large pMHC concentrations and sometimes even rely upon stimulation antibodies 

that kinetically differ from TCR-pMHC interactions.  Continuing to investigate in-situ live-

cell experimental and analysis approaches will potentially yield more information 

describing receptor-ligand interactions. 

7.1.2 Enhancing BFP Instrumentation 
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Expanding immunologic signaling knowledge will require developing experimental 

approaches that match physiologic and pathophysiologic conditions.  Likewise, BFP 

instrumentation enhancements should focus on increasing physiologic and 

pathophysiologic relevance.  Current investigations rely upon assembling new BFP 

chambers every two hours before measurements become inconsistent.  Developing BFP 

chamber conditions conducive to T cell homeostasis could enhance measurement 

throughput and quality.  Current chamber conditions provide non-optimal temperature and 

oxygenation although current approaches exist for regulating chamber temperature.  

Although experimentally examining cells closely allows identifying cell death, focusing 

on optimizing conditions for T cell metabolism might enable identifying metabolism 

dependent mechanisms. 

BFP instrumentation relies upon software to control cell position and measure force 

transducer signal.  Current BFP instrumentation software utilizes LabView which 

unfortunately lacks optimization for computer vision applications at BFP instrument frame 

rates resulting in periodically dropped images and image analysis that lags behind image 

acquisition impacting instrument responsiveness when establishing bond lifetime clamping 

force.  Incorporating FPGAs and high-performance computing techniques could 

dramatically enhance BFP instrumentation enabling force feedback systems for inducing 

more sophisticated force stimulation.  Researchers already attempted enhancing BFP 

instrumentation software in developing the ultra-stable BFP that relied upon measuring 

multiple edge positions and force feedback (430), but did not specify instrument frame rate, 

a quantity influenced by camera ROI changes.  Instrumentation software enhancements 

should focus on measuring bead position in two dimensions without losing imaging frames. 
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7.1.3 Challenges to BFP Experimental Approaches 

As biological tool, in-situ live-cell biophysical instrumentation remains uncommon 

in biological laboratories.  Given its limited use within biomedical research, BFP 

instrumentation could grow considerably from utilization by more research groups that 

could provide their unique insights into how to improve its instrumentation.  BFP 

instrumentation retains unique benefits and drawbacks.  Among things challenging its 

adoption in more laboratories includes the challenging nature of BFP experiments.  As a 

biophysical instrument the BFP requires both engineering knowledge and instrumentation.  

Moreover, researchers using the BFP must also possess biological knowledge to interpret 

result significance.  Hopefully as researchers continue to elucidate important biological 

phenomena using BFP instrumentation will generate more interest and result in a richer 

and more collaborative academic environment working towards enhancing its 

experimental use. 

7.1.4 A Foundation for Investigating Immune Receptor Crosstalk 

This thesis work revealed live cell in-situ biophysical characterization towards 

answering receptor signaling questions.  This thesis work showed CD28 monovalency, 

characterized 2D kinetic differences that correlated with previous functional investigations, 

demonstrated conclusively that CD28 receptors form different catch bonds with their B7 

ligands, and showed similarities between TCR and CD28. Collectively, these results 

suggested that co-stimulation and co-inhibition could involve mechanical information 

exchanged during T cell and APC interactions.  CD28 results reflected similar findings to 
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other IgSF family receptors acquired within our laboratory (232, 235).  Mechanical 

processes at T cell APC interfaces could potentially shape IgSF signal integration.   

Future investigations into crosstalk between TCR and CD28 using in-situ live-cell 

biophysical instrumentation could yield important insights about T cell activation.  This 

work provided a foundation for such work by initially characterizing CD28 and developing 

metrics that could be altered during crosstalk.  Among possible crosstalk effects include 

altered receptor signaling feedback systems and receptor localization, processes that 

potentially contributed to observations made within this thesis work.  Experimentally, 

kinases such as Lck can be perturbed towards altering TCR and CD28 2D kinetics, 

mechanosensitivity, and memory.  Moreover, crosstalk could be differentially shaped by 

mechanical stimulation given both TCR and CD28 observe mechanosensitivity.  

Additional investigations into how mechanical stimulation shapes TCR and CD28 

crosstalk could yield insights that improve immunotherapy. 

7.1.5 Potential Antigen Sensing Implications 

Comparing T cell subsets from different liver and spleen using 2D effective affinity 

and bond lifetime under force revealed unexpectedly a situation within hepatic T cells 

where a larger TCR 2D effective affinity and catch bond absence.  Within the well-

characterized hepatic CD8+ T cell population undergoing activation mediated cell death 

hepatic T cells demonstrated altered mechanosensing losing catch bonds they retained in 

the spleen.  Reproducing the catch bond loss in splenic T cells by segregating data based 

on when during a cell-bead pair lifetime measurements occurred allowed correlating TCR 

ligation with potentially an activation effect.  Memory analyses using splenic and hepatic 
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T cells also showed different dynamics in response to TCR ligation.  Together findings 

among chapters possibly illustrated TCR receptor dysfunction, a finding that correlated 

with previous investigations demonstrating hepatic microenvironmental cues resulted in T 

cell hyporesponsiveness and altered antigen responses. 

Possibly, T cells dynamically alter their ability to sense antigens and dysregulation in 

this process influences T cell activation and function.  Further experiments should correlate 

differences demonstrated within this work with T cell functional differences.  Exploring 

additional micronenvironments featuring different immunological cues and characterizing 

how such micronenvironments influence T cell function could reveal using the metrics 

developed within this work that certain immunological cues reduce or enhance TCR 

activation.  This would enable T cells to respond differentially to antigens when infiltrating 

into infected or abnormal tissues.  Such insights could prevent transplant rejection, enhance 

cancer elimination, or prevent chronic infections. 

7.1.6 Immunotherapy Strategies Using Mechanical Stimulation 

Hypothetically, this work supports the development of a mechanical system that 

simultaneously stimulates cells and interprets information about how cells received such 

stimulation.  A mechanical system such features could activate T cells and provide different 

stimuli levels towards influencing cell function.  Moreover, a mechanical system with such 

functionality could shape T cell development, activation, and differentiation towards 

recapitulating endogenous processes that occur during immune responses. 

Current immunotherapies focus on altering immunity through pharmacological 

perturbations that systemically alter immunity or require genetic modifications that shape 
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antigen responsiveness. Although transformative within medicine, immunotherapies can 

result in harmful therapeutic sequela that can significantly reduce patient life quality.  By 

developing potential TCR activation metrics, this work serves as a foundation for 

developing therapeutic strategies that incorporate biophysical instrumentation towards 

mechanically stimulated T cells and predicting T cell responsiveness.  The mechanical 

system suggested within this work could engineer immunity in personalized ways specific 

for patient disease hopefully enhancing clinical outcomes and preventing harmful 

immunity. 

7.1.7 Conclusion 

This thesis work provided insights that possibly will shape future investigations and 

inspire translational medical advances.  Recent medical advancements in pharmacologic 

immunotherapy and immunosuppression improved patient care and quality of life.  Despite 

many therapeutic advancements, many fundamental questions about how the immune 

system works remain unanswered.  The work presented within this thesis focused on 

biophysical measurements that retain their own strengths and weaknesses.  The presented 

research recapitulated many established mechanisms towards narrowing the gap between 

biophysical measurements and T cell biology.  Hopefully this work inspires and empowers 

future researchers seeking to answer questions about T cell immunology.  
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